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MINIMIZING THE COST OF SPLITTING IN MONTE CARLO

RADIATION TRANSPORT SIMULATION

by

Raymond John Juzaitis

ABSTRACT

A deterministic analysis of the computational cost

associated with geometric splitting/Russian roulette In Monte

Carlo radiation transport calculations is presented.

Appropriate integro-differential equations are developed for

the first and second moments of the Monte Carlo tally as well

as time per particle history, given that splitting with Russian

roulette takes place at one (or several) internal urfaces of

the geometry. The equations are solved using a standard Sn

(discrete ordinates) solution technique, allowing for the

prediction of computer cost (formulated as the product of

sanple variance and time per particle history, ffjrp)

associated with a given set of splitting parameters. Optimum

splitting surface locations and splitting ratios are

determined. Benefits of such an analysis are particularly

noteworthy for transport problems in which splitting is apt to

be extensively employed (e.g., deep penetration calculations).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The sections comprising this introductory chapter serve to provide

a very general overview of the Monte Carlo computational method. Var-

iance reduction in Monte Carlo calculations is discussed, and the use

of splitting as a variance,reduction device is addressed specifically.

The information in this chapter is presented solely to provide the

proper context for understanding the particular nature and goals of

this dissertation. For a more detailed discussion of the Monte Carlo

method, the reader is directed to several other comprehensive refer-

ences.-'-'^'^

1.1 The Monte Carlo Method of Radiation Transport Simulation - an

Overview

The Monte Carlo method for solving radiation transport problems

has developed considerably since its introduction at the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory during World War II. Because it is essentially a

method of statistical trials, Monte Carlo is highly computer intensive,

and its popularity as a viable calculational tool is quite dependent on

the evolutionary level of computer technology. Thus, whereas in the

1950*s and early 1960's the method was decried as a "method of last

resort" to be used "only when no other method is available,"^ neverthe-

less by the late 1970's it had gained broad popularity in treating

radiation transport problems. This occurred mainly due to the develop-

ment of better, faster computers with enhanced memory capacity (for

example, the CDC-7600), as well as the implementation of efficient

1



variance reduction techniques in the Monte Carlo calculations themselves.

The need for detailed solutions to problems, such as those involving

complicated three-dimensional geometry, calculation of resonance escape

probabilities and self-shielding effects, strong localized absorption,

or mixed streaming/diffusion effects (to name just a few) has in many

cases made Monte Carlo a more viable calculational tool than the more

standard numerical techniques which normally suffer from various degrees

of simplification.

With standard deterministic methods (Sn, for example), an extensive,

global description of the radiation field is calculated by solving the

Boltzmann integro-differential transport equation for the radiation

flux. Of course, the solution is obtained numerically, usually based

on an appropriate level of simplification either of the transport

equation itself or else in the transport model being considered.

On the other hand, the solutions to radiation transport problems

by Moate Carlo are constructed by a random sampling of elementary

statistical processes, all of which are described by appropriate prob-

ability distributions and based on the best cross-section data avail-

able. The interactions of radiation (neutrons or gamma rays) passing

through matter are stochastic in nature. The modeling of these real-

world processes in the course of a calculation by selecting values for

stochastic variables from unbiased probability densities results in an

analog (direct simulation) calculation. Monte Carlo, then, is merely

a stochastic experiment performed on a digital computer as an analog to

the physical particle transport process. The goal of this numerical



experiment is to obtain statistically valid estimates of certain quan-

tities which depend in some way on the radiation field existing in a

medium.

Particles are followed collision by collision from he source to

eventual termination. Since only neutral particles are being consid-

ered here, they are not affected by any significant long-range forces;

hence, they travel between collisions at constant velocity for dis-

tances that are distributed statistically. Changes in energy and

direction of travel occur only at collision points. Moreover, at

collision sites the interaction physics are simulated in detail, and

in the general case some type of scattering, multiplication, or capture

may be candidate events. Termination of a history may be caused by

absorption in the medium or by the particle attaining phase-space

coordinates (for example, position, direction, energy) outside the

range of interest for the given transport problem.

At any point during its history, a particle is totally character-

ized by its phase-space parameters. The seven-dimensional phase-space

vector is comprised of (in general) three Euclidean spatial coordinates,

two independent directional coordinates, the kinetic energy of the

particle, and time. These phase-space parameters are sufficient to

determine the probabilistic behavior of the particle in any situation

it may encounter during its history. Monte Carlo thus generates random

walks in phase space. From the "point of view" of the computer, the

random walk is merely a succession of phase-space vectors. Formally,

it is sometimes useful to consider the Monte Carlo calculation as

simulating a Markov process.^ The defining feature of a Markov process



is that the probability of state-to-state transition depends only on the

current state and not on the previous history of the system. The

physical (neutral) particle transport process follows this Markovian

behavior—a particle proceeds from source to termination through a

series of points in phase space (states), i.e., the points correspond-

ing to particle-medium interaction sites. A transition in phase space

is determined only by the phase-space coordinates at the current colli-

sion site, not on the previous history of the particle. Monte Carlo

thus models a terminating Markov chain.

During the execution of the random walk, a particle may contribute

to one or more tallies, i.e., quantities of interest used to estimate

current, flux, heating, etc. The total score over the history in a

particular tally category is one particle's estimate of the correspond-

ing functional being evaluated.

When random walks generate collisions in phase space, a solution

to the Monte Carlo transport problem may be formally expressed as an

integral quantity involving some contribution function h(R) weighted by

the collision density F(R).^ Thus,

h(R)F(R)dR . (1.1.1)

Here X is the functional to be evaluated by the Monte Carlo calculation.

The above integral is taken over all of phase space, and R. represents

generalized phase-space coordinates.

Carter and Cashwell derive a formal expression for the Monte Carlo

solution by first writing a simple version of the integral transport

equation for the collision density:



/ K(R" -v R)F(R')dR" + S f (JR.) , (1.1.1a)

where S f (R) represents the first-collision density and K ^ ' -> R) is the

transfer kernel from R" to JR. Thus, the collision density at Si is made

up of particles coming into collision at JR. after having suffered a

previous collision at R', as well as particles coming into their first

collision at JR from the source. An expression for the collision density

at R' [that is, F(R')] may be written analogously to Eq. (1.1.1a) in

terms of F ( R " ) , and this may be substituted in Eq. (1.1.1a). The pro-

cedure may be repeated for the collision density in each successive

integrand, ultimately resulting in an infinite-series representation for

F(R). This Neumann series may then be substituted back into Eq. (1.1.1)

to yield an expression for the Monte Carlo solution:

x =

dĵ n I
J

(1.1.2)

where

a(R ) = absorption probability at RJJ ,

non-absorption probability {* 1 - a ^ ) ] ,

= normalized transition kernel; i.e., the
probability of entering the next collision
at RJJ, having entered the present colli-
sion at R«_2«

In writing Eq. (1.1.2), the transfer kernel K has been factored into



constituent probability functions and several factors have been com-

bined with Mj^) in expressing £, the Monte Carlo score.

The leading part of the integrand in Eq. (1.1.2) expresses the

probability for a particular random walk. The probability of the

particle experiencing its first collision in dRg about RQ is expressed

by Sf(^Q>dRQ. Subsequent factors represent the probability of a series

of intermediate non-absorbing collision events. The particle is

finally absorbed at Rn with probability a ^ ) . The score (or tally)

resulting from a particular random walk upon termination at Tt^ is ex-

pressed as 5(Rg».Ri > • • • >.!?«) • The tally contribution of a particular

history, £, is a random variable defined on the space of all random

walks. The expected value of £ over the distribution of random walks

is shown by Eq. (1.1.2) to be equal to the Monte Carlo estimate of

interest; i.e., <£> = X. Although the formulation of Eq. (1.1.2)

implies a last-event estimator, the foregoing statement generalizes to

all estimators.

As can be seen from the discussion above, the analytical essence

of Monte Carlo is formally embodied in an analog probability model

which is based on the physical behavior of neutrons as described by the

Boltzmann transport equation. (As will be seen, this notion underlies

the theoretical considerations upon which the work presented in this

dissertation is based.) Furthermore, the result of a Monte Carlo

calculation, namely the expected value of an appropriate estimator over

all random walks, effectively represents (in an integral sense) the

Neumann series solution to the integral transport equation.



Nevertheless, apart from analysis, there is no need to resort to

mathematical formalism in order to understand the practical nature of

the Monte Carlo method. The main elements of the calculation are

depicted graphically by referring to a generalized flow chart" (see

Fig. 1) and the following corresponding text:

(1) By sampling the appropriate source distributions, the
initial position, direction, energy of the primary
particle are set.

(2) The distance to the first collision Dc is sampled, and
the distance to the nearest surface Dg along the line
of flight is calculated.

(3) If Dc < Ds, a collision results, and the neutron is
advanced to the collision site. Otherwise, the
particle escapes to another region along the same line
of flight without interaction; it is advanced to the
surface.

(4) If a collision occurs, appropriate sampling allows for
determination of the isotope undergoing interaction as
well as the particular reaction type. The particle's
phase-space parameters are then updated and tracking
continues ("tracking" here refers to following the
random walk of the particle).

(5) If a surface, is intersected, the cell to be entered
is determined. Geometric splitting or Russian roulette
(see section 1.4) may take place. Any extra sub-
particles produced by the splitting event are stored
in the bank. ("Sub-particles" here refer to the
progeny resulting from a splitting event, the sum of
whose weights add up to the weight of the original
particle which was split.) Tracking then continues
in the new cell.

Tracking continues until some category of termination
is encountered: escape of the overall geometry,
geometric Russian roulette, or cutoff in weight,
energy, or time. The chart in Fig. 1 implies the
treatment of absorption by survival biasing; that is
the weighting-out of absorptions by appropriately
reducing the particle's weight at each collision.
In this case, an appropriate weight-cutoff game may
be played.
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Figure 1. Major Operations in a Monte Carlo Calculation.



(6) After termination of the primary particle, all
secondaries or sub-particles which were produced
by the primary (either by multiplication events
or splitting) are retrieved from the bank and
tracked. Otherwise (if the bank is empty), the
history is complete.

It should be noted that during the tracking process as illustrated

in Fig. 1, scoring may take place both within cells (cell tallies) or

on surfaces (surface tallies).

Thus, all formalism aside, the intrinsic baauty of the Monte Carlo

method derives from its conceptual simplicity as a direct simulation of

the physical particle transport process.

1.2 Monte Carlo Estimation and Statistical Error

As we have seen, the tally score resulting from a given ranc'om

walk is a random variable in the sense that a real-valued function is

assigned to an event (or outcome) of the sample space (in this case,

of random walks). If an appropriate, unbiased estimator is used for

scoring purposes, the expected value of the tally score over all random

walks constitutes the Monte Carlo estimate of the given quantity of

interest. Quantities such as average flux over a given region, flux

at a point, heating in a given region, total number jbf collisions in a

certain cell, neutron current crossing specified boundaries, etc., may

be estimated in this manner. I
i

The arithmetic mean of the score over N independent particle

histories is expressed as

f



and this sanple mean is used as an approximation to the true mean, or

expected value. (The expected value <£> is the first moment of £ vith

respect to the probability density of random walks.)

Corresponding to the mean sample estimate is an associated

probabilistic error arising from the statistical behavior of the

particles. It is of prime importance to establish a quantitative error

bound, i.e., a confidence level on the estimate in question. For this

reason the Central Limit Theorem plays an important role in Monte Carlo

1 3

Analysis. ' Briefly stated, if £-,, C2»«-*»£M> i s a series of inde-

pendent random variables (distributed according to the same probability

distribution), and these random variables have a common true mean <£>

and standard deviation a , then the sample (arithmetic) mean is
s

normally distributed about the true mean as the sample size increases

to infinity in the sense that

lim Prob
N •*• °°

The Central Limit Theorem allows for the calculation of the prob-

ability that \ will deviate from <£> by more than a given amount. It

permits one to quantify meaningfully the uncertainty associated with a

Monte Carlo estimate.

One of the most important measures of central tendency in

statistical 'distributions is the variance. In order to provide

practical significance to the Central Limit Theorem, it it necessary to

be able to calculate the variance of a Monte Carlo sample estimate,

10



a_ . Formally, if p(c) denotes the probability distribution of randoms

walks c, then the variance is defined as the second central moment of

the random variable, that is, the second moment about the mean:-*

ag
2(C) S f P(c)dc - <£2> - <C>2 . (1.2.3)

As with the mean, the sample variance is usually determined approxi-

mately and in terms of the first and second sample moments. In fact,

it can be shown that a consistent and unbiased estimate of the variance

may be calculated as follows:

. 1-1 \ i-1 / J

(1.2.4)

where, for large sample sizes, it is valid to consider the leading

factor as unity.

The expression for the variance given in Eq. (1.2.4)formulates the

variance of N sample estimates about their mean. It is also of interest

to calculate the variance of the sample mean about the true mean which

may be expressed as

2 - aBW
o G) ' ~ » (1.2.5)

and this allows for the formulation of the relative error of a Monte

Carlo estimate as follows:

11



a(O

The latter quantity is used in most applications as the prime statis-

tical indicator for Monte Carlo results.

Obviously, it is desirable to calculate a quantity with as low a

relative error as possible. Due to the inverse square-root dependence

on the number of histories,, efforts to reduce E by increasing N are

met with diminishing returns as N becomes large. The key practical way

for reducing the relative error associated with Monte Carlo estimates,

however, is to modify the calculation in order to yield results which

are accompanied by a lower sample variance o .

Nevertheless, as will be emphasized time and again in this dis-

sertation, reducing the relative error is only a partial solution to

the problem of ensuring efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculation. The

real goal is to produce an estimate with a relaV.ive error that is as

small as possible for a fixed amount of computer time, or, in other

words, to achieve a prescribed relative error with a minimum of

computer time.

1.3 Variance Reduction by Importance Sampling

If a Monte Carlo calculation were to result in a series of

estimating random variables (scores) which were r.loser in magnitude to

their mean value, the sample variance would be reduced. This, indeed,

is the goal of all variance reduction techniques. Many such modifica-

tions to the Monte Carlo calculation are employed. A few examples are

source biasing, the use of improved estimates involving expected values,

12



and survival biasing, i.e., the weighting-out of absorptions. However,

the method important to this work and upon which emphasis will now be

placed is a broad class of techniques known as importance sampling.

In section 1.1, it was tacitly assumed that the Monte Carlo

calculation being considered was a direct simulation, or analog calcu-

lation; that is, the probability densities being sampled in the course

of the random walk correspond to the exact source and transition

distributions as dictated by the physics of the particle transport

process. When importance sampling is employed, however, sampling

takes place from biased, or fictitious, density functions.

In most Monte Carlo transport problems, the nature of the func-

tional being estimated is such that a great many (if not most) of the

particle histories, when tracked in an analog manner, do not contribute

at all to the estimation. This large number of zero-contributions has

an adverse effect on the sample variance. Probably the prime examples

of such behavior are radiation transport problems involving deep

penetration.

As the nama implies, importance sampling is a biased sampling

scheme which emphasizes the more important regions of the problem.

Specifically, the analog transition probabilities are distorted in a

manner which preferentially transports particles to points in phase

space from which significant contributions to a given Monte Carlo tally

are expected. In other words, a greater number of particle histories

results in some non-zero estimate of the functional. Correspondingly,

the variance is reduced.

13



Suppose that the fictitious density functions which are sampled in

the course of such an altered scheme result from the appropriate weight-

ing of the analog densities by an importance function I(R). For

example, recalling the transition probabilities alluded to in

Eq. (1.1.2),

Here 3 and 8 are the biased and analog probabilities, respectively. The

importance function I(R) represents an approximation to the expected

contribution to the tally of interest from a particle starting out at

phase-space location R.. In fact, if the solution to the adjoint

Boltzmann transport equation is used as the importance function in

weighting the analog transition probability densities $ [as well as Sf

and a; see Eq. (1.1.2)], it can be shown that a zero-variance estimate

may result. Of course, the solution to the adjoint equation is just

as difficult as the Monte Carlo problem under condsideration. For this

reason, simplified importance functions which serve as approximations

to the adjoint are used in most applications to modify the transition

kernels.

Nevertheless, no matter what the exact form of the importance

function is, all distortions to the analog probability densities must

be accompanied by a suitable weight modification to the history score

in order to preserve the unbiased estimation of the functional in ques-

tion. If p(c) is again considered to be the generalized probability

ik



density of random walks c, then the effects of importance sampling may

be summarized concisely. Recall [see Eq. (1.2.3)] that the variance of

a Monte Carlo estimate may be formulated in terms of the first and

second moments of the score:

/V(c)P(c)dc - A(c)p(c)dc| . (1.3.2)

Now, if p(c) represents the modified probability density of random

walks, the score £(c) must be modified by an appropriate weight factor:

?(c) = ?(c) x wt = £(c) x f£(£l] . (1.3.3)

|p(e)J

The first and second moments of the altered score may then be formu-

Q

lated as follows:

p(c)dc = <£> , (1.3.4a)

and

/ ^2(c)p(c)dc = /

J J
V(c) | ~ f P(c)dc * <?2> . (1.3.4b)

As is indicated by Eq. (1.3.4a), the first moment (expected value)

of the score obtained from the altered sampling scheme is identical to

the analog mean. On the other hand, the second moment corresponding to

the altered scheme may be lower than the analog second moment if the

weight factor (p(c)/p(c)) is less than unity whenever the contribution

£(e) is significant. Note that trying to achieve zero variance inplies
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keeping the product £ = £ x (£|, hence the modified score, approximate-

W
ly constant (equal to the mean).

Employing importance sampling in a Monte Carlo calculation results

in the construction of a fictitious collision density which is not

described by the Boltzmann transport equation. Nevertheless, if one

interprets the particles being tracked as "carrying with them" the

appropriate weight modifications (rather than saving all the weight

factors until a score is made), then the expected weight density about

to undergo a collision at II satisfies the transport equation as does

the true analog collision density.

1.4 Splitting as a Form of Importance Sampling

The technique of splitting is probably one of the most widely

employed variance reduction methods in Monte Carlo particle transport

calculations. (Note that the concurrent implementation of Russian

roulette, the counterpart of splitting, is implicitly considered in

this discussion.) Owing to its conceptual simplicity, ease of imple-

mentation, and its effectiveness over a wide range of problems and

broad range of implementation parameters, splitting has acquired the

distinction of being a simple variance reduction technique to use,

associated with little danger for abuse. Unfortunately, possibly due

to its straightforward applicability, splitting has received little

academic attention, and formal studies/analyses of the technique are

very scarce in the literature.

Splitting and Russian roulette modify the Monte Carlo calculation

by ensuring that a proportionately greater amount of computational

16



effort is spent on particles that enter regions of phase space from

which there is a higher probability of contributing to the Monte Carlo

tally. Although it is possible to discuss formally the implementation

of splitting in phase space, conventional splitting/Russian roulette

methods, e.g., as in the MCNP code,° are restricted to geometry and

energy. Moreover, energy splitting and geometry splitting are invoked

independently of each other. Only geometry splitting is considered in

this work. The mechanics of the technique may be summarized as follows

(with reference to Fig. 2).

The problem geometry may be divided into regions of varying impor-

tance (region importance being defined by the user as an input param-

eter) . Splitting or Russian roulette is invoked when a particle is

about to enter a new geometry cell. If the importance of the newly-

entered cell is greater than that of the old cell, i.e., I ,. > I , then

the particle with an initial weight w is split at the boundary between

regions into a larger number m of sub-particles according to m = ln+i/ln-

(For the purpose of this work, m is considered to be an integer.) Each

sub-particle has a reduced weight: w" = w • (^n^n+j) • Thus, sub-

particles are particles of reduced weight which are formed at the

splitting event. At the instant: of the split, the sum of the weights of

all sub-particles is equal to the weight of the parent particle; their

phase-space parameters at this point are identical to those of the parent.

This splitting procedure effectively gives a particle history an increased

chance- of accumulating via the sub-particles a (statistically weighted)

contribution to the tally. On the other hand, if a particle enters a

cell of less importance (In+^ < In)> then it survives Russian roulette

IT



Before Entering a New Cell

RUSSIAN ROULETTE

Particle survives

with probability =

n+1 n
Surviving particle

has weight =
w x < V W •

No

No

Yes

Particle continues

unchanged.

Continue

Calculation

SPLITTING

are created with

weight^ w x (I /I .,) ,

Figure 2. Flow Chart Indicating the Processing of
Geometry Splitting/Russian Roulette in a
Typical Monte Carlo Calculation.
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with a probability n̂+i/̂ ri" If the particle survives, its weight is

enhanced: w' = w • C^n/In+i)• This reduces the computer time that

could be wasted on particles that will probably not contribute a score

to the tally of interest but still keeps the calculation unbiased.

It is important to note the justification for the reduction in

sample variance which accompanies splitting when this technique is used

in Monte Carlo. The effect of splitting is to increase the sampling

rate of points in phase space from which contributions to the tally are

expected. Since a given random walk is apt to sample important regions

more extensively, it is intuitively clear why splitting is considered a

form of importance sampling. When particles enter important regions,

their "success" is rewarded by splitting. The process gives each

"lucky" history, as it were, an extra chance to tally. The effect is

to decrease the number of zero-contributions. Also, the implementation

of geometry splitting in combination with Russian roulette allows (given

there are no other weight-modifying processes) all particles in a given

importance region to have the same weight—obviously having a favorable

effect on the sample variance.

More specifically, though, splitting causes a reduction in variance

by grouping the tally contributions of independent random walks closer

together. This is demonstrated with a simple example involving a semi-

infinite, purely absorbing slab with a normally-incident flux of

particles. The tally of interest is the transmission through the slab.

Assume a Monte Carlo sample size of 1000 histories, and the expected

value for the transmission is X « 0.50.
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Playing a purely analog Monte Carlo game (no splitting), each

history can contribute only a 1 or 0 to the tally. The following

sample estimate and variance may represent a possible outcome of the

analog game:

? - 500 x (1.0) + 500 * (0.0)
X- JQQQ ^--0.50 , and

o 2 = 500 x d.O) 2 + 500 x (Q
s 1000

However, if each particle is first split at the source into two sub-

particles (each of weight 1/2), then each history can score either 0

(if both sub-particles fail to traverse the slab), 1/2 (if one of the

sub-particles traverses the slab), or 1 (if both particles score). The

altered game may yield the following results:

Y 250 x (o.Q) + 5QQ x (Q.50) + 250 * (1.00)
X = 1000 = 0 > 5° » a n d

- 2 250 x (0.0)2 + 5 0 0 x (0.50)2 + 25Q x (1.0)2
s ~ 1000 - U.Z5 = 0.125

The sample variance in the second game was reduced because of the

reduction in the number of zero-contributions1, as well as the fact that

the tally scores were grouped closer together than was possible in the

analog case. Splitting thus allowed for the sharper peaking of the

tally score distribution about the mean value. (Note that since the

game with splitting also took twice as long to process, there really

was no true cost benefit vis a' vis the analog game. Nevertheless,
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this simple example was included only to show the favorable effect of

splitting on sample variance.)

In concluding this section, it should be stated that due to the

conceptual simplicity of the technique, the formal (rather than prac-

tical or intuitive) characterization of splitting as an importance

sampling device is elusive in the sense that analog probability

densities should be weighted by an importance function to produce

fictitious densities. However, Kalos et al., have formally inter-

preted splitting as a modification of the transport kernel. The

argument is outlined in Appendix A.

1.5 Statement of the Problem

Having discussed the concept and implementation of splitting (and

Russian roulette) in Monte Carlo calculations, it is now possible to

address the specific nature and purpose of the research work which

comprises this dissertation.

Although splitting's general effectiveness, conceptual simplicity,

and ease of implementation have resulted in its being dubbed as "easy

to use, hard to abuse," unfortunately abuse is not impossible. For

example, by failing to split enough, the sample size in important

problem regions may drop so low that information may be lost in these

regions. On the other hand, overuse of splitting may result in the

wasting of valuable computer time due to the tracking of a huge number

of sub-particles which do not aid proportionately in the reduction of

variance. As with most other variance reduction devices, the imple-

mentation of splitting requires some ji priori information regarding the
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specific values of importance sampling parameters. Unfortunately, too

many times these parameters are defined by resorting to educated guesses,

usually based on the experience and/or insight of the user. Because of

the lack of a more analytical basis for specifying these parameters, the

implementation of such a variance reduction technique becomes store an

o
art and less a science.

In the case of geometry splitting, the user is required to supply

information in order to specify the splitting parameters, namely:

(1) how many splitting surfaces to employ, (2) where to locate them, and

(3) what relative importances should be assigned to different regions.

Sometimes the importance regions are already implicitly defined geomet-

rically by the problem itself. More often than not, rough guesses Bust

be made by the user (hopefully backed by experience) in the process of

defining the splitting parameters. Luckily, splitting may be effective

when such rough guesses are made. This is not always the case, however.

As was noted above, misuse is possible.

Of course, there are several heuristics (or rules of thumb) which

may be employed by the user in order to help eliminate the guesswork

involved in locating splitting surfaces. A few of these (which are not

necessarily recommended) are listed below:10,11

- Split by a factor of 2 for every mean free path
traveled (defined at some average energy),

- Locate splitting surfaces at locations aj (j « 1,2,...)
in a slab, chosen so that the probability of a particle
reaching a. would be 2~J,

- Split by 2 whenever the particle flux falls by a factor
of 2.
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Macdonald, et al.,^»8 have addressed the problem of splitting-

parameter specification and have attempted to relieve the user of some

of the a priori quantitative decisions that are required with regard to

specifying splitting parameters by having the surface locations

"learned" in the course of the calculation. In their work, phase-space

coordinates are appropriately reduced and correlated to produce a

feature space. Decision surfaces are then used to separate the feature

space into importance classes. Using the techniques of pattern recogni-

tion, prototype particle histories are processed and splitting surfaces

are learned in phase space. Such techniques, when implemented in a

general-purpose Monte Carlo code, have had a favorable effect on the

calculational cost in many cases. Nevertheless, the user is still

required to supply the number of splitting surfaces to be learned as

well as information needed to construct the feature space. Moreover,

and most importantly, there are no assurances that the "teacher classi-

fication" of prototypes is performed so .3 to result in the learning of

the optimum surface locations.

The statement of the problem to be addressed by this dissertation

may be formulated then quite simply. Generally speaking, it is desir-

able to place the selection of splitting parameters on a more sound

analytical basis. The aim of this dissertation is to employ an appro-

priate numerical technique in order to deterministically predict the

efficiency of a given set of splitting parameters in a Honte Carlo

calculation. Given a fixed transport model, the goal is to ascertain

the existence of and to quantify those splitting parameters which lead

to the most efficient calculation of a Monte Carlo estimate. This
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includes finding the optimum locations for the surfaces as well as the

optimum values for the importance ratios characterizing adjacent regions.

Before proceeding further, it is important to define an appropriate

quantitative indicator with which it is possible to judge the relative

efficiency of a Monte Carlo calculation. A consideration only of the

variance is simply not enough. A variance reduction method could be

successfully implemented in a calculation but only at the expense of

such coding complexity and so many additional calculations per particle

history so as to render the calculation inefficient and impractical.

For example, as was discussed in section 1.4, splitting reduces the

variance of a sample when compared to an analog calculation. However,

the technique also introduces new operations requiring an extra amount

of time per particle history. These extra operations include (for

geometry splitting only):

1) performing the splitting and Russian roulette operations
themselves and storing the new sub-particles produced
by splitting;

2) an increased number of geometry-related operations due
to the definition of new splitting surfaces which do
not correspond to pre-existing geometric boundaries
(thus an additional number of surface intersections
and new geometry tracking calculations is involved);
and

3) tracking of all the new sub-particles introduced as a
result of splitting (including the extra tally updates
involved).

A more appropriate measure of computational efficiency is the total

computer time involved in achieving a given relative error in the cal-
1 o

culated estimate. The following expression may be derived for the

total computer time T:
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•>p) •
(1.5.1)

Here E = relative error to be achieved,

expected value of the estimating random
variable (score),

T = sample variance of the score5 and

T = mean computer time per particle history.

Since the factor [E <£> 2]" 1 is method-independent: whereas (os
2tp)

depends on the method of calculation, it may be concluded that the

latter factor is the correct indicator for the relative cost of a calcu-

lation. Thus, for the purposes of this dissertation, we will define

the cost function as:

f = a 2 T . (1.5.2)
c s p

This is the figure of merit which will be used for judging the cost-

effectiveness of a particular splitting scheme, i.e., in locating

optimum splitting parameters. A reduction in sample variance will be

judged against the corresponding increase in the amount of time spent

processing a particle history.

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation

General background on the Monte Carlo method for solving radiation

transport problems as well as the variance reduction technique of

splitting/Russian roulette was presented in this chapter. Chapter II

contains a review of some previous work by Everett and Cashwell which

constituted the theoretical seed for this dissertation, as well as a

semi-chronological overview of the development of the general theory of



Monte Carlo errors. The analysis of splitting costs, which constitutes

the most important aspect of this thesis, is based on the theory of

errors. The characteristics of the transport model as well as the

nature and scope of the analysis which was involved in this research

are presented in Chapter III. The main theoretical development in

formulating the moment equations for the Monte Carlo score and time

per particle history (assuming a single splitting surface in the

problem geometry) is contained in Chapter IV. The results of an

extensive numerical study designed to find optimum spl* ing conditions

for various values of transport model parameters are also presented-

Chapter V generalizes the analysis of Chapter IV to the case of multiple

splitting surfaces and also contains some numerical results, including

a comparison of splitting costs associated with Monte Carlo calculations

employing optimal versus heuristically-prescribed values of splitting

parameters. Finally, Chapter VI is reserved for conclusions and recom-

mendations for future work.



CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS STUDIES AND RELATED WORK

The material in Chapter II may still be regarded as introductory

in nature. However, the information presented is quite specifically

related to the original work comprising this dissertation. First, a

summary of some previously reported analytical work by Everett and

Cashwell is presented in order to introduce the basic features of

splitting cost analysis. A discussion of these analytical results also

allows for a clearer and more precise definition of the starting point

for the original work of this dissertation. The second section of

Chapter II provides a somewhat historical sketch of the development of

the theory of Monte Carlo errors. The theoretical groundwork repre-

sented here forms the basis for the analysis used in this research to

deterministically predict the computational cost associated with the

impleiaentation of a particular set of splitting parameters in a Monte

Carlo calculation.

2.1 Work of Everett and Cashwell on the Purely Absorbing Slab

The first published results dealing with the quantification and

optimization of the cost of splitting in Monte Carlo transport calcula-

tions (and consequently the theoretical seed for this research) appeared

as a LASL (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory) report authored by Everett

and Cashwell.•" In this paper they presented a formal, analytical

treatment of splitting applied to a fairly simple particle transport

problem.



The model they chose to analyze involved a one-dimensional semi-

infinite slab with a thickness of D mean free paths (see Fig. 3). The

medium was composed of a pure absorber (E = £ ). Source neutrons were

monodirectional and normally incident on the front surface of the slab

(z = 0). The quantity to be estimated in the course of the Monte Carlo

calculation was the expected particle transmission through the slab,

i.e., leakage current at z = D. Splitting was assumed to occur in a

ratio m:l at a single, variably located, internal surface z , where
s

0 < z < D [here zg and D are in units of mean free paths (mfp)].

In this particular transport model, every collision made in the

slab results in a termination of the particle or sub-particle by

capture. The elimination of scattering facilitates the quantification

of "success" and "failure" probabilities which characterize the parti-

cular stochastic experiment involved in this problem. There are (m + 1)

possible outcomes of the experiment, each of which may be assigned a

certain probability. For example, a 0 score for a history will result

if either a particle does not survive to the splitting surface, or (if

it does survive and is split) all m sub-particles produced by the

splitting do not survive to the tally surface. The appropriate score

[x(0)] and probability [p(0)] associated with 0 particles reaching the

tally surface may be formulated

x(0) = 0

with (2.1.1)
/ ~Z \ -Z

P(0) = (l - e
 SI + e S Qm .

The following definitions are made:



Splitting At An Internal Surface, z,

z=

Figure 3. Transport Model Used as Basis for

Everett and Cashwell Analysis.

( & denotes analog capture.)



-(D-Z )
? S e s = probability of traversing (D - Z )

without collision, i.e., "success";
and

Q = 1 - P = "failure" probability.

Non-zero scores result if the particle first survives to the splitting

surface where it is split into m sub-particles. Of these, only

i(i=l,2,...,m) can survive the distance (D - Z ). The possible outcomes

(depending on i) are formulated

x(i) = i/m

with

(2.1.2)

In Eq. (2.1.2), I.I represents the appropriate binomial coefficients.

Thus by considering a binomial probability distribution in the descrip-

tion of the possible outcomes of this stochastic experiment, Everett

and Cashwell were able to analytically express the first and second

moments (hence, the expected sample variance) of the Monte Carlo score.

The time per particle history was also formulated analytically:

—Z —Z
xp = TQ + e

 s(mx0) - TQ(1 + e
 s • m) . (2.1.3)

Here Tn represents the elemental unit of computer time required in order

to sample the distance to the first collision and compare this to the

-Z
next surface. The factor e s represents the probability of survival

to the splitting surface, and mx is the additional computer time

required to track the (m) sub-particles generated at Z .
s
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Everett and Cashwell were then able to formulate the cost function

for splitting at Z :s

f E
c

-Dwhere p t = e

(2.1.4)

Further analysis revealed that for slabs of sufficient thickness,

i.e., D > Jin p^—r~^l» the cost function exhibits a minimum (optimum)
L m - 1 J

value at Z~ where

2Z(
e

In this case, the splitting cost at Z« is also less than the cost for

an analog calculation, i.e., a no-splitting calculation.

A special-purpose Monte Carlo code was written in order to provide

a stochastic model of the transport problem analyzed by Everett and

Cashwell. The intent was to obtain real Monte Carlo values of the cost

function (subject to execution times on a CDC-7600 computer) as a veri-

fication of the analytical results. The coding was specifically

designed so that the measured computer time per history would reflect

as closely as possible only the timing for the operations considered in

the analytical formulation of T [see Eq. (2.1.3)].

Figure 4 presents the analytical and stochastic results for the

case involving m = 3 and D = 3.0 mfp. Given the analog cost for this

case was fQ = 0.180 usec, it can be seen that the minimum value of the
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(analytic) cost function [f (Z ) = 0.136 ysec at Z Q = 1-6 mfp] is lower

than the analog cost. In fact, splitting is found to be cost-effective

over a significant range of Z . The discrepancy between the two curves
s

in Fig. 4 results from the unavoidable increment in time due to extra

coding (overhead) which must be included in order to perform the appro-

priate logic in processing the (m) sub-particles generated at the split-

ting surface. The (m • T_) considered by Everett and Cashwell is really

a slight underestimate of the real computer time involved in processing

the (m) sub-particles.

It is informative to consider the justification for the shape of

the cost function curve, e.g., as exhibited in Fig. 4. The analytical

behavior of the cost function actually derives from the relative effect

arising from two competing tendencies (see Fig. 5). As Z increases

(splitting surface is located deeper into the slab and away from the

source), the time per particle history decreases. Physically, as the

splitting surface is located closer and closer to the tally surface,

fewer source particles ever reach it. Thus, fewer particles are split,

and the mean time to process a particle history decreases accordingly.

On the other hand, the sample variance increases as the splitting

surface is located closer to the tally surface (the bottom part of

Fig. 5 shows the case for three different slab thicknesses). The limit-

ing conditions are considered first. If the splitting surface were

located ax the tally surface (Z = D ) , then no particle would ever be
s

split effectively (in fact, every particle reaching the tally would be

split and every single sub-particle thus produced would immediately
score). There is then no essential difference relative to the analog
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situation; a_2 in this case takes on the analog value, and variance

reduction due to splitting is non-existent. In the other extreme, if

the splitting surface is located at the source (Z = 0 ) , every single

s

source particle is split. In this case, variance reduction is maximiz-

ed; in fact, there is an m-fold reduction (c.f., Ref. 11, pp. 3-4).

For intermediate Z , the sample variance increases monotonically. As

the splitting surface is located deeper into the slab, fewer and fewer

source particles are split. But more importantly, splitting becomes

less and less effective. Given a small distance between splitting and

tally surfaces, there is a greater chance that all (m) sub-particles

generated at the splitting surface will score at the tally. As noted

before, this gains one nothing over the analog case, i.e., where the

original source particle would contribute a score of 1 on its own.

Splitting is only truly effective in reducing variance when, for a

significant number of histories, several of the (m) sub-particles

initiated at the splitting surface result in a tally, whereas others do

not. -̂ nly in this case is splitting productive in the sense that it

gives a particle history m (>1) chances to score (recall discussion of

splitting in Chapter I). Thus as the splitting surface is located

closer to the tally surface, the sample variance increases to the

analog value.

The cost function f , then, is itself a product of two functions—

one monotonically increasing with Z , the second monotonically decreas-

ing. In certain cases (that is, for slab thicknesses as delimited by

Everett and Cashwell), the cost function may be minimized at a certain

optimal value of Z s (see Fig. 4). However, this is not always the case.
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o
For thin slabs, the rise in 0_ with Z overwhelms the corresponding

s s
drop in T . As a result, in these cases the cost function is a monoton-

ically increasing function of Z , everywhere greater in magnitude than
s

the associated analog (no-splitting) cost. This behavior is exemplified

in Fig. 6. In this case, the analog cost was £Q = 0.947 ysec.

To facilitate the analytical formulation of T , Everett and Cashwell

considered only the time involved in executing the basic operations of

the particle history [see Eq. (2.1.3)]. In a real calculation, however,

some additional (essential) operations are required in processing a

history. For example, in some more complicated problems, the time

required to update the tallies and increment their squares (for eventual

computation of sample variance) after each particle history may be an

important element of the overall time per history. Time is also involved

in generating a source particle and incrementing tallies during the

random walk. It was desired to see if including these extra operations

in the time per history for the problem under consideration would or

would not influence the cost-effectiveness of splitting. Accordingly,

the Monte Carlo calculation used to verify the Everett and Cashwell

analysis was redesigned with a logic more in accordance with standard

production codes, e.g., MCNP. Timings were made to be more inclusive;

i.e., T reflected all computations during a particle history, more than

just the basic operations considered by Everett and Cashwell. The

results for various values of splitting ratio m and for D = 3.0 mfp are

displayed in Fig. 7.

Again, as in the previous calculations, the cost-effectiveness of

splitting at an internal surface is assured. Due to the consideration
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of a greater number of operations in the time per history, the magni-

tudes of the cost function were all scaled higher in this particular

series of calculations. Nevertheless, the shape of the cost function

was left unchanged, and the optimum splitting surface locations corres-

ponding to minimum cost (for the different m values) were within

0.1 mfp of the optimum locations predicted by Everett and Cashwell.

Figure 7 displays two curves for the analog cost. The "analog

cost (1 surface)" refers to the case where no additional internal sur-

face is present. After the particle leaves the source, it can encounter

only one more surface, the tally surface. On the other hand, "analog

(2 surfaces)" in the figure refers to the case where a non-splitting

internal surface is geometrically defined. The importances on either

side of this surface, however, are equal—hence, no splitting takes

place. But on leaving the source, the particle now may encounter two

surfaces (internal and tally), and the corresponding penalty in com-

puter time is reflected in the appropriate curve displayed in Fig. 7.

In summary then, the analysis presented by Everett and Cashwell

based on a transport model involving a purely-absorbing medium in one-

dimensional slab geometry allows for the prediction of optimum splitting

surface location and splitting ratio (given a fixed slab thickness).

Under the right conditiois, the value of the cost function attending

splitting was found to be lower than the corresponding cost of an

analog computation over a relatively wide range of Z .
s

The goal of this dissertation is to extend the analysis of split-

ting costs to a more complicated and realistic transport problem—

specifically, one that would include the process of particle scattering.
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The consideration of scattering precludes the straightforward applica-

tion of the binomial probability distribution and makes the a priori

analysis related to the expected sample variance and computer time per

particle history a great deal less tractable. Nevertheless, as will be

seen in the ensuing section, the theory of Monte Carlo errors provides

an appropriate analytical tool with which (upon the implementation of

certain raodifications and extensions) the splitting cost analysis may

be applied to a more complicated particle transport model.

2.2 Analysis of Error in Monte Carlo Calculations

In this section, the development of a theoretical basis for pre-

dicting Monte Carlo errors will be highlighted in a somewhat chronolog-

ical fashion. The material summarized here is especially significant

in that it provides the theoretical foundation upon which the analysis

and results of this dissertation are based. Specifically, this disser-

tation is an example of how the generalized theory of Monte Carlo errors

may be employed in the analysis and optimization of an important vari-

ance reduction technique, i.e., in the solution of a practical problem

which derives from the general objective of ensuring efficiency in

Monte Carlo calculations..v

The earliest work to be cited here is that of Coveyou, Cain, and

Yost. •* The significance of this work lies in the fact that it under-

scores the central importance of the adjoint formulation of the particle

transport problem to the analysis of variance reduction in Monte Carlo

calculations. Specifically, the authors introduce a value function

which is used to facilitate the analytical formulation of expected
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values and the variance of Monte Carlo estimates. The value function

W(R) is the expected total contribution (present and future, but not

past) of a particle to the Monte Carlo tally given the particle is

coming into a collision event at phase-space point R,. Mathematically,

the value function is the solution of the integral equation of the

adjoint formulation to the particle transport problem. The authors

derive a generalized analytical representation for the expected sample

variance in terms of this value function. The formalism is extended to

such standard variance reduction techniques as source biasing, survival

biasing, and density biasing (importance sampling). Unfortunately, the

solution to the value equation is just as difficult as the direct

solution of the original particle transport problem, and thus approxi-

mations to the value function must usually be employed in applications

of the theory. Nevertheless, the authors elucidated a fundamental

connection between variance reduction analysis and adjoint solutions of

the transport problem.

Amster and Djomehri^ have shown that the determination of expected

variance may result from the successive solution to two coupled integral

equations. They based their study on an analog Monte Carlo game. In

the most general case, each collision a particla makes (a non-multiply-

ing medium is assumed) may result in a score which has a known proba-

bility distribution. The total tally score for the particle history is

the sum of all collision scores over that particular history. The

authors introduce the history score accumulation probability ^(ll,s)ds

which is the probability that a particle introduced into the system at

R. will eventually contribute a tally score s in ds over its history.



They proceed to derive equations for the r-th moment of the score about

the distribution function

+00

(2.2.1)/ sr^(R,

The appropriate integral equations for r = 1 and 2 (first and second

moments) are thus derived. The recursive solution of these two coupled

integral equations allows for the prediction of the Monte Carlo sample

variance. It can also be shown that the integro-differential form of

the r-th moment equation (which can be derived from the integral form)

is itself adjoint to the corresponding form of the Boltzmann transport

equation. This suggests that standard numerical techniques may pos-

sibly be employed in the solution for the first and second moments.

Recall that the work of Amster and Djomehri considered scoring to

take place at collision sites. The theory was extended by Booth and

Amster^-3 to include track-length estimators (used, for example, in the

estimation of flux in a cell by tallying the particle's track length

per unit volume of that cell). The appropriate generalization was

made which allowed the score distribution functions at individual

events to depend on the phase-space coordinates corresponding to two

successive collisions.

Finally, Booth**" and Booth and Cashwell have generalized the

theory of errors as introduced by Amster and Djomehri to account for

nonanalog Monte Carlo simulations. Also, multiplying systems (even

supercritical) as well as time-dependence were considered in their
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formulations. The work is particularly noteworthy from the standpoint

of this dissertation, since the authors incorporated the treatment

(albeit a formal, generalized one) of splitting and Russian roulette in

the theory. In addition to allowing for the prediction of the variance

of conventional Monte Carlo tallies, the integral equations for the

r-th moment of the history score as presented by Booth and Cashwell also

facilitate the prediction of time per particle history. If one defines

the score at each event to be the actual computer time required to

process that event, then the appropriate integral moment equation may

be employed to express the expected value (first moment) of the time per

particle history.

Independently of the work of Booth and Cashwell, Sarkar and Prasad^

have also generalized the theory of errors to treat nonanalog games. A

special emphasis was placed on the application of the theory in the

optimization of the exponential transformation. Although splitting and

Russian roulette are considered in their work, the techniques are imple-

mented in conjunction with the exponential transformation and are

treated in a nonstandard manner—they are performed as particles leave

collision sites, with the objective of keeping the particle weight close

to unity.

Finally, Lux1^ has also employed a generalized theory of errors in

developing sufficient conditions under which variance may be reduced

when considering survival biasing schemes.

All of the papers cited above provide valuable insight into the

problem of Monte Carlo error prediction. However, the work of ^
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was most instrumental in providing the theoretical basis for the anal-

ysis fundamental to this present work, i.e., splitting cost analysis

and optimization.



CHAPTER III

NATURE AND SCOPE OF PROBLEM TO BE STUDIED

The aim of this chapter is to introduce in greater detail the

specific problem to be considered in this work. First, the character-

istics of the particle transport model are presented. This particular

model will be used as a basis for the analysis to be presented in this

dissertation. The model also facilitates the definition of the scope

and limitations of this work. The latter part of the chapter serves to

motivate the analysis which will be developed in subsequent chapters.

3.1 Defining the Characteristics of the Transport Model

As was discussed in Chapter II, the first formal study relating to

splitting costs in Monte Carlo transport calculations was presented by

Everett and Cashwell. ^ By considering a purely-absorbing medium they

were able to apply an exact analytical treatment to the problem. The

work presented in this dissertation extends the analysis of splitting

costs to a more complicated and realistic transport model—specifically,

one that includes the possibility of particle scattering.

The transport model under study here is similar to the one analyzed

by Everett and Cashwell. Again, a one-dimensional, semi-infinite slab

geometry is considered (the slab is D mean free paths in thickness)-

Particles are considered to be normally incident on the front surface

of the slab (z = 0). The Monte Carlo estimate of interest (tally) is

the probability of transmission through the slab (in other words, the

expected leakage current at the tally surface, z = D).



However, several additional and complicating features are included

in the present model:

• macroscopic scattering cross section is nonzero, i.e.,

• scattering is assumed isotropic in the laboratory
reference frame,

a single energy-group treatment is considered,

survival biasing (that is, the weighting-out of
absorptions) is considered in all cases, and

splitting (m:l) and Russian roulette are invoked at
one or more internal surfaces (z = z g p z = zg £» etc.);
only integer splitting ratios are considered, i.e.,
m = 2, 3, 4, etc.

A graphical depiction of the model is presented in Fig. 8.

3.2 Nature of the Analysis to be Applied to the Problem

The complications to the transport model noted above preclude a

simple, straightforward analysis. It is no longer possible to apply

directly a binomial probability distribution in accounting for the pos-

sible outcomes of the stochastic experiment. Indeed, the probabilities

of "success" and "failure" are no longer easily defined (except in a

very formal manner). One need only consider the Neumann Series expres-

sion for the collision density to realize that the particles contribut-

ing to the tally may correspond to histories which up to that point

could have had any finite number of previous collisions, with a corres-

ponding distribution in contributing weights. As implied in section 3.1,

scattering also allows for the explicit treatment of Russian roulette

upon backscatter into regions of lower importance. Nevertheless, in
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Figure 8. Transport Model Used as Basis for Analysis

(Isotropic Scattering Included).

[ ® denotes termination by Russian roulette.]



order to predict the value of the cost function associated with a given

set of splitting parameters, it is necessary to formulate a priori its

two components: the expected (true) sample variance of the Monte Carlo

score (a 2) and the expected time required to process a particle history
s

(T ) . To quote Amster and Djomehri:

"The problem posed by the error calculation is approx-
imately as difficult as the Monte Carlo problem
considered."

As noted in Chapter II, a generalized theoretical basis for pre-

dicting Monte Carlo errors has been developed. In particular, the

specific generalizations of Booth and Booth and Cashwell to formally

include splitting and Russian roulette in the theory make it quite

applicable as an analytical tool in treating the central problem of

this dissertation. With certain modifications and the appropriate

specification of probability distributions, the theory may be applied

to the Monte Carlo transport problem presented in section 3.1. Thus,

the appropriate integral equations governing the first and second

moments of the slab transmission score, as well as the first moment

(expected value) of time per particle history, were developed. [Split-

ting at an internal surface (rather than formally splitting from a

distribution in phase space) required special treatment in the formula-

tions for the second moment of the score and T , as will be detailed in

Chapter IV.]

The integral moment equations were then converted to an integro-

differential form. In this form, the equations represented adjoint

formulations of the one-speed Boltzmann transport, equation. This



immediately suggested a numerical solution technique employing a

standard discrete ordinates (S ) transport code. Thus, the numerical

solution for a ^T [actually, separate solutions for the first and

second moments of the transmission (<x>,<x^>), as well as T ] allowed
P

for the prediction of cost function behavior under a wide variety of

splitting conditions.

The significance of the present work to Monte Carlo methodology is

underscored by several considerations. First, the technique of split-

ting as commonly implemented in standard Monte Carlo codes has never

undergone an adequate quantitative analysis (other than the work of

Everett and Cashwell). The research presented here hopefully represents

a positive step in this direction. The present work also provides an

example of how the generalized theory of Monte Carlo errors may be

applied to a practical problem involving the effective implementation

of a standard variance reduction device in a radiation transport calcu-

lation. Although the transport model considered in this particular

analysis may seem fairly uncomplicated, it nevertheless represents

fairly well the condition under which geomet/Lc splitting is apt to be

extensively applied, namely in radiation transport problems involving

deep penetration. In such Monte Carlo calculations, one of the prime

considerations is where to place splitting surfaces along the straight-

line mean-free-path distance separating the source and exit surfaces.

Finally, the deterministic calculation of the cost associated with a

given set of splitting parameters facilitates an ja priori optimization

of the technique. Moreover, it provides a quantitative analytical basis



for judging the relative merits of various rules of thumb which are

commonly employed by users in implementing splitting in a Monte Carlo

calculation. It is not presumptuous to state that such an analysis is

intellectually more satisfying than a complete reliance on experience

or insight.
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CHAPTER IV

THE CASE OF A SINGLE SPLITTING SURFACE

The material in this chapter is devoted to the analysis of a

single internal splitting surface, variably located in tne slab at

z = z (0 < z_< D). The theory of Monte Carlo errors is applied to thes s

specific transport model being considered here. Integral equations for

the first and second moments of the slab transmission score (<x> ?.nd

<x2>, respectively) and the expected value of time per particle history

(T ) will be derived by closely following the derivation of the general-
P

ized r-th moment equations for the Monte Carlo score as demonstrated by

Booth. " However, in all cases only specific features pertinent to the
transport model as defined in Chapter III x*ill be included in the deriv-

ations presented here. The applicable probability distributions will be

appropriately specified and several features important to this develop-

ment but not treated explicitly in the Booth formulations will be given

special attention. Booth's generalized time-dependent equations do not

explicitly reflect the escape of particles past the outer boundaries of

a defined geonetry. However, this is essential to the problem being

considered her;. The analytical treatment in this case, nevertheless,

parallels very closely the treatment given in the general theory for

particles experiencing a collisionless free-flight for the duration of

time being considered. In effect, an escape from the defined geometry

is tantamount to a collisionless free-flight for infinite time (in the

context of the time-dependent generalized theory). Closely related to

this, the general theory does not consider the intersection of a
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particle's flight with a fixed surface in the geometry, e.g., an internal

splitting surface. In the Booth formulations, splitting and Russian

roulette events are formally sampled from generalized probability dis-

tributions defined on phase space. For the problem being considered

here, splitting at an internal surface requires special treatment in

formulating the integral equations. This is ultimately reflected in

the discontinuous behavior of <x > and T at the splitting surface.

Following the derivation of the integral moment equations, their

conversion to an integro-differential form is discussed. A solution

technique employing S calculations is then described, and the numerical

results of a parameter study are presented.

4.1 Deterministic Prediction of Sample Variance

In this section, the equations for the first and second moments of

the slab transmission score are developed. Solution for the first two

moments (<x> and <x^>) then allows for the deterministic prediction of

the sample variance (C,, = <x^> - <x> ) .

A lengthy list of definitions precedes the derivation itself.

Implicit in all these definitions is the fact that for the monoenergetic

transport problem in one-dimensional semi-infinite slab geometry,

generalized phase-space coordinates reduce to two variables. These are

the particle's position in the slab measured along the normal direction

(z) and its direction of travel relative to the normal (the direction is

expressed in terms of u, the cosine of the angle between the direction

of travel and the normal direction). In order to facilitate a clearer

exposition of the logic involved in the development, the derivations are



motivated and begun in terms of generalized distribution functions and

phase-space coordinates. At an appropriate point in the development,

substitution is made in order to present the equations only in terms of

the specific variables which are characteristic of the transport model

as defined in Chapter III.

4.1.1 Derivation of the Integral r-th Moment Equations (r = 1,2)
for the Slab Transmission Score.

The following definitions are important to the derivations which

are presented in this dissertation:

z = Particle position coordinate in semi-infinite slab
geometry.

V = Particle directional coordinate (cosine of the angle
between the direction of travel and the normal direc-
tion) .

R. S Phase-space vector for the time-independent, mono-
energetic transport problem in semi-infinite slab
geometry.

PEj0(P/,s)ds

PEfD(P',s)ds

Ps(P/,s)ds

S m

pR(P',s)ds

Augmented phase-space vector (includes particle
weight),
(z,y,w), where w = particle weight.

Score that a particle makes (in the general case, a
particle might score at any of the possible events it
may encounter).

Score distribution functions, expressing the prob-
ability that a particle will contribute a score in ds
about s given that the event at P_" is (respectively):
an escape past the front surface (z~" = 0 ) , an escape
past the back surface (z' = D ) , a scattering event, an
m:l splitting event, or a Russian roulette event.

= Macroscopic scattering and total cross sections.



T(P,P+)d]j+dw+ Transmission (free-flight) probability. This is the
probability that a particle leaving P_ will reach P*
in dy+ about y+ and w + in dw+, and it will do so with-
out suffering any-events (including splitting or
Russian roulette) along its flight,

T(z - z+,y)6(u+ -
t

where T(z ->• z+ ,y)

- w)dy+dw+

0 for

Note: The delta functions in the definition above
reflect the fact that no directional or weight changes
take place along the free-flight.

cr(P+,P_'')dz+dP' = Probability that a collision will take place in dz +

about z with a change in phase state from P_ to P_'
in dP'.

W - w+)dz+dP_'

In the general case, a weight change may possibly take
place due to biasing of the total cross section. How-
ever, as is indicated by the delta function, in this
particular problem no such change occurs. [Note: PJ*
does not represent the phase-space coordinates as the
particle leaves the collision; see definition of exit
kernel E(P',P").]

= Weight multiplier used to reduce particle weight to
account for absorption at a collision,

= £g/Eip (non-absorption probability).

Sin(z,P
+)dz+ Probability of experiencing an m:l splitting event in

dz + about z +, given the particle starts its current
free flight at z and reaches z+ without collision,

0 for z >

Sffl(z+
Jp

+,w+)dz+ - z )dz+ for zs



where H(y+) is the Heaviside function:

H(y+) = 1 for y + > 0
0 for y + < 0

Thus, a splitting event will occur with certainty at
z + = z , only if the particle crosses the splitting
surface from the left (refer to Fig. 8).

,!̂  )dz+ Probability of experiencing a Russian roulette event
in dz about z , given the particle starts its current
flight from z and reaches z + without collision,

0 for z < z

for z > z

- H(u+)]S(z+ - zs)dz
+

DQ(P_,P_ )dP_+ = Probability of escaping the front surface at dP_ about
P_+, given that the current flight of the particle
started at P_,

T(z ->- z+,y)[l - H(y)]<5(y+ - y)6(w+ - w)6(z+)dz+dy+dw+

for z < zg ,

0 for z > z
s

Note: A front-surface escape is impossible as a next-
event if the particle starts out to the right of the
splitting surface.

D T (P_,P_
+) dP_+ = Probability of escaping the back surface at dP_+ about

P̂  , given that the current flight originated at P_,

T(z -J- z+,y)H(y)6(y+ - y)<5(w+ - w)6(z+ - D)dz+dy+dw+

for z > Zg ,

0 for z < z
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E(P/,P/")dF"' = Probability that a collision at P_" will result in a
change of phase-space coordinates to dP_"" about P.",

= E(z ,y •> y )o(z - z )o(w - w w )dz dy dw ,
s

where E(z',\i"m*V'")d]x'"' = -=^— for isotropic scatter-
ing. 2

Since absorptions are being weighted-out, every
collision is treated as a scattering event, and the
particle weight is reduced by the factor w .

s

+ = Probability that all (m) particles resulting from a
splitting event at P_ will each exit in dP'"* about
P_"; in effect, only a weight change results,

Russian roulette survival probability

1/m

Probability that a particle undergoing a Russian
roulette event at VJ~ will leave the event in dP_"
about P.", given the survival probability is Ŝ ,,

The particle leaves with an enhanced weight with
probability £ m but is killed (w'"* = 0) with proba-
bility 1 - Sm. 3 ^ is defined as

^— ' — " ^ — " ^ Russian roulette survival coordinate-change
probability,



Based on the foregoing definitions, the first task at hand is to

formulate the score accumulation probability, that is

ty(P_,s)ds = probability that a particle introduced into the
system at P_ (or continuing from an event at P)
will contribute during its remaining history a
total score s in ds.

Once a particle is introduced at P̂ , it will begin a free flight, which

can terminate in a number of possible "next events." As stated before,

however, the imposition of an internal splitting surface complicates the

formulation somewhat in that the list of possible next events may differ,

depending on where (relative to the splitting surface) the particle

begins its flight. Accordingly, ^ is formulated for three cases, depend-

ing on whether the particle starts its flight (at z) to the left of the

splitting surface, to the right of the surface, or on the splitting

surface:

/J Q?,s)ds for 0 < z < zg

ip (P_,s)ds for z s < z < D, and

Z (P_,s)ds for z = z s
s

We consider first the case of a particle introduced at P_, such that

the starting location z is to the left of the splitting surface. The

flight from P_ may terminate at jP with any of three possible next events:

a scattering collision at P + (with z + such that 0 < z + < z_), an escape

past the front surface (P_+ with z+ = 0 ) , or a splitting event (P_+ with

z + = z s ) . A graphical depiction of the possibilities is presented in

Fig. 9.
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P (0 < z+ < z )s

2=0
(Front surface)

z=z
(Splitting surface)

Figure 9. Possible Next Events,Given a Particle Begins its
Next Flight to the Left of the Splitting
Surface (0 _< z < ẑ ) .

[References made to terms of Eq.(4.1.1.1).]
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In the most general case, the particle may possibly score at each

event, and the score contribution is picked from a score distribution

function appropriate for that particular event. If the next event is

terminal, e.g., escape past z + = 0, the score deposited at the event

must be equal to the total score s in order for the event to contribute

to ty(P_,s)ds. Otherwise, a partial score s' deposited at the next event

must be augmented by s - s' in future events, in order for the total

score over the history (thart- is, from point JP on) to be in ds about s.

Thus, having contributed s' at the next event, the particle must contri-

bute to balance (s - s"*) before its history is terminated. The flow

chart in Fig. 10 illustrates the score accumulation for particles

beginning their flight to the left of the splitting surface. Note

particularly that in the case of splitting, all the partial scores

contributed by the (m) sub-p(articles plus the score resulting from the

splitting event itself must add up to s in ds.

In the formulation of I|J,(P_,S), each next event (as depicted in

Figs. 9 and 10) contributes a term to the expression of the score accumu-

lation probability:

/ dP+T(P_,P+) / dP/a(P_+,P.') I ds'pQ(P/,s') / d P "

* < ; " J J ~

I dP+D0(P_,P
+)

(A.1.1.1)
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Particle begins flight at P_

(0 < z < zs)

Free//Flight Free Flight Free flight

Escape

Deposit s'

a t P +

= 0)

= s from

sOds"

Termination

Split (m:l) at P_

(z+ = z )

Deposit s' from

Contribute remaining

(s - s"*) in subse-

quent events.

Result in (m)

new sub-particles

(1)

Deposit s in

remaining

events

Deposit s_ in

remaining

events

(m)

Deposit

s - (s' + s. + s_ + ••• +

in remaining events.

These (m) sub-particles together
contribute remaining score s - s'.

Fig. 10. Deposition of total score s, given particle begins flight
at z, such that 0 < z < z .

s
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In effect, Eq. (4.1.1.1) is a mathematical description of the proba-

bilistic chain of events which leads to the eventual deposition (over

the particle's remaining history) of a total score s in ds, given the

particle starts out at point P_ in the system. (For a more fundamental

and complete discussion of the formulation of score accumulation proba-

bilities, the reader is directed to References 16 and 17. The notation

has been kept almost identical, so that no special translation diffi-

culties should arise.) Each contributing term in the equation is

essentially a product of three probabilities:

Probability that the
particular next event occurs
following a free flight
from P

Probability that this
event contributes a partial
score s'

Probability that the particle history
will accumulate the remaining s-s" in
all future events.

Thus, term 1 of Eq. (4.1.1.1) formulates the probability of a particle

experiencing a free flight from P to a collision, making a partial

score s', scattering from P_" to P_", and scoring the balance of the

total score s-s"* in later events. Term 2 expresses the probability of

a particle escaping past the front surface and scoring the total s' = s

after a free flight from P_. Finally, the third term expresses the

probability that a particle will experience a free flight to an m:l

splitting event at P_ , deposit a partial score s"" at the event, and the

probability that the (m) sub-particles resulting from the split will

together score the balance s-s' in their subsequent events.
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IP the second case to be considered, the particle is considered to

be introduced (or more generally, considered to start its next flight)

with a starting location to the right of the splitting surface, i.e.,

z such that z < z < D. The possible next events following this flight
s

are: a scattering collision at P_+ (with z + restricted to the range

zo < z < D ) , an escape past the back surface (z+ = D ) , or a Russians

roulette event at the internal surface (z+ = z ). Figure 11 shows the

possible next events for this case, and Fig. 12 illustrates the logic

involved in formulating the total score accumulation probability:

ip2(P,s)ds = f dP+ T(P,P+) /*dP'a(P+,P')/ds'ps(P'

+2 <Z+<D
s

rE(P',£")^2CP/',s-s')]ds + /dP
+DT(P.,P

+) /*ds'pE)D(P
+,

J dP+ T(P,P+)Rm(P+) /as'pR(P
+,s') /dP"BOni(Cm;P

+,P")* <P_".s-s')ds.

(4.1.1.2)

Equation (4.1.1.2) thus formulates the probability of all event chains

leading to the eventual deposition of a total score s in ds over the

remaining particle history, given the particle is introduced at P_ with

z < z < D. Term 1 expresses the probability of a particle experiencing

a free flight from P to a collision, making a partial score s', scatter-

ing from PJ" to P_"5 and proceeding via subsequent events to score the

balance of the total score s-s"*. Of course, the term actually repre-

sents the integral over all such event chains. Term 2, likewise,

formulates the probability that the particle will escape past the back
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P/(z < z < D)

z=z
(Splitting surface)

z=D
(Back surface)

Figure 11. Possible Next Events,Given a Particle Begins its
Next Flight to the Right of the Splitting
Surface (z < z <_ D) .

[References made to terras of Eq.(4.1.1.2).]



Particle begins flight at 1?

Free/Flight

Escape at ?_

(z+ = D)

Deposit s* = s from

Terminate

Free Flight

Scatter at P_

(z < z+ < D)
s

Deposit s' from

Contribute

remaining s - s'

in subsequent

events.

Free\FTight

Russian roulette at I?

Deposit s' from

Termxnate

Surviving particle

contributes s - s'

in subsequent events.

Fig. 12. Deposition of total score s, given particle begins flight at
z, such that z < z < D.
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surface and score s' = s after a free flight from P_. Finally, the

last term expresses the probability that a particle will experience a

Russian roulette event at P_+ after a free flight from P_, deposit s' at

the event, and the probability that the surviving particle will continue

to score the remaining s-s' in future events.

Finally, the third case is considered in which particles continue

their flight from the splitting surface, i.e., with z = z . The pos-
s

sible next events in this case are: a scattering collision at P_ (where

0 < z + < zc or z < z+ < D ) , an escape past the front surface, or an

escape past the back surface (see Figs. 13 and 14). As in the previous

two cases, the score accumulation probability is written by summing over

several terms, esch associated with the probability of an event chain

begun by a particular next event following a free flight of the particle

from z :s

i/)z (P_,s)ds = / dP+ T(P_,P+) /dP_'a(P+,P/) /ds'ps(P_',s") / d P "

0<z+<zs

J dj_+ T(P,P+) /dP'aCP+.P/) /*ds'

<z+<D
5

(P',s') /*dP"E(P/,P/')4>2(P",s-s')ds + /*dP
+D0(P,P+) /ds'

J 0 ( P
+ , 5 O 6 ( S - S ' ) +/dP+DT(P,P

+) /ds'pE)D(P
+,s')6(s-s')ds

(4.1.1.3)
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V

P+(z+-O)
Third term

First tern

jZ(z=zs)

P+(z+=D)

term

z=0 z=z z=D

Figure 13. Possible Next Events,Given a Particle Begins its
Next Flight at the Splitting Surface (z=z ).

— s

[Refernces made to terms of Eq. (4.1.1.3).]
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Escape at P̂

<z+ - 0)

Deposit s^ = s

from

Terminate

Particle begins flight at

splitting surface

(z = zg)

Free
Flight
(V < 0)

Scatter at _P

(0 < z + < z )
s

Deposit s'

from

P-(P^,s^)ds
S —

Contribute

s - s"

in remaining

events

Free
Flight
(V > 0)

Scatter at ]?

(z < z+ < D)
s

Deposit s'

from

Ps(Z',s")ds'

Contribute

s - s'

in remaining

events

Escape at V_

(z+ = D)

Deposit s' = s

from

Terminate

Figure 14. Deposition of total score s, given particle begins (continues)
flight at splitting surface, z = z .

s
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Due to the definitions of T(P_,]P+), D0(P_,P_
+), and DT(P_,P

+) as well as

the restrictions of z to the ranges indicated in Eq. (4.1.1.3), the

first and third terms in the above equation drop out for P_ with y > 0.

For similar reasons, the second and fourth terms are eliminated for P_

with ]i < 0. [It should be recalled that in the formulation of tj; (P_,s),
z
s

the starting location is always z = z ].

Thus, the coupled integral equations [Eqs. (4.1.1.1), (4.1.1.2),

and (4.1.1.3)] together define the score accumulation probability over

the entire range of starting positions z:

i|),(P,s)ds for P such that 0 < z < z .
x — — s

ty~ (P,s)ds for P such that z = z s, andzs — —

^2(P..s)ds for P_ such that zg < z < D. (4.1.1.4)

The next step in this development is to formulate the r-th moment

of the Monte Carlo score over the score accumulation probability (given

the particle begins its flight at P ) , or

E /ii^(P_,s)sr ds . (4.1.1.5)

At this point, a special remark may also be made in regard to particles

of zero weight. Since the tally score is proportional to particle

weight, a particle of weight zero cannot contribute a non-zero score to

the tally (in fact, the particle is terminated). Thus, the following

definition is also made:

Mr(w = 0) = 0 . (4.1.1.6)
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Since the score accumulation probability has been written for three

different cases, depending on where (relative to the splitting surface)

the particle is considered to start its flight, the r-th moment must

also be formulated for these three cases. Specifically, Eqs. (4.1.1.1),

(4.1.1.2), and (4.1.1.3) are multiplied by the r-th power of the score

sr and integrated over ds to yield

M (P) =
r —

M (P) for P with 0 < z < z ,
r,l - s

M_ (P) for P with z - z , and*- > z — — s
s

11 ,(P) for P with z < z < D. (4.1.1.7)
i , Z S

Since the prediction of sample variance requires only the first two

moments of the score (r = 1,2), only these two cases must be considered

for the purposes of this work.

The mathematical details of the development of these equations are

contained in Appendix B. The resultant formulations for the first two

moments of the slab transmission score (the particular tally considered

in this work) are rewritten here from Eqs. (B.1.26)> (B.I.27), and

(B.I.28). In writing the moment equations here, the weight-modification

factors have been separated from the arguments of the r-th moments (see

Appendix D). Thus, for particle starting locations z, such that

0 < z < V
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M
r

w_r ldz+ / d p " -!- T(z •*• z+,y)E(z+,y + y")M_ 1(z
+,\l'\S J J lul r>1

+ H(y)«T(z -»- z-.y^m1 r*Mr „ (z .y,w) + Q_ -(z.y.w) , 'A.l.l.8a)

where Q^ j^z^jw) = 0 (4.1.1.8b)

and Q2 Wz.y.w) = H(y)-(
m " 1)'T(z + z ,y){M1 (z ,y,w)}2. (4.1.1.8c)

For zs < z < D:

M ?(z,y,w) = w
 r / dz+ / d p " J^L T(z - z+,y)E(z+,y + y")

' S J J |y|
zs<z

+<D

x Mr 2^z+>ti"»w^ + t1 ~ H(y)]*T(z -*• z ,y)*mr~1*M (z ,y,w)
> »zs s

+ Qrj2(z,y,w) , (4.1.1.9a)

where

Q1>2(z,y,w) = H(y)»T(z •> D,y)-w (4.1.1.9b)

and Q2 2(z,y,w) = H(y)«T(z •*• D,y)«w
2 . (4.1.1.9c)

Finally, for z = z_:
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Mr z (z ,y,w) = w / / dz+/*dy" - X T(zg - z
+,y)E(z+,y - y")

' s y y |y|
0<z+<zs

x M iCz+.y^.w) + w_r / dz +/dy" -EL T(Z^ •*• z+,y)E(z+,y •*• y")

J J lyj
z=<z

+<Ds

3 (z ,y,w) , (4.1.1.10a)
r,zs s

where

Q l j Z (zs,y,w) = H(y)»T(zs -»• D,y)-w (4.1.1.10b)

and Q 2 ) Z (zs,y,w) = H(y)«T(zs -> D,p)«w
2 . (4.1.1.10c)

As indicated by the discussion in Appendix B, various terms in the above

sets of equations are eliminated for either y < 0 or \i > 0 due to the

restrictions inherent in the definition of the transmission probability

or the presence of the Heaviside function on y.

The behavior of the solution functions at the internal splitting

surface z is investigated in detail in Appendix B. The results are
s

restated here. The first moment, i.e., M-, -, or M.. o, is found to be
J-J-1- 1 > i

continuous across the splitting surface. In fact, a single integral

equation may be written for the first moment of the transmission score,

applicable over the entire range of starting locations z (that is, for

0 £ z < D ) :

M1(z,y,w) <=• ws I dz+Zdy'" K(z,y •+ z+,y")M1(z
+,y",w)

0<z+<D

+ H(y)«T(z -> D,y)«w , (4.1.1.11)
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where the transition kernel is as defined in Appendix B. i.e.,

Z
K(z,U •* z +,y") = -JL T(z -v z+,y)E(z+,y •> y " ) . (4.1.1.12)

Ivl

Thus, the expected value (first moment) of the Monte Carlo score is not

affected by the processes of splitting and Russian roulette- This is

as it should be: variance reduction techniques should not result in a

bias of the Monte Carlo estimate (tally). In fact, Eq. (4.1.1.11) is

identical to the equation that would be derived if only survival biasing

(but no splitting or Russian roulette) were assumed to be implemented

in the Monte Carlo calculation.

The same is not true for the second moment of the transmission

score. A discontinuity condition may be characterized for the second

moment solution function at z = z (see Appendix B ) :

for y < 0,

M2(zs,y,w) = i • MjCZg.Ji.w) , (4.1.1.13)

and for y > 0,

w£(z ,p,w) = m.M~(z ,y,w) - (m - 1)[M (z ,y,w)]2 . (4.1.1.14)

In the above pair of equations

M2(z ,M,w) = lira M2 1(z ,p,w)
z->zQ '

and M+(z ,y,w) = lim M 9(z,y,w) . (4.1.1.15)
z zs+



Although rigorously derived in Appendix B, the discontinuity conditions

stated in Eqs. (4.1.1.13) and (4.1.1.14) are intuitively plausible.

For shorthand purposes, let the second moment for particles

starting at zg and about to be split be represented by <x >~ = M2(zg,y,w)

for y > 0. Also, <x2>+ = M.t(z ,y,w) for y > 0 represents the second
^ s

moment for particles starting at the surface, but not subjected to

splitting. The first moment for particles starting at z is represented
as <x> = M-, (z ,y,w). Now, Eq. (4.1.1.14) may be written:x,zs s

<X2>- = I <X2>+ _ I <x>2 + < x >2 ^ (4.1.1.16)
m m

The sample variance for particles about to be split may be formulated

O 2 = <x2>" - <x>2 = ±- [<x2>+ - <x>2] . (4.1.1.17)
s m

Thus, (m:l) splitting results in an m-fold reduction of the sample

variance, given particles start out at the splitting surface. This is

12a generalization of the condition found by Everett and Cashwell:

splitting (m:l) jit the source resulted in an m-fold reduction in sample

variance. In effect, the same relative error in the calculation may be

obtained by simply increasing by a factor m the number of histories

started.

2 +
For the case of Russian roulette (y < 0 at z ) , <x > now represents

s

the second moment for particles starting at z, and about to be subjected

to Russian roulette. The second moment for particles starting at z but
s

2 _
not participating in the Russian roulette game is expressed as <x > .
Equation (4.1.1.13) can be rewritten as
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<x2>+ = m • <x2>~ . (4.1.1.18)

The same condition may be arrived at by a more fundamental argument.

Recall that particles survive the roulette game with probability

5 = 1/m, and the weight of surviving particles is increased by a factor

of m. Thus, for a particle of weight w introduced at z and about to

s

undergo Russian roulette, the probability of scoring s in ds in the

course of its remaining history is equal to the probability of surviv-

ing the game times the score accumulation probability (given the particle

starts at z with weight mw), The expected value of the square of the

score may then be formulated as

/
ds . (4.1.1.19)

However, in the Monte Carlo simulation being considered in this work,

the particle weight has no effect on the sampling of any probability

densities during the random walk. Also, the score in this transport

problem (transmission through the slab) is proportional to the particle

weight—in fact, it ̂ s. the particle weight. Therefore, it is possible

to write

i|;(R,mw,s)ds = I]J/R,W,^J d/̂ -J . (4.1.1.20)

Substituting Eq. (4.1.1.20) into Eq. (4.1.1.19):

= i ' *2j*[*a.V < O.w.^l^r d(£] , (4.1.1.21)
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or <x^> = m • <x >~, exactly as derived more rigorously in Appendix B.

By itself, the Russian roulette game results in a discontinuous gain in

sample variance for the Monte Carlo calculation.

As expected, the discontinuities characterized in Eqs. (4.1.1.13)

and (4.1.1.14) disappear when cell importances on either side of the

splitting surface are equal, i.e., for m = 1. In this case, the second

moment of the transmission score is continuous across z = z .
s

4.1.2 Conversion to Integro-Differential Form

In order to provide practical significance to the theoretical

development presented in the previous section, it is important to be

able to solve the r-th moment equations (r = 1 and 2 ) , allowing for a

deterministic prediction of the sample variance. The linear integral

moment equations presented in Section 4.1.1 may be converted to an

integro-differential form, and in this form the equations are amenable

to a standard numerical solution technique—namely, a discrete ordinates

(Sn) solution. The conversion of the integral equations to an integro-

differential formulation is presented in this section.

The development here hinges on an important identity, the proof of

which is presented in Appendix E:

R+C(z ->• z\]i) = <S(z - z') . (4.1.2.1)
z

Here R represents the adjoint differential transport operator for the
z

one-group transport problem in one-dimensional slab geometry,
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and C(z •+ z",y) is the transport kernel, which is written in terms of

the transmission probability:

T

C(z •> z',y)dz" = -r~\ ' T< z "* z'»M)dz' . (4.1.2.3)

Thus C(z •+ z^,]i)dz'' represents the probability that a particle starting

out at z with direction y will collide in dz"" about z" before making

any other collisions.

It follows from Eqs. (4.1.2.1) and (4.1.2.3) that we also have the

following identity:

R+ T(z •*• z\\i) = M 6(z - z') . (4.1.2.4)

Z %

These identities will be applied in the course of the development below.

The conversion of the first moment (r = 1) equation proceeds by

first defining

G(z+,y,w) = / d y " E(z+,y -»• y")M1(z
+,y",w) . (4.1.2.5)

Using Eqs. (4.1.2.5) and (4.1.1.12), Eq. (4.1.1.11) may be rewritten in

terms of G as follows:

dz+ -Ar T(z + z+,y) G(z+,y,w)

+0<z+<D

+ H(y) T(z -> D,y) • w . (4.1.2.6)

However,
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G(z,y,w) = f 6(z - z+)G(z+,y,w)dz+ , (4.1.2-7)

0<z+<D

since 0 £ z < D. So by employing Eq. (4.1.2.1) and noting that R* is

independent of z+:

G(z,y,w) = R+ / C(z ->• z+,y)G(z+,y,w)dz+ (4.1.2.8)

0<z+<D

Substitution of Eq. (4.1.2.3) into Eq. (4.1.2.6) and rearrangement

yields

/
dz+ C(z + z+,y)G(z+,y,w) = -i- [M (z,y,w) - H(y)T(z + D,y) • w] .

ws 1
0<z+<D

(4.1.2.9)

The operator R+ is then applied to Eq. (4.1.2.9), and Eq. (4.1.2.8) is
z

used to write

G(z,y,w) = ̂  R^[M1(z,y,w) - H(y)T(z •* D,y) • w] . (4.1.2.10)
s

By applying the definition of G(z,y,w) as stated in Eq. (4.1.2.5), the

above equation is written

jA\l" + D,y) • wj ,

(4.1.2.11)

and rearranging:
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^ w ) = vBfdv" E(z,y -> y")M1(z,y",w) + H(y)R+ T(z + D,y) «w .

(4.1.2.12)

By employing the identity (4.1.2.4) in Eq. (4.1.2.12), the equation may

be rewritten as

RJMI(Z,U,W) = wg /du"*E(z,u •* p'OM^.y"^) + H(y) 6(z - D) Ji-w .RJMI(Z,U,W) = wg /du"*E(

(4.1.2.13)

Finally, substitution for R and w yields

-y ̂ - F (z.u.w) + £ F (z,y,w) = / d y " S • E(z,y + y")F (z,y",w)
dz X J. X f̂ S X

+ H(y) 6(z - D) • -£-w . (4.1.2.14)

The solution function F, has been defined

F (z,y,w) E _L M (z,y,w) . (4.1.2.15)

Equation (4.1.2.14) is an adjoint formulation of the one-speed

Boltzmann transport equation. More specifically, Eq. (4.1.2.14) is an

equation for the Green's function. A solution may be obtained by

solving the homogeneous form of the equation subject to a boundary

20
source (non-zero boundary condition) at z = D . For this particular

problem, the condition is written

M1(D,y > 0,1) = 1

or F1(D,y > 0,1) = 1/2T . (4.1.2.16)
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The expected value of the transmission score, given a particle starts

out at z = D in a positive direction with starting weight unity, is

identically one. Also, a zero boundary condition exists at z = 0, i.e.,

M^O.y < 0,1) = 0

or F1(0,y < 0,1) = 0 . (4.1.2.17)

The transformation of the second moment equations follows the same

procedure as applied to the first moment, with some notable differences.

The conversion of the integral equation for M2 •• will be discussed first.

Equations (4.1.1.8a and c) are rewritten here for r = 2. Recall

that particle starting locations are restricted to 0 £ z < zo in this

case.

M (z.u.w) = w 2 / dz+ / d p " - 4 T(z -* z+,u)E(z+,ii + u")

' s J J M0<z+<zo
5

(4.1.2.18)

where

= H(y) • 1 • T(z

H(y) • ̂ S - ^ K T(Z •> Zs,ii)[M1>z (Zs,U,w)]
2 . (4.1.2.19)

The transformation of Eq. (4.1.2.18) to integro-differential form

follows the same steps as already detailed in the transformation of

Eq. (4.1.1.11). The development encompassing Eqs. (4.1.2.5) through
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(4.1.2.12) is repeated, however now M» ^(z.y.w) replaces K^(z,]i,-w) in

the equations [notably in the definition of G(z+,u,w)] and all integra-

tions over dz + are restricted to the range of starting locations

0 < z + < z . Also, S9 , (z,y,w) replaces the term H(y)*T(z -»• D,y)*w in

Eq. (4.1.2.6) and w replaces w .s s

The analogous form of Eq. (4.1.2.12) for M2 .,(z,y,w) after this

development is

+ 2 C ** -- ~ +

R Mo 1(z,y,w) = w
 c I dy E(z,y •* y )M9 n(z,y ,w) + R S_ 1 (z,y,w)

(4.1.2.20)

After substituting for S? -(z,y,w) from Eq. (4.1.2.19) and noting that

only the transmission probability factors in S- -, are functions of z,

Eq. (4.1.2.20) becomes

R+ Mn n(z,y,w) = w
 2/dy"'' E(z,y •>R+ M .(z.y.w) = w 2/dy"''

Z Z ̂  X Si

(4.1.2.21)

Applying the identity (4.1.2.4) to Eq. (4.1.2.21):

Rt M2,i(z'y»w) = ws 2/ d 1 J'"'

- zs) J^ [
(4.1.2.22)
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Finally, the definition of the adjoint operator R* is applied to give

the integro-differential equation for M2 -̂ (z,y,w) in terms of

1?2 i(z,V,-w) for 0 < z < zg:

-V -^ F2jl(z,u,w) + ETF2>1(z,p,w) = / d y " E* E(z,y •*• y")F2)1(z,y",w)

- z.J JL f i M (z ,y,w) + (^-^A i'M (z ,p,w)}
o ZT Ĵm 2,zg s \ m / l,zg s J

H(p)6(z J f
o ZT Ĵm 2,zg s \ m / l,zg s

(4.1.2.23)

where Fo .,(z,y,w) E I M , -,(z,y,w) ' (4.1.2.24)

and £* E w 2 ET . (4.1.2.25)
s s •*•

In deriving the integro-differential equation for M« »>

Eqs. (4.1.1.9a and c) are first rewritten for r = 2:

M? o(z,y,w) = w 2 I d z + / d y " -r-£- T(z •> z+,y)E(z+,y -> y " )

J J \v\

2 ) 2 2 } 2 ) , (4.1.2.26)

where

S9 9(z,y,w) = [1 - H(y)]«T(z •*• z ,y)'m'M- (z ,y,w) + H(y)T(z •* D,y)«w2.

(4.1.2.27)

Again, the same procedure is followed in transforming Eq. (4.1.2.26) as

was followed for M2 ̂ , except that M2 2 replaces M, •, in the equations
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and all integrations over dz+ are restricted to the range of starting

locations z < z+ < D. The term S, 9(z,y,w) also replaces S9 ,(z,y,w),

Thus, an equation analogous to (4.1.2.20) is derived for M2 2 and is

written (with the terras comprising S2 o explicitly written out):

R+

z
2 f

M2 2(z,y,w) = wg Idy"" E(z,y -»- y"')M2 2(z,y",w)

+ R+{[1 - H(y)]T(z -> z ,y)-m-M9 (z ,y,w) + H(y)T(z -* B,y)-w2} .
z ( s z, Zg s /

(4.1.2.28)

The steps taking Eq. (4.1.2,21) to Eq= (4,1-2,23) are applied to

Eq. (4.1.2.28) in order to derive the integro-differential equation for

Mo 9(z,y,w) for z < z <, D:
C. y /• S

}2(z,y,w) = f d y "Z*-E(z,y •* y "

s m - M 2 (z ,y,w) + H(y)<5(z - D) ̂ -. w2 ,

(4.1.2.29)

where F2>2(z,y,w) = 1/ET M2}2(z,y,w) (4.1.2.30)

and E* is defined as in Eq. (4.1.2.27).

Note that the homogeneous forms of Eqs. (4.1.2.23) and (4.1.2.29)

are identical. Hence,* one equation which governs the second moment of

the slab transmission score for all z ̂  z may be formulated as follows

[with F2(z,y,w) = 1/Zr • M2(z,y,w)]:
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-y 4~ Fo(2»y»w) + E Fo(z,y,w) = / d y " E*«E(z,yaz 2 T 2 / S
,y,w) = /d

+ H(y)6(z - D) JL • w2 , fcr z ̂  zg . (4.1.2.31)

[Note that the term with <5(z - D) does not in effect add anything to

Eq. (4.1.2.23).] Equation (4.1.2.31) is an adjoint formulation of the

one-speed Boltzmann transport equation. A solution is obtained by

solving the homogeneous form of Eq. (4.1.2.31), together with the non-

zero boundary condition at z = D and subject to the discontinuities in

the solution function at z = zs [characterized in Eqs. (4.1.1.13) avid

(4.1.1.14)]. The discontinuities are also reflected in the delta-

function source terms at z = z_ appearing in the integro-differential

equations [(4.1.2.23) and (4.1.2.29)].

The expected value of the square of the score, given a particle is

introduced at z = D with positive direction cosine and w = 1, is w = 1.

Thus, the adjoint boundary condition at z = D is written

M2(D,y > 0,1) = 1

or F2(D,y > 0,1) = 1/ET . (4.1.2.32)

A zero boundary condition exists at z = 0:

M2(0,y < 0,1) - 0

or F2(0,y < 0,1) = 0 . (4.1.2.33)

Finally, the discontinuity condition in M2 at z = zc is rewritten here

[from Eqs. (4.1.1.13 and 14)] for y < 0
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Ml(z ,vi,w) = ̂  M~t(z .y,w) (4.1.2.34)

and for y > 0

z ,y,w) = m«M~(z ,y,w) - (m - l){Mn (z ,U,w)} . (4.1.2.35)
S <i S 1,Z S

fa

4.2 Deterministic Prediction of Time per Particle History (x )

The appropriate equations permitting the prediction of time per

particle history (x ) are developed in this section. The development is

again based on the transport model presented in Chapter III. The inte-

gral first moment equation for x is derived first, followed by a

transformation to the appropriate integro-differential form. Most of

the nomenclature used here has already been defined at the beginning of

Section 4.1; however, additional definitions are made in the course of

the development.

4.2.1 Derivation of First Moment Equation for x . As was stated

in Chapter II, the theory of Monte Carlo errors as generalized by Booth

and Cashwell^' is amenable to the prediction of the computer time

required to process a particle history. To do so, the score distribution

functions are defined so that the score at each event in the particle's

history is the actual computer time required to process that particular

event. Thus, the total score in this case represents the total time per

particle history. In this context the integral equation for the first

moment (expected value) of the time per history may be formulated.

Since the Monte Carlo problem being considered here is such that

the weight of the particle in no way influences the time required to
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process it, particle weight does not enter into the final formulations.

Thus, the kernels and probability densities can now be defined in terms

of the regular, rather than augmented phase-space coordinates, i.e., R

and not P_.

The non-weight-dependent kernels and densities are defined below

(see also the definitions at the beginning of Section 4.1.1).

T(R, R+)dy+ = idw+ T(P,P_+)dy+

= T(z -» z+ ,y)6(y+ - y)dy+ .

a(R+,R")dz+dR' = / d w ' a(P+,P_')dz+dR'

= ~ - S(R" - R+)dz+dR'

^'l +> d^ + - /dw+ D0(I-'l+)d^+

T(z -»• z + , y ) [ l - H(y)]6(y+ - y)6(z+)dz+dy+ for z < z ,

0 for z > z
s

DT(R,R
+)dR+ = /dw+ DT(P,P

+)dR+

T(z ->• z+,y)H()j)6(y+ - - D)dz+

0 for z < zo
S
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E(R',R")dR'" = / d w " E(P/,P_"*)dR"

= E(z",n

Since the score distribution functions for the expected time problem

do not have any weight dependence, we can write

P1(R',s)ds = p±<P/,s)ds ,

where the index i refers to any specific event category- Also for the

same reason

Sm(R
+)dz+ E Sm(P

+)dz+

The development proceeds by first writing directly the first

moment equations (r = 1) from Appendix B, since the equation for the

expected value of time per particle history may be formally expressed

up to this point as any other first moment formulation. We consider in

detail the case for z restricted to the range z < z i D. Equations

(B.I.12) and (B.I.22) are rewritten here as
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z <z+<D

dP+ T(P,P+) ZdP' a(P+,P")/dP" E(P',P")M1>2(P

+ /dP+ T(P,P+)Rm(P+) ZdP" * a JP+.P'OM, (P~) + Qn ,(P) ,

(4.2.1.1)

where

Qlj2(P) = y dP+ T(P,P+)/*dP' a(P+,P') /*ds ps(P',s)s

z <z+<D

ds+ /dP + DT(P,P_
+) /ds pFjD(P

+,s)s + /dP + T ^ P 4 - ) ^ ^ ) rd

x pR(P
+,s)s . (4.2.1.2)

The integral over dP_'"" in the second term of Eq. (4.2.1.1) may be

simplified by recalling the definition of B,, (from beginning of

Chapter IV) and integrating:

s

(4.2.1.3)

However, weight zero implies a terminated particle; thus

/
<5(w")M, (R",w")dw" = M (R",0) = 0l,zs i,zs

by the identity (4.1.1.6), and hence
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fd?~ B. (? ;v+,v")K 9 (P") = (as" enM<£|-,P")M ( P ~ ) . (4.2.1.4)
y — Om m — — l*2^ ~ / ~ Om l»zs

For notational purposes, the f i r s t moment of the time per particle

history will be represented as

Ml 2<P> H Tn ?<P> ' (4.2.1.5)

Also, since the weight of a particle has no bearing on the scores and,

hence, on the expected value of T ,

(4.2.1.6)

The implicit integrations over weight are performed in Eqs. (4.2.1.1)

and (4.2.1.2). The definitions at the beginning of this section, as

well as Eqs. (4.2.1.4), (4.2.1.5), and (4.2.1.6) are employed to write

(for R with zo < z < D):— s

V2® " / dR+ T(R,R+) /dR' a(R+,R') ZdR" E(R',R")Tp

z <z+<D
fa

• /dR+ T(R,R+)Rm(R+) ZdR" B ^ ^ . R "

(4.2.1.7a)
where

= / d l + T(R,R+)|*dR' O(R+,R') / d s p s(R',

/"dR+ DT(R,R+)/ds pEjD(R+,s)s + y dR+ T(R,R+)Rm(R+) /ds

p (R+,s)s . (4.2.1.7b)
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In Eqs. (4.2.1.7a, b), the definitions stated in Eqs. (4.2.1.5, 6)

were extended in writing T_ _ (R'"*) = T (?.") = Mi (£.'"*)• Also,
P» s P»zs -L>zs

Qp 2 ® = Qp 2 ^ E ^1 2 ^ ' s i n c e there is no weight dependence in the

source terms.

Given the additional definitions

and Q p « ® = Q p z ® E Q l « © . (4.2.1.8)

it is possible to apply the same procedure as detailed above to

Eqs. (B.I.11), (B.I.20), (El.13), and (B.I.24) to yield the proper

formulations for T ,(R) and T Z (R). The resultant equations are

written:

TP}1(R) = / dR+ T(R,R+) /dR' a(R+,R'; , dR." E(R',R'")T I^

0<z+<zc

J J » S r»

(4.2.1.9a)

where

Q ,(R) = / dR+ T(R,R+) IdR' a(R+,R') fds pc(R',s)s +/dR
+

P.I- J ~ ~- J ~ J S- J -
0<z+<ze

x D0(R,R
+) jds pE)0(R

+,s)s + fdR+ T(R,R+)Sm(R
+) fds PSm(R

+,s)S

(4.2.1.9b)
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for R with 0 < z < z s , and

/ dR+ T(R,R+)/dR' a(R+,R') /dR — *— p,l —

0<z+<zs

r , , r , , , r „ . ̂ s , _
J ~ ~~ J ~ ~ J ~ Vil

zc<z
+<D

+ Q z (R) , (4.2.1.10a)

where

"s
0<z+<z

/ d^+ T(R,R+) /dR' a(R+,R0 A s ps(R",

r dR+ T(R,R+) /*dR' a(R+,R0 /ds

zc,<z+<D
5

/dR+ D0(R,R+) /ds pE)0(R+ ,s)s + /*dR+ DT(R,R+) / d s

(4.2.1.10b)

for R with z = z .— s
The coupled Eqs. (4.2.1.9a,b), (4.2.1.10a,b), and (4.2.1.7a,b)

formulate the time per particle history over the entire range of start-

ing positions z:
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xp(z,y)

for 0 £ z < zs ,

(z ,y) for z = z , and, s s

T «(z»y) for z < z < D ,
p,2 s

(4.2.1.11)

where T (z,y) represents the expected computer time required to process

the remaining particle history, given the particle begins (or resumes)

its flight with coordinates R. = (z,y).

The details for further development of the T equations appear in

Appendix C.

The first moment integral equations for the expected time per

history are rewritten here from Appendix C [Eqs. (C.I.2), (C.I.3),

(C.1.4)]. For particle starting locations restricted to the range

0 < z < zs:

/ dz+ fdy"

0<z+<zr,

K(z,y

H(y)«m«T(z •> z ,y)x (zo,y)
S P»zs

f dz+ T T(z •+ z+,y)-T

Iwl

- H(y)]«T(z -»• 0,y)«r0 + H(u)T(z (4.2.1.12)

For particles starting with z in the range z < z < D:
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TP, f dz+ /dy"
z <z+<D

s

/

z
dz+ T

Z s,
z <z+<D

M
o

x T(z -> z+,y)»T + H(y)T(z •* D,y) »TT + [1 - H(y)]T(z -»- zs,]i)*TR .

(4.2.1.13)

Finally, for particles starting at the splitting surface (z = z g):

(z ,y) = / dz / dy" K(z ,y -»• z+,y")T (z+,y")
s J J p

p,zs

0<Z+<2s

I dz+ / dy' K(zs,y - z
+,y")Tp2(z

+,y") + y dz+
s

z <z+<D 0<z+<z,
s s

ZT 4. C + T + ^
T(z s •> z + , y ) -T + I dz+ —t- T(z g •*• z + , y ) - i

Ivl -'. \v\

- H(y)]

zs<z+<D

x T(zs •• 0,y)«T0 + H(y)T(zs •> D,y)-TT . (4.2.1.14)

In Eqs. (4.2.1.12-14) T , T , T^, TQ, T̂ , represent the actual computer

times required to process a collision, splitting event, Russian roulette

event, front-surface escape, and tally-surface escape (respectively).

Also, as shown in Appendix C, a discontinuity exists in the solution

function for x at the splitting surface. This discontinuity is

characterized:
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for y > 0,

Tp-(zs,p) = m-rp
+(zs,p) + T S , (4.2.1.15)

and for y < 0,

V ( V y ) = m * V < V i a ) + TR ' (4.2.1.16)

The definitions for T " and T + are stated as
P p

Tp l ( z' y ) (4.2.1.17)
Z ->• 2

S

and "O^z ,y) = lim T 0(z,p) . (4.2.1.18)
P z -> z P>

z zs+

As in the case of the second moment of the slab transmission score, the

discontinuities at z = z are intuitively plausible. For a particle
s

about to undergo splitting (y > 0), the expected time jumps by a factor

equal to the number of sub-particles produced at the splitting event

and the computer time required to process the splitting is added. Also,

since only 1/m of the particles coming into a Russian roulette event

(y < 0) survive, the expected time drops accordingly and the time

required to process the event itself is added.

4.2.2 Conversion to Integro-differential Form. Equations (4.2.1.12)

and (4.2.1.13) may be converted to an integro-differential form by fol-

lowing the same formalism as demonstrated in Section 4.1.2 for the r-th

moment of the transmission score.
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For particle starting locations in the range 0 < z < z ,

Eq. (4.2.1.12) may be written in the following form [employing identity

(4.1.1.12)]:

T ,(z,y) = / dz +/dy" - X T(z -> z+,y)E(z+,y •*• y")P>1 I J Ivl

/
d z+ _ X T(z •> z

+,y)-r+ I dz + — i - T(z -> z+,y)«Trt + S^ T(z,y) , (4.2.2.1a)

0<z+<z

where

S_ ,(z,y) = H(y)T(z •*• z . y ) U (z ,y) + x 1 + [1 - H(y)]

P.-L S j_ p,Zs S Sj

x T(z •* 0,y) «x n . (4.2.2.1b)

With the definition

G+(z+,y) - / dy"" E(z+,y -> y")x , (z^y"'

it is possible to rewrite Eq. (4.2.2.1a) as

,y") + x c , (4.2.2.2)

Az,u) = / d z ^ T ( z > z.^GfCa.y) + Sn 7 (z,y) . (4.2.2.3)
> •/ |y| p'

0<z+<zc
s

However, since 0 < z < z ,
s

G+{z,y) = / 6(z - z+)G+(z+,y)dz+ . (4.2.2.4)

0<z+<z_
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Thus by employing identity (4.1.2.1),

G+(z,y) = R+ f C(z •*• z+,y)G+(z+,y)dz+ , (4.2.2.5)

0<z+<zs

noting that R+ is independent of z+. Substitution of the definition

stated in Eq. (4.1.2.3) into Eq. (4.2.2.3) and rearrangement yields

f dz+ C(z + z+,y)G+(z+,y) = Tp>1(z,y) - Sp>1(z,y) . (4.2.2.6)

0<z+<zcs

The operator Rj is then applied to the preceeding equation and

Eq. (4.2.2.5) is used to write:

G+(zsy) = R+[T .(z,y) - S ,(z,lO] . (4.2.2.7)
Z p,X PJJ-

Applying the definition of G+(z,y,w) as stated in Eq. (4.2.2.2), the

above equation is written (after rearranging):

Ri Tp,l(z'y) = IA Tc

(4.2.2.8)

Finally, substituting for S -^(ztV) from Eq. (4.2.2.1b), employing the

identity (4.1.2.4), and explicitly writing the transport operator R"£,

Eq. (4.2.2.8) becomes

/ d y " E(z,y •*•

H(y)6(z - zs) JL [m*Tp>z (zg,y) + T J + [1 - H(y)]6(z - 0 ) M • TQ,

(4.2.2.9)
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where

F Az,M) =

A similar transformation may be performed for T_,

Equation (4.2.1.13) may be rewritten here as

T _(z,u) = / d z + / du"* 7-7 T(z -> z+,y)E(z+,u ->• U " ) T (z+,y"O
P»2 y y | M | p,2

z <z+<D

/

E
dz+ - p i T(z •+• z+,y)«Tc + S 2 ( z ,y ) , (4.2.2.10a)

z <z+<Ds

where

S , ( z ,u ) = [1 - H(y)]T(z -*• z ,U)[i-*x^ „ (z ,y) + T "1
p, <; s j _ m P»zs s RJ

+ H(y)T(z •+ D,v) • TT . (4.2.2.10b)

The same procedure may be followed in transforming Eq. (4.2.2.10a) as

was employed for T -̂ Now, however, Tp 2 replaces T -̂  in the equations

and all indicated integrations over dz+ are restricted to the range

zg < z
+ < D. The term S 2 also replaces S -̂. Thus, by following steps

analogous to those encompassing Eqs. (4.2.2.2) through (4.2.2.9),

Eqs. (4.2.2,10) may be transformed to the integro-differential form:



j2(z,p) = / dy ZTE(z,y -> y )F_ 2^
z»^ ) + T

+ H(y)6(z - D) -±L. T , (4.2.2.11)

where

Thus, the conversion to integro-differential form results in two

equations [Eqs. (4.2.2.9) and (4.2.2.11)], the homogeneous forms of

which are identical. In fact, since the surface source term at z = D

vanishes in region 1 and the surface source at z = 0 vanishes in

region 2, it is possible to formulate one equation for x (z,y) [rather,

for FT(z,y) = l/ET'T^(z,y)] for all z 4 z as follows:

-y -^ FT(z,y) + ET FT(z,y) = / d y " ZT E(z,y - y")FT(z,y") + -r

+ [1 - H(y)]6(2 - 0) -!fi--T +H(y)6(z - D) JL • TV . (4.2.2.12)

The non-zero adjoint boundary conditions implied by Eq. (4.2.2.12) may

be written as follows:

at z = D and y > 0,
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xp(D,y > 0) = T T

(4.2.2.13)

or F (D,y > 0) = T /£ ,

and at z = 0 and y < 0,

T (0,y < 0) = Tn (4.2.2.14)

or FT(O,U < 0) = TQ/ZT

Also, the solution of Eq. (4.2.2.12) is subject to the discontinuity

conditions characterized in Eqs. (4.2.1.15) and (4.2.1.16) and

reflected in the delta-function source terms at z = z appearing in
s

Eqs. (4.2.2.9) and (4.2.2.11). The jump conditions are rewritten here:

for y > 0,

T ~(z ,y) = m • T +(z ,y) + T, (4.2.2.15)
p s p s t

and for y < 0,

T +(z ,u) = £ » T "(z ,y) + x . (4.2.2.16)
p s m p s R

4.3 Solution to the Equations by Employing Discrete Ordinates (S )

Technique

The particular numerical technique used to solve for the first

two moments of the transmission score as well as the expected value of

time per particle history (by solving the integro-differential equa-

tions for F ', F , and F respectively) is discussed here. The ONETRAN

Sn code is described very briefly, and the required modifications to

the program are presented.
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4.3.1 Equations as Adjoint Formulations of the Boltzmann Trans-

port Equation. The integro-differential equations for the first and

second noments of the slab transmission score (as developed in

Section 4.1.2) are actually adjoint formulations of the one-speed

Boltzmann transport equation. Thus, the equations are amenable to a

standard numerical solution technique commonly employed in the deter-

ministic solution of radiation transport problems—namely, a discrete

ordinates (S ) solution. The same is true of the equation governing

time per particle history.

Specifically, the homogeneous forms of Eqs. (4.1-2.14) and

(4.1.2.31) are solved using S for the first and second moments of the

transmission score (respectively). The solutions are subject to the

non-zero boundary conditions (effectively acting as adjoint boundary

sources; at the tally surface z = D [see Eqs. (4.1.2.16) and (4.1.2.32)].

A one-speed calculation is considered. As was alluded to earlier in

the development, all evidence of the variance reduction techniques is

missing from the formulation of the first moment (expected value) of

the transmission score. Hence, the first moment solution is simply the

regular adjoint solution to the particle transport problem. On the

other hand, survival biasing affects the second moment solution by

introducing a "fictitious" scattering cross section (E = w % ) .
S S i -

Moreover, the consideration of splitting and Russian roulette Imposes

a discontinuity in the second moment solution at the splitting surface

z = z_. This is characterized in Eqs. (4.1.2.34) and (4.1.2.35). It

should be noted that the jump conditions for the second moment require
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prior solution to the first moment equation. Accordingly, the two

moments of the transmission score are solved recursively.

An Sn technique is also employed to solve Eq. (4.2.2.12) for

T (z,u) [actually by solving for FT(z,y)]. Non-zero adjoint boundary

conditions at z = 0 and z = D again effectively represent boundary

sources [see Eqs. (4.2.2.13) and (4.2.2.14)]. The solution for T also

includes treatment of an isotropic distributed source T . As expressed

in Eqs. (4.2.2.15) and (4.2.2.16), a discontinuity at z is imposed on
s

the solution due to splitting and Russian roulette. Finally, the

transport problem which is actually solved in solving for the time per

particle history reflects a "fictitious" purely-scattering medium

(effectively £ = Z T). This results from the implementation of survival
S i-

biasing in the Monte Carlo problem; thus, particle absorption in the

medium is treated by weight reduction rather than real termination of

the particle track. As far as time per particle history is concerned,the scattering raf ' r> (I /ZT) at each collision site is irrelevant. All

collisions take the .ne amount of time, so that the medium "appears"

to be purely scattering.

4.3.2 The ONETRAN (Sn) Radiation Transport Code. The ONETRAN

code developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory was used in

this work to solve deterministically for the first two moments of the

transmission score. This allowed for the prediction of the (true)

sample variance of a corresponding Monte Carlo calculation, given a

particular set of splitting parameters and transport problem specifica-

tions. ONETRAN was also employed to solve for the expected time per
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particle history, thus facilitating a completely deterministic calcula-

2

tion of the Monte Carlo cost function (a t ) .

Generally speaking, ONETRAN is a program designed to solve the one-

dimensional, multigroup form of the Boltzmann transport equation in

either plane, cylindrical, spherical, or two-angle plane geometries.

Both direct and adjoint solutions may be obtained. The code allows for

anisotropic scattering as well as anisotropic inhomogeneous sources

(both distributed and boundary sources). Furthermore, the solution may

be subject to a variety of possible boundary conditions.

ONETRAN actually solves a set of discrete ordinates equations

which are derived from the multigroup transport equation by directly

differencing the angular variable. Thus, in standard plane geometry

(for example), the continuous angular interval ue(-l,l) is discretized

into a set of quadrature weights and angles. Hence, integrals over y

are approximated by weighted sums (typically Gauss-Legendre quadrature

sets are employed).

The spatial variable is discretized in ONETRAN by employing a

linear, discontinuous finite-element scheme. Thus, the solution func-

tion (typically the angular particle flux) is considered to be piecewise

linear in a given spatial mesh cell and discontinuous across mesh cell

boundaries. The actual (true) value of the angular flux on the cell

boundary, however, is always taken to be the limit of the flux as the

boundary is approached in the direction of particle streaming. A direct

solution of a (2 x 2) system of equations is employed to determine the

values of the two mesh cell-edge fluxes. This system of equations is
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derived by using a suitable weighting and integration technique applied

to the discrete ordinates equations in the space-angle mesh cell. For

specific details relating to this method, the reader is directed to

Ref. 21.

The solution strategy in ONETRAN is iterative in nature because the

source term of the discrete ordinates equations contains contributions

from in-scattering and fission which themselves depend on the angular

fluxes being computed. In fact, two nested iterations are used. The

outer iteration sweeps through all energy groups and accounts for group-

to-group contributions due to scattering and fission. The inner itera-

tion sweeps the space-angle mesh for a single group and accounts for

within-group scattering thus coupling all directions.

The heart of the inner iteration, then, is the sweep through the

space-angle mesh. The sweep proceeds in the direction of particle flow.

At the beginning of the sweep, the boundary condition is used to set the

value of the boundary angular flux. Then, for each direction, the

spatial mesh is swept either from right to left or left to right, and the

mesh cell-edge angular fluxes are computed by solving (in each cell) the

(2 x 2) system of equations referred to in an earlier paragraph.

The description of the code given above is of necessity very brief

since a more detailed discussion is outside the scope of this disserta-

tion. The reader may consult several good references for a more complete

treatment.20'21'22'23

ONETRAN is typically employed, then, to compute a deterministic,

global description of the angular particle flux. In this work, however,
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the solution functions are instead the first and second moments of the

slab transmission score as well as the expected time per particle history

[Fj(z,y,w), F2(z,y,w), and F™(z,y,w)]. A one-group calculation in the

adjoint mode is considered. Although ONETRAN calculates a global

solution, i.e., at all mesh cells and for all discrete directions, for

the problem considered here the main quantity of interest is the solution

at z = 0 and y = 1. This is because the Monte Carlo simulation of the

transport problem involves a raonodirectional (normally incident) source

of neutrons at z = 0. Unfortunately, the Gauss quadrature set usually

used for angular discretization does not include the angular coordinate

y = 1. Therefore, a more non-conventional but acceptable Lobatto quad-

rature set was used for the discrete ordinates calculations in this

work. This set has the same properties as the Gauss-Legendre set (as

far as the S calculation is concerned); however, it includes a discrete

direction corresponding to y = 1.

4.3.3 Required Modifications to ONETRAN. As mentioned previously,

the solutions for the second moment of the transmission score and the

time per history are associated with a discontinuity at the splitting

surface z = z . Effectively, this represents an internal boundarys

source at zg which is not a standard option in ONETRAN. The appropriate

implementation of the discontinuity conditions required a modification

in subroutine INNER of ONETRAN (this routine performs the sweep of the

space-angle mesh involved in the inner iteration as discussed above).

The solution algorithm incorporated in ONETRAN is explicit in

nature. Thus (when considering a forward mode calculation), the mesh is
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swept and unknowns are solved in the direction of particle streaming.

The calculation of the mesh cell-edge angular fluxes in a given cell is

coupled to the solution in the previous cell by means of an "inflow"

quantity from that cell. (The ONETRAN program mnemonic for this quantity

is PSIB). Thus, the discontinuity conditions given in Eqs. (4.1.2.34,35)

are imposed on PSIB at the splitting surface in the course of the space-

angle sweep of the inner iteration.

Specifically, the splitting surface is identified with a particular

mesh cell boundary. During the spatial sweep (for a given quadrature

angle), a check is made for the particular mesh cell to the immediate

left (if y < 0) or right (if y > 0) of the splitting surface. (It should

be noted here, that for adjoint calculations using ONETRAN, the solution

of the problem in direction y is identified with the adjoint solution in

the direction -y. ) When this particular cell is reached, the quantity

PSIB is modified according to the discontinuity conditions pertaining to

the given angle. As an example, fcr y < 0 the discontinuity in the

second moment of the transmission score is imposed on PSIB in the mesh

cell which has the splitting surface as its right boundary, and

PSIB = ̂  • PSIB + XJMP , (4.3.3.1)

where XJMP is the quantity inferred from the discontinuity condition

stated in Eq. (4.1.2.35). Control is then returned to the regular ONE-

TRAN solution algorithm, which determines the values for the solution

function on the right and left boundaries of the mesh cell. The nature

of the modification for T calculation is similar; i.e., the
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discontinuities given in Eqs. (4.2.2.15, 16) are imposed on PSIB in the

appropriate mesh cell which has the splitting surface as a boundary.

4.4 Numerical (Sn) Study for the Case of a Single Splitting Surface

Results of the numerical study involving one splitting surface are

presented in this section. A short description of the parameter survey

is followed by an introduction to the special-purpose Monte Carlo code

which was written to verify stochastically the predictions of a ^ and T .
s p

The specific event timings which were required for the T calculation
P

are summarized. Finally, the results of the parameter study are pre-

sented in graphical and tabular form.

4.4.1 Overview of the Study. Deterministic Sn calculations were

employed to predict the cost (f = a 2 T ) of Monte Carlo calculations

for a variety of slab thicknesses (D < 10 mfp) and scattering ratios.

Specifically, scattering fractions of w = 0.10, 0.50, and 0.90 were
s

studied in conjunction with slab thicknesses of D = 2.00, 3.00, 5.00,

and 10.0 mean free paths. In each case, it was desired to map out the

behavior of the computing cost as a function of the splitting surface

location. Various integer values of the splitting ratio (m) were

considered. For all cases studied, optimum values for the splitting

ratio and splitting surface location were determined.

In order to predict the cost associated with a given set of split-

ting parameters, the results of three separate Sn calculations are

required: two for the first two moments of the slab transmission score

and one for the time per particle history. Since the first moment of
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the transmission score is not affected by splitting with Russian roulette,

this calculation must be made only once for a given slab thickness and

particular scattering ratio. It then remains constant over all split-

ting conditions. Also as discussed previously, the particle weight has

no effect on the event scores, i.e., event timings, associated with the

T calculation. Thus, since survival biasing is considered, the time

per particle history remains constant over all scattering ratios {given

a fixed slab thickness and a fixed set of splitting parameters).

4.4.2. Monte Carlo/S Comparisons. A special-purpose Monte Carlo

code MCS1 (see Appendix F) was written in order to provide stochastic

verification of the predicted values for sample variance and time per

particle history. The code reflects the features of the transport model

as introduced in Chapter III. Thus, a homogeneous semi-infinite slab

geometry (D mfp in thickness) is considered. Splitting and Russian

roulette take place at a single internal surface. Absorption is treated

as an appropriate reduction of particle weight at each collision, and

the post-collision direction is randomly sampled from an isotropic^dis-

tribution in y. Source particles are monodirectional []i (source) = 1]

and normally incident on the front surface of the slab. The tally is

the particle leakage across the back surface of the slab.

Required input to MCS1 (see Appendix F) includes: values for the

scattering ratio (WS), total cross section (SIGT), total number of

particle histories to be processed (NMAX), locations for the front,

splitting, and tally surfaces (SURF array), and values for the impor-

tances in the two regions of the geometry (IMP array). The code listing
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is presented in Appendix F, and the logical flow chart for the Monte

Carlo calculation is included as Fig. 15 (a, b, and c">.

In order to execute the S calculation for T , actual computer

timings were required for all the possible events involved in the Monte

Carlo calculation. The computer times involved in the processing of a

collision (T ), splitting event (T ), Russian roulette event ( T R ) ,

front-surface escape (T Q) and tally-surface escape (T_) were obtained

subject to execution oit a CDC-7600 computer. The technique involved

was to first isolate the section, or block, of Fortran coding (from

MCS1) which included all the operations performed in the course of

processing the particular event being considered. This block of coding

was then repetitively executed inside a DO-loop. System calls which

return actual CPU (central processor) time charged to a job were used

immediately before and after the DO-loop to determine the total computer

time expended inside the DO-loop. Given the number of loops actually

made, the time required to execute one pass through the loop was deduced.

However, this timing also reflected the time involved in processing

extra steps, e.g., the DO-loop logic, which are not really involved in

processing the Monte Carlo event being considered. Thus, a separate

timing of these extra seeps was made and subsequently subtracted from

the original time. Results of the timing studies are displayed in

Table 1 and include the times in microseconds as well as "time units"

(normalized to T )•

A test case was employed in order to provide a check on the timings.

First, the regular version of MCS1 was executed, and time per particle
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Calc. Distance to
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Surface
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Advance Particle

to
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Figure 15a: Logical Flowchart for Special-Purpose Monte Carlo
Code MCS1.
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Figure 15b. MCS1 Flowchart, contd.
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Process Tally
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Figure 15c. MCS1 Flowchart, contd.
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Time to Process...

Collision, T

Splitting(m=2), T ,

Russian Roulette(m=2), T
R

Front-Surface Escape, Tn

Tally-Surface Escape, T

Source Particle

History Update

Time

ysec

11.89 + 0.13 Msec

22.57 + 0.15

14.65 + 0.08

10.99 + 0.09

11.04 +0.11

0.59 + 0.08

2.24 + 0.10

Time Units

1.00

1.90

1.23

0.92

0.93

0.05

0.19

Table 1. MCS1 Event Timing Summary.
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history was obtained. The same case was then run with a version of

MCS1 that had been modified to include event counters. This allowed

for the calculation of the expected number of each type of event (per

particle history). The expected time per history was then predicted as

the product of the expected number of a given event and the time per

event (from Table 1) summed over all events. The value calculated in

this manner agreed with the actual time per history (obtained from a

regular MCS1 calculation) to within 0,7%.

Comparisons between predicted values of the cost function

(fc = a ^ T ) and stochastic estimates of the quantity are presented in

Table 2 (for D = 3.0 mfp), Table 3 (D = 5.0 mfp), and Table 4

(D = 10.0 mfp). In general, the Monte Carlo problems were run long

enough to result in an estimate of the slab transmission with a relative

error (1 a confidence level) less than 1%. Unfortunately, this was not

possible for the case of the 10.0 mean-free-path slab with scattering

ratios of 0.10 and 0.50. The expenditure of a rea enable amount of

computer time only allowed for relative errors that were as low as 15%.

As indicated in Tables 2-4, the agreement between predicted and

2
actual values of a and T was quite good. In fact, in most cases the

discrepancies were less than 2% (frequently less than 1%). As mentioned

above, for the cases of 10.0 mfp with moderate to heavy absorption

(w = 0.10 and 0.50), practical limitations on computer time restricted

the accuracy of the Monte Carlo calculations. It was found from other

cases that truly good agreement in the sample variances was obtained

when the Monte Carlo estimate of the transmission was calculated to a
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CASE Monte Carlo

(MCS1)
n

(ONETRAN)

% D i f f .

w = 0.10
3

z = 0.50 mfp

m = 2

2.460E-02

1.850E-04 ( s e c

4.551E-06 (sec

2.452E-02

1.686E-04 (sec)

4.624E-06 (sec)

-0.33

+1.91

+1.58

= 0.10

= 1.75 mfp
s

m = 2

3.002E-02

1.359E-O4

4.080E-06

2.991E-O2

1.381E-04

4.130E-06

-0.37

+1.59

+1.21

wg= 0.10

z = 2.50 mfp

m = 2

3.807E-02

1.117E-O4

4.252E-06

3.796E-02

1.129E-04

A.286E-06

-0.29

-^1.06

+0.79

w = 0.10

zg= 1.25 mfp

m = 3

2.018E-02

2.018E-04

4.072E-06

2.02OE-02

2.06AE-04

4.169E-06

+0.10

+2.22

+2.33

0.10

z =
sm =

w =
s

z =
s

1

k

0

1

.50

.50

.75

ratp

mfp

1.884E-02

2.241E-04

4.222E-06

1.876E-02

2.288E-04

4.292E-06

-0.43

+2.05

+1.63

3.603E-02

1.359E-04

4.896E-06

3.594E-O2

1.381E-04

4.963E-06

-0.25

+1.59

+1.35

w = 0.50

z =0.50 mfp

m = 4

1.571E-02

3.315E-04

5.208E-06

1.568E-02

3.384E-04

5.306E-06

-0.19
+2.04
+1.85

ws= 0.90

z = 1.75 mfp

m •= 2

8.473E-02

1.365E-O4

1.156E-05

8.482E-02

1.381E-04

1.171E-O5

+O.U

+1.16
+1.23

w » 0.90

zg= 0.25 mfp

3.278E-02

3.588E-04

1.176E-05

3.288E-02

3.646E-04

1.199E-05

+0.29

+1.59

+1.91

Table 2. Monte Carlo/S Comparisons (D= 3-0 mfp)
9

[ f = a T
c s t
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CASE

w - 0.10

zg« 0.50 mfp

m - 2

w = 0.10

z = 4.00 mfp

m = 2

w = 0.10

z = 2.50 mfp

m = 6

w = 0.50

z = 3.00 mfp

m = 3

w = 0.50

zg= 1.00 mfp

m = 3

w = 0.50

zg= 3.00 mfp

m = 4

w = 0.90

zg= 1.00 mfp

m = 2

v * 0.90

z = 4.00

m = 2

w • 0.90

z - 2.00

m * 4

T

f

o2

f

c2

T

f

a2
s

T

f

o2

c

2° sT
P
f

<
T
p

f

fc

of
Tp
fc

Monte Carlo

(MCS1)

3.397E-03

3.056E-04 (sec)

1.038E-06 (sec)

4.664E-03

1.767E-04

8.241E-07

1.612E-03

4.511E-04

7.271E-07

4.O29E-O3

2.455E-04

9.891E-07

2.934E-03

3.964E-04

1.163E-06

3.462E-03

2.886E-04

9.991E-07

1.925E-02

2.850E-04

5.486E-06

2.996E-02

1.768E-04

5.297E-06

1.600E-02

3.891E-04

6.226E-06

(ONETRAN)

3.384E-03

3.085E-04 (sec)

1.044E-06 (sec)

4.664E-03

1.755E-04

8.185E-07

1.594E-03

4.538E-04

7.233E-07

4.012E-03

2.480E-04

9.949E-07

2.949E-03

4.005E-04

1.181E-06

3.464E-03

2.904E-04

1.006E-06

1.934E-02

2.873E-04

5.556E-O6

3.O11E-O2

1.755E-04

5.284E-06

1.601E-02

3.928E-04

6.289E-06

% Diff.

-0.38

+0.94

+0.57

M»

-0.68

-0.68

-1.13

+0.59

-0.52

-0.42

+1.00

+0.58

+0.51

+1.02

+1.52

+0.06

+0.62

+0.69

+0.46

+0.80

+1.26

+0.50

-0.74

-0.25

+0.06

+0.94

+1.00

Table 3. Monte Carlo/S Comparisons (D= 5.0 mfp)

[ f (sec) ]



CASE

w "= 0.10

z » 2.00 mfp

m - 2

w = 0.10

z = 3.00 mfp

m = 4

w = 0.10

z = 7.00 mfp

m = 4

w = 0.10

zg= 7.00 mfp

m - 6

ws= 0.50

z = 7.00 mfp

m = 2

w = 0.50

zg= 5.00 n-.fp

m = 4

w = 0.90

z « 2.00 mfp

m = 3

w s- 0.90

zs= 4.00 mfp

in - 3

w » 0.90

z - 8.00 mfp

m - 3

o2
s

p
f

os
2

T p
f

^

p
f

a2

p
f

i
C

a 2

TP

c

°l
T P
f

a2s

T P
f

TP
f

Monte Carlo

(MCS1)

2.018E-05

5.414E-04(sec)

1.093E-08(sec)

1.073E-05

8.249E-04

8.851E-09

1.450E-05

4.375E-04

6.344E-09

1.046E-05

5.275E-04

5.518E-09

3.396E-05

3.578E-04

1.215E-08

1.656E-05

6.049E-04

1.002E-08

4.592E-04

7.489E-04

3.439E-07

5.200E-04

5.814E-04

3.O23E-O7

8.951E-04

3.560E-04

3.186E-07

S
n

(ONETRAN)

2.294E-05

5.383E-04(sec)

1.235E-08(sec)

1.150E-05

8.307E-04

9.556E-09

1.339E-05

4.363E-04

5.844E-09

9.785E-06

5.221E-04

5.109E-09

3.542E-05

3.505E-04

1.241E-08

1.699E-05

6.032E-04

1.O25E-08

4.556E-04

7.513E-04

3.423E-07

5.191E-04

5.793E-04

3.O07E-07

8.927E-04

3.521E-04

3.143E-07

% Diff.

+12.0

-0.57

+11.5

+6.69

+0.70

+7.38

-8.30

-0.28

-8.55

-6.90

-1.03

-8.00

+4.12

-2.08

+2.09

+2.53

-0.28

+2.24

-0.79

+0.32

-0.47

-0.17

-0.36

-0.53

-0.27

-1.11

-1.38

Table 4. Monte Carlo/S Comparisons (D= 10.0 mfp)
n r,

[ fc (sec) ]
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relative error of 1% or better. This was impractical to do for some of

the very deep-penetration problems. As an example, some of the cases

involving the 10 mfp slab with w =0.10 would have taken more than 13
s

hours of CDC-7600 computer time to process to a relative error of 1%.

Thus, the larger discrepancies between predicted and Monte Carlo values

of sample variance in such cases (see Table 4) reflected the variance

of the variance in the Monte Carlo estimates themselves.

For the smallest slab thicknesses, the time per history was consis-

tently overpredicted by the S calculations by as much as a few percent.

Most probably, this was a reflection of an inaccuracy in one (or some)

of the event timings which may become more noticeable when the overall

number of events in a particle history becomes small (thin slab problems).

However, the magnitude of the discrepancy was always quite small (never,

for example, affecting the shapes of the cost function curves). In

addition, values of x obtained from the Monte Carlo calculations were

always subject to normal variations in processing time brought about by

changes in the job load in the time-sharing computer environment. Thus,

values of T for the same Monte Carlo calculation varied by as much as

1% depending on the time of day the problem was run. For these reasons,

an exact refinement of the computer timings was considered to be outside

the scope of this dissertation. Figure 16 illustrates the behavior of

the computing cost as a function of splitting surface location for

D = 5.0 mfp, w_ = 0.50, and m = 2. The solid curve is a fit to the S -
o

calculated values of crg T . Also plotted in Fig. 16 are stochastic

values of 0 T resulting from the Monte Carlo calculations. This figure



1.30

1.20

1.10

1.00
0.0
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Splitting Surf. Location

D = 5.00 mfp
m =2

x=MONTE CARLO

N
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Zc , Splitting Surface Loc. (mfp)
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further emphasizes the good agreement between deterministic predictions

and actual values of computing cost.

4.4.3 Single-Surface Results. Results are presented here illus-

trating the behavior of the cost function ( o x ) under a large variety

of transport problem specifications and splitting conditions. The

discrete ordinates transport code ONETRAN was employed in generating

this information. PQ - SQ calculations (employing a Lobatto quadrature

set) with a fine-mesh interval spacing of Az = 0.05 nfp gave very satis-

factory results. The convergence criterion for the first and second

moments of the transmission score was set at 1.0E - 05. Since the T_

problem took considerably longer to run, the convergence criterion for

that calculation was relaxed slightly to 5.0E - 05.

The curves presented in Figs. 17 through 28 represent analytical

(polynomial) fits to the S -calculated values of o"~ x . The abscissa
it s p

in these curves is the normalized splitting surface location, i.e.,

zg/D. A Fortran code (COSTFT; see Appendix G) was employed to perform

a multiple linear regression (least squares) analysis in fitting the

Sn-generated values. A discussion of the regression technique and the

appropriate subroutines used in COSTFT appear in Reference 25 (pp. 171-

176). In all cases, a third- or fourth-order polynomial was sufficient

to provide an excellent fit, i.e., to result in a multiple linear-

correlation coefficient of 0.9997 or better.

Figure 23 illustrates the typical case for which splitting in

Monte Carlo is cost-effective relative to the non-splitting calculation.
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Here splitting is optimized with m = 4 and with the surface located

about 60% of the way into the slab (D = 5.0 mfp).

When the scattering ratio is increased to 0.50 (Fig. 24), splitting

is still cost-effective, but the optimum splitting ratio drops to m = 3.

Finally, by increasing the degree of scattering to wg = 0-90, splitting

loses its cost-effectiveness vis a." vis non-splitting (Fig. 25).

In the case of a thinner slab CO = 3.0 mfp), the cost function

might still be minimized, as indicated in Fig. 20; however, even with

90% absorption, it does not pay to split. In fact, raising the scatter-

ing ratio for D = 3.0 mfp or decreasing the slab thickness even further

results in cases where splitting is not cost-effective relative to the

non-splitting calculation.

On the other hand, Fig. 26 presents results for a slab thickness of

D = 10.0 mfp. With w =0.10, the optimum splitting ratio is m = 10.
s

But note that splitting by as much as a factor of 20 does not result in

a significant cost penalty. Finally, for slab thicknesses sufficiently

large, even with a scattering ratio of 0.90, splitting gives a good cost

benefit (Fig. 28).

Table 5 summarizes the optimal splitting conditions for the cases

studied. The optimum splitting surface location in each case is normal-

ized to the total slab thickness (z = z /D).
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D(mfp)

2.0

3.0

5.0

10.0

h

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

/ET

.10

.50

.90

.10

.50

.90

.10

.50

.90

10

50

90

Optimum

m

m

m

m

m

Splitting Conditions

No splitting

No splitting

No splitting

No splitting

No splitting

No splitting

= 4 ; z = 0.602

= 3 ; z = 0.590

No splitting

=10 ; zg= 0.670

= 8 ; z" = 0.640

= 3 ; ~ = 0.575s

Table 5. Optimal Single-Surface Splitting Conditions
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CHAPTER V

THE CASE OF MULTIPLE SPLITTING SURFACES

Although the bulk of the numerical work of this dissertation is

related to a single splitting surface, the material in this chapter is

presented in order to show that the analysis employed in treating the

single surface generalizes quite easily to the case of multiple internal

splitting surfaces. Following an outline of the derivations for the

r-th moment of the transmission score as well as T p (which follow very

closely the treatment presented in Chapter IV), results of a numerical

study involving the optimization of two splitting surfaces in a slab of

fixed thickness and scattering ratio are presented. A cost comparison

among optimal two-si rface, optimal one-surface, and several heuristic

schemes of splitting is also presented. Finally, a comparison is made

for several cases between the sample variance predicted deterministic-

ally and the stochastic value computed using a standard production

Monte Carlo code (the MCNP code^ developed at the Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory).

5.1 Sample Variance, a_
o

The problem under consideration involves N splitting surfaces

which divide the slab into N + 1 separate importance regions. This is

illustrated in Fig. 29. The formulation of the r-th moment equations

for r = 1,2 again proceeds by first formulating the score accumulation

probability ty for the N + 1 regions and N surfaces of the problem. This,

of course, is subject to the particular list of next-events for each

case.
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Although the multi-surface development follows exactly (in prin-

ciple) the single-surface derivations, the multiple-surface equations

exhibit a greater variety in the formulations due to the different

possible groupings of next events for the different regions and sur-

faces. Due to this added complexity, the reader's interests are best

served by offering a somewhat complete treatment which includes all

of the possible cases encountered in formulating the multi-surface

moment equations. It should be reiterated that the principle and

formalism for this derivation follows exactly from the case of a single

surface.

Because there are now N internal splitting surfaces (z-pZ2, •* * ,ZJJ) ,

several definitions presented in Chapter IV should be generalized to

reflect this condition:

m1 = Splitting ratio at surface z^.

p (P/,s)ds = Score distribution function for splitting by
mi mi:l at the i-th splitting surface (P/ on the

i-th splitting surface).

p (F/,s)ds = Score distribution function for a Russian
i roulette event at the i-th splitting surface.

S m (z,P_+)dz = Probability of experiencing an m^rl splitting
*• event in dz + about z +, given the particle starts

at z and reaches z without collision.

Sm.(z+,y+,w+)dz+ = H(y+)6(z+ - Zi)dz+
1 for zi_i i z < z. (region i ) ,

0 for z < z,-_i
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Rm.(z,P
+)dz+

D0(P,P
+)dP+

Probability of experiencing a Russian roulette
event in dz+ about z+, given the particle starts
at z and reaches z+ without collision,

- II - H(y+)36(z+ - Zi)dz+
< z £ Zi+i (region i + 1),for

0 for z £ z. and z <

Probability of escaping the front surface at
dP+ about P_+, given that the current flight of
the particle starts at £,

- w)6(z+)

(region 1)

x dz+dy+dw+

for z

0 for z > z.

D (P,P+)dP+ Probability of escaping the back surface at dP_
about P_+, given that the current flight originates
at P,

T(z •* z+,y)H(y)6(y+ -

x dz+dy+dw+

for z > zAI

0 for z < zv

- w)5(z+ - D)

(region N + 1) ,

Probability that all (m^) sub-particles resulting
from a splitting event at P + will each exit in
dP/' about P " ,

Russian roulette survival probability at the i-th
splitting surface,

1/m,.



Probability that a particle undergoing a Russian
roulette event at P_+ will leave the event in
dP/"" about P_", given the survival probability
is 5m±'

6(z" - z+)6(y" -

+(1 - in

Russian roulette survival coordinate-change
probability,

As discussed in Chapter IV, the formulation of the total score

accumulation probability proceeds by first considering the possible

next events following the departure of a particle from point P_ in phase

space. Here six cases are considered for particles beginning their

next flight: in region 1, on surface 1, in an internal region bounded

by two splitting surfaces (region i ) , on an internal surface separating

two internal regions (surface i ) , on surface N, and in region N + 1.

The next events for each of these cases are listed below:

Region 1 (0 i z < z^); see Fig. 30a

- Scattering collision in region 1
- Front -s»irface escape
- Splitting (m1:l) at z = z^
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Surface 1 (z = z^); see Fig. 30b

- Scattering collision in region 1
- Scattering collision in region 2
- Front-surface escape
-Splitting (m2:l) at z = z2-

Region i (z±_^ < z < z±); see Fig. 31a

- Scattering collision in region i
- Russian roulette at z = z^_^
- Splitting (n^tl) at z = z±

Surface i (z = z^, where 1 < i < N); see Fig. 31b

- Scattering collision in region i
- Scattering collision in region i + 1
- Russian roulette at z = z^_^
- Splitting (mi+1:l) at z = z i + 1

Surface N (z = z M); see Fig. 32a

- Scattering collision in region N
- Scattering collision in region N + 1
- Russian roulette at z = zN_-,
- Back-surface escape at z = D

Region N + 1 (zN < z S D); see Fig. 32b

- Scattering collision in region N + 1
- Russian roulette at z = zN

- Back-surface escape at z = D

For each of the cases listed above, the total score accumulation

probability may be formulated. The notation ijJi(£,s)ds will represent

the score accumulation probability for particle starting locations in

region i; i\>z (£,s)ds will represent the probability for particles with

starting location on the i-th splitting surface. The formulation of the

score accumulation probability for each of these cases follows along

the lines outlined in Chapter IV, i.e., in developing Eqs. (4.1.1.1)
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Figure 30a. Next Events: Particle Starts in Region 1, 0 £ z < ẑ _

[References to Terras of Eq. (5.1.1).]

Figure 30b. Next Events: Particle Starts at

[References to Terms of Eq.(5.1.2).]
r
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Term 1

-V

iP+(2
+=z.)

Terra 3

Figure 31a. Next Events: Particle Starts in Region i,

zi_. < z < z..[References to Terras of Eq.(5.1.3X]

Figure 31b. Next Events: Particle Starts at z-Zj.

(References to Terms of Eq. (5.1.4).]
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I Term 3

Figure 32a. Next Events: Particle Starts at z=z

[References tc Terras of Eq. (5.1.5).]

P(zs < z < D)

Tern 1

Figure 32b. Next Events: Particle Starts in Region S+l,

z« < z £ D. [References to Terns of Eq.(5.1.6).]



through (4.1.1.3). In each case, a separate term accounts for one of

the next events as listed above (see also Figs. 30 through 32). The

equations are presented here, given the particle starts out at P_,

with z.

In region 1 (0 £ z < z^):

'J;1(P_,s)ds = j dP+ T(P_,P+) /*dP_'o(P_+,P') /ds'ps(P/,s') / d P "

0<z+<z1

x [E(P'\P")<J>,(P''',s - s')]ds + / dP+ D_(P,P+) / d s V , n(P
+,s')- - 1- J - 0-- y E,0-

x 6(s - s')ds + / dP+ T(P,P+)S (P+) / ds' po (P+,s') / d P "

j - - - mi - y Smi - y -

x \\> (P",s - (s' + s, + so + ••• + s ,))ds
zl ~ X ^ '"I"1

(5.1.1)

On surface 1 (z = z-,):



f dP+ T(P,P+) /*dP' a(P+,P') /*ds'ps(P',s') fsf

0<z+<z1

' .s - s')]ds / d£+ T(P_,J?+) /*dP/

x a(P+,P') (As' Ps(P',s') /"dP" E<P/,P")02<P".s - s')ds

f /dP+ D0(P,P+)y ds' PE)0(P+,s')«(s - s')ds + /dP+ T(P,P+

1))ds . (5.1.2)
2 •"•

In region i ( z ^ < z < z±, with 1 < i < N):

IP* T(P_,P+) I dP.' a(]P+,£') /^ds' p (P-.sO /d lP '

" , s - s')]ds + / dP + T(P,P+)R (P+) / ds '
J ~ ~- m±-l~ J

• • ' • ' " • R (r «p P^"*^T!J / p " " ' e _ e **^ Trie

x * ( p - , s _ ( s ' + s + . . . + s _))]ds . (5.1.3)
z. — i n-—x

1 i 11*3



On surface i(z = z^, with 1 < i < N):

* (P,s)ds - J dP+ T(P,P+) /*dP' a(P+,P') /"ds' PS(P;,S') f dP"

[E^',P")*1<E"f8 - s')]ds + I dP+ T(P,P.+) y dP_"

x a(P+,P') Ads' ps(P',s') /"dP" E(P.',P'O^i+1(P.",s - s')ds

+ y dP+ T(P,P+)Rm (P+)y ds' pR (P+,s') A d P "

lUU

T C- ) £ + )

(5.1.4)



On surface N (2 = z N):

*ZN<P>s)ds = f dP+ T(P,P+) /*dP' a(P+,P') fds' Ps(P%s') f

ZN-1<2+<ZN

,s - s')]ds + f dP+ T(P,_P+) /*dP>(P+,P

zN<z
+<D

s')dsf&s' p (P' a') /"dP" E(P' P"
x y s Pg P ,a y dP E P ,P ^N+1 P ,a

+ /dP + T(P,P+)R (P+) / ds' PT, (P+,S'') /"dP"

y ~ "N-I ~ y Vi ~ J ~

lr + „ „ f + +
x B_ (C ;I? ,P_ ) ^ (P_ ,s - s )ds + / dP D (P,P )

x PEjD(P
+,s')6(s - s')ds . (5.1.5)

In region N + 1 (z < z < D):

* N + l
( - ' s ) d s = J d^ + T(p-.Z+) /"«*£* o(P+,P') /*ds' Ps(P',s') /"dP"

z. <z <D
N

(P",s - s')]ds +y*dP+ T(P,P+)R (P+)

x jds P^(L
+,s')f*r' B % ( ^ ; P

+ , P " ) * Z H ( P " , S ~ s')ds

+ / d P + DT(P,P
+) /*ds' pEjD(P

+,s')6(s - s')ds . (5.1.6)

Given the total score accumulation probabilities [Eqs. (5.1.1)

through (5.1.6)], it is possible to derive the appropriate equations



for the r-th moment (r = 1,2) of the slab transmission score by follow-

ing the same steps as detailed in Chapter IV. Moreover, these integral

equations may be converted to an integro-differential form in order to

facilitate solution. A more detailed discussion of the derivation is

contained in Appendix H.

The equations are presented here in final form. In fact, the form

of the integro-differential moment equations is identical to that deter-

mined when considering only a single splitting surface. The following

first moment (r = 1) formulation, which is derived in Appendix H

[Eq. (H.I.9)], applies for all starting locations z (0 < z < D):

-U j; F^z.y.w) + £T F^z.y.w) = i dy" Zg • E(z,yF^z.y.w) = i dy"

+ H(y)6(z - D) JJ- • w , (5.1.7)

where F1(z,y,w) = l/Z^M^z.y.w)

Equation (5.1.7) is identical to Eq. (4.1.2.14), which was derived for

the case of one splitting surface. Since splitting and Russian roulette

have no effect on the expected value of the Monte Carlo tally, it is

expected that the first moment equations be identical. The boundary

conditions under which Eq. (5.1.7) is solved are identical to those

given in Eqs. (4.1.2.16) and (4.1.2.17), namely

F1(D,y > 0,1) - 1/2T (5.1.8a)

and F, (0,y < 0,1) - 0 . (5.1.8b)
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The following equation for the second moment (see Appendix H)

holds for all starting locations z away from the N splitting surfaces.

Thus, for z j= z± (i = 1,2,
 <"*,N), it is shown in Eq. (H.2.15):

f
,y,w) = / dy"

3 f *
-y j^ F2(z,w,w) + ZT P2(z,y,w) = / dy" Zfl • E(z,y

+ H(y)5(z - D) -^- • w2 , (5.1.9)

where F2(z,y,w) = l/IT»M2(z,y,w)

v* 2 v
Es " Ws ET •

Again, the form of Eq. (5.1.9) is identical to that of Eq. (4.1.2.31).

The boundary conditions associated with Eq. (5.1.9) are

F2(0,y < 0,1) = 0 (5.1.10a)

F.(D,y > 0,1) = |- = y- . (5.1.10b)
2 i i

However} for the case of multiple splitting surfaces, a discontinuity

exists in the seconc. moment solution at each splitting surface. The

nature of the discontinuity at each surface is identical to the condi-

tion found in Chapter IV when considering a single surface. However,

the condition is derived for the general case in Appendix H. At each

z± (I - 1,2,•••,N):



for JJ < 0

Mo(z.,y,w) = — Mo(z.,y,w) , (5.1.11a)

and for y > 0

,y,w; = m. «M-(z ,y,w) - (m. - 1) • <M. (z.,y,w)i ,

where M^z^^.y.w) = lim M£ i(z,y,w)

(5.1.11b)

(5.1.12)

lim M,

The discrete ordinates transport code ONETRAN was again employed

to solve the adjoint formulations of the Boltzmann transport equation,

i.e., Eqs. (5.1.7) and (5.1.9). The first moment solution was deter-

mined initially and provided the information required for the discon-

tinuities in the second moment calculation [see Eq. (5.1.11b)]. As.in

the case of one surface, the second moment calculation required a slight

modification in the ONETRAN program in order to allow for the discon-

tinuity conditions at each splitting surface (see Section 4.3.3).

5.2 Time per Particle History (T )

As in Chapter IV, the formulations for the first moment (expected

value) of time per particle history are derived directly from the r-th

moment (r « 1) equations, i.e., the formulations for M (P). Now, however,

there are N + 1 regions and N internal splitting surfaces in the problem

geometry. The total score accumulation probability as formulated for



the six cases in Section 5.1 still pertains here. In fact, the entire

derivation of the moment equations, up through the separation of r-th

moment terms from non-r-th moment terms, is still applicable (see

Appendix H). The divergence in the derivations comes about when con-

sideration is first given to the nature of the score distribution

functions. In particular, use is made of the fact that the particle

weight has no effect on the score distributions in the time problem

(recall that computer times required to process events are considered

to be "tallied" in this case). Thus, there is no dependence on weight

in the expected time to process a particle history [T (R)]. All weight-

dependence is eliminated from the formulations formally by performing

the indicated integrations over weight in the general M (P) equations

(r = 1).

In addition to the definitions made in Section 4.2, we define the

following weight-independent kernels and probability distributions

which will appear in the multi-surface T (R) equations. First,

S (R+) = Sm (P
+)

mi " mi ~

and R (R+) = R (P+)
m± - m. -

since these distributions have no dependence on weight w (see defini-

tions in Section 5.1), Also for the multiple-surface problem



D0(R,R
+)dR+

DT(R,R
+)dR+

dw+ D0(P,P
+)dR+

T(z •*• z+,y)[l - H(y)]S(y+ - y)S(z+)dz+dy

for z < z. ,

0 for z > z- ,

= /"dw+ DT(P_,P
+)dR+ ,

T(z •*• z+,y)H(y)6(y+ - y)S(z+ - D)dz+dy+

for z >
N

0 for z < ZN

(i+,r')dR" = J**" B0Bi^
|-,r')dR

The definitions for T(R,R.+), a(R.+,R^'), and E(R̂ ',R.") are as given in

Section 4.2. Again (as in Section 4.2), the actual computer time

required to process a particular event is considered to constitute the

score at each event. The score distribution functions are thus ex-

pressed:
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Pc(R,s)ds = PgCP,s)ds = 6(s - Tc)ds

= S(s - TQ)ds

PE D(R,s)ds = p £ D(£,s)ds = <5(s - TT)ds (5.2.1)

" T s , i ) d s

PR.(R,s)ds
 = PR.(Z»s)ds = <5(s - T R >

where Tc, T Q , T̂ , are the actual computer times required to process a

scattering collision, a front-surface escape, and tally-surface escape

(respectively). Also, t . and Tr> • represent the times required to
S , 1 IC, X

process an m^:! splitting event and Russian roulette event (respectively)

at the i-th splitting surface.

Given the kernels and distributions above, the integral equations

for the expected time per particle history [T (z,y)] may be developed

for each of the six cases considered in Section 5.1.

As mentioned previously, the starting point in this development

involves the r-th moment equations as derived from the score accumula-

tion probabilities for the various cases discussed in Section 5.1 [see

Eq. (H.0.1)]. Specifically, we consider the Mr(P) equations (r = 1) at

a point in their development where the terms Mj.(]P) have been collected,

and non-r-th moment terms appear in a source-like term Q r(F). The

equations in question resemble Eqs. (B.I.11-13); however now six formu-

lations could be written, one for each of the cases presented in

Section 5.1.
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For example, the appropriate equation for the first moment (r = 1)

is written here for particle starting positions z in the range

^i-l < z < z-̂  (region i):

M1)±(P) = [ dP+ T(P_,P/) fdP_" a(P+,P/) f dP/' E(P/,P'")

where

x M. ̂  (P~) + Q. ,(P) , (5.2.2a)
.L,Z X,l

/ d^+ T<I>Z+) AdP/ O(P+,P') | d s ps(P.',s)s

+ f dP+ T^,P+)Rai_i(P
+) /"ds pRi_i(P

+,

y dP+ T(P,P+)Smi(P
+) /ds pSmi(P

+,s)s (5.2.2b)

The integral over dP_'̂  in the second term of Eq. (5.2.2a) may be simpli-

fied. Recall from the definition of BQJJ. (Section 5.1),

Ml,Zi jCL")
 + y dR"y dw

(5.2.3)

However, by the definition in Eq. (4.1.1.6)
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1 > Z i_ 1 H 0 . (5.2.4)

Thus, Eq. (5.2.3) becomes

+ / V ^"' • (5-2-5)

Since we are now considering the expected value of the time per

particle history, for notational clarity the symbol for the function is

changed from M^ ± to T_ ^. Also, as noted before, the weight of a

particle now has no bearing at all on the scores and, hence, on the

first moment of the time per particle' history. The weight-independonce

is formally stated:

E Tp,iCP) = T p , i ^ • (5.2.6)

Finally, the implied integrations over weight are carried out in

Eqs. (5.2.2a,b). Using Eqs. (5.2.6), (5.2.5), and tue definitions for

the kernels stated earlier, Eqs. (5.2.2a,b) become

/ dR+ T(R,R+) I dR' a(R+,R') /Tr, -i(R) = / d R T(R,R+) / dR cr(R+,R ) / dR ~ v., ,„ , ._
p,l / / / P>i —

dR+ T(RtR
+)Em±^(R

+) J'dR" 6^.^ (R+,R")Tp ^ . ^ ( R "

/dR+ T(R,R+)Smi(R
+) f dR" BSmi(R+,R") • mi •TpjZ.(R"")

(5.2.7a)
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where

J d^+ T<£'£+) /"dR' a(R+,R') /*ds ps(R',s)s

+

/
dR+ T(R,R+)R_ (R+) /ds pR _(R+,s)s + /dR + T(R,R+)- - i-1- J i-l- J

• Sm (R
+) j ds pSm.(R

+,s)s . (5.2.7b)

The T equations for the remaining five cases may be similarly derived.

For particles with starting locations in region 1 (0 < z < Zj):

T T(R) = / dR+ T(R,R+) /dR' O(R+,R') / dR" E(R',R"")T , (R"p,l- J ~ ~ J ~ J ~ I J -
0<z+<z1

dR+ T(R,R+)Smi(R
+) /"dR" BSmi(R

+,R") • n^ • ip^^R^)

(5.2.8a)

where

^+ D0 (^'^ + ) / ds PE,O^+'S>S + / d^+ T(R,R

0<z+<z1

* / dR' a(R+,R') A s ps(R',s)s + / d R
+ T(R,R+)Sm (R

+)

x fds p S m (R+,s)s . (5.2.8b)



For particles proceeding from surface 1 (z = z^):

TpjZi(R) = f dR+ T(R,R+) f&R' a(R+,R') /"dR" E(R* , R

0<z+<z1

f dR+ T(R,R+) /"dR' a(R+,RO /"dR" E(R',R

+ Qp, Z i® • (5.2.9a)

where

r . • r . r . . r
ds,,Zl =ydR

+ D0(R,K+)y"ds PE>0(R
+,s)s + y d R

+ T(R,R+)S^(R+) /"

/ dR+ T(R,R+) /,dR" O(R+,R') I ds

0<z+<z1

x ps(R',s)s + / dR+ T(jR,R+) f dR' a(R+,R') | ds

Z1<Z+<Z2

(5.2.9b)
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For particles proceeding from surface i (z = z$)'-

I dR+ T(R,R+) /*dR' cf(R+,R") / dR." E(R ' ,R")

x T , ( R " ) + / dR+ T(R,R+) Z"dR' a(R+,R') # d R "

p , i - J - ~ J ~ ~ ~ J ~

• I dR+ T(R,R+)Rmi_i(R
+) fdr

H+l

where

x BSm i+1 (R+ .S ' ' ) * m i+l * T p, z i + 1 ( 1 ' ' ) + Qp, z±(B) . <5• 2.10a)

z i<z+<

/ dR+ T(R,R+) AdR' CF(R+,R-) j ds p s ( R ' , s ) s

/
dR4" T(R ,̂R+) / djl' a(R+,R^') / ds p Q (R ' , s )s

J J

dR+ T(R,R+)R_ (R+) / ds p p . , (R + , s ) s + / dR+ T(R,R+)
— — — IH4 1 — m * -K.-I — I — # — — —

x-i y x-i y

: Smi+l(-+) / d S PSmi^d1"'5)3 • (5.2.10b)
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For particles proceeding from surface N (z

/ dR+ T(R,R+) f dR' a(R+,R') f dR~ E^'.R''

zN_i<z
+<zN

Tn ^(R'"') + I d R + T(R,R+) / dR" a(R+,R") /dR""
J. J J

zN<z
+<D

where

X TP,

x T
o z ,Ci") + QD 2 ® . (5.2.11a)

j dR+ T(R,R+) I dR' O(R+,R') /*ds ps(R',s)s

ZN-1<Z <ZN

/ dR+ T(R,R+) fdR' a(R+,R') /ds ps(R',s)s

zN<z
+<D

/dR+ TCR.R-*-)^ (R+) /ds pR _ (R
+,s)s + /"dR+

DT(R,R+) /ds pEjD(R+,s)s . (5.2.11b)
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Finally, for particles beginning their flight in region H

(zN < z £ D):

TP, / dl + T(R,R+) /dR' a(R+,R') fdK" E(R'

zN<z
+<D

X T p :

(5.2.12a)

where

/ d^+ T(l'^+) A E ' ̂(^.R") /ds ps(R'
zN<z+<D

+ /*dR+ T(R,R+)RmN(R
+) /*ds pR (R

+,s)s + /"dR+ DT<R,R
+)

x /ds pEjD(R
+,s)s . (5.2.12b)

Starting with Eqs. (5.2.7) through (5.2.12), a single integro-

differential equation may be developed which is applicable at all z

except z± (i = 1,2,"*,N). The development is outlined in Appendix I

and follows very closely the derivation presented in Section 4.2 for

the single splitting surface case. Thus, Eq. (1.15) is rewritten here

for all z ̂  z± (i = 1,2,•••,N):



~ FT(z,y) + ETFT(z,y) = / dy"* ET • E(z,y + y")FT(z,y") +

+ [1 - H(y)]5(z - 0) -Lp-«T0 + H(y)6(z - D) -jL • T T , (5.2.13)

where

FT(z,y) = 1/ZT • xp(z,y)

Equation (5.2.13) is an adjoint formulation of the one-speed Boltzmann

transport equation; in fact, it is identical to Eq. (4.2.2.12). The

solution (calculated using the ONETRAN S code) is subject to an iso-

tropic distributed source ( T C ) . The boundary sources at z = 0 and

z = D implied by the delta functions in Eq. (5.2.13) are treated by

imposing non-zero adjoint boundary conditions:

FT(0,y < 0) = T Q / Z T at z = 0

(5.2.14)

and FT(D,y > 0) = TT/ET at z = D

Finally, at each splitting surface, a discontinuity condition exists

for both positive and negative values of y. The discontinuity at each

z± (i = 1,2,"*,N) is written here

for y < 0:

xp (z±,y) = — • x "(z^y) + xR ± , (5.2.15a)

and for y > 0:

T p-( Z i,y) - m± • x p
+( Z ; L,y) + x s i , (5.2.15b)
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where

x ~(zi>y) = lim T ±(z,y)

Tp
+(2i}y) = lim T i+1(z,y)

z^zi+

5.3 Numerical (Sn) Study for the Case Involving Multiple Surfaces

Numerical results relating to several splitting surfaces in the

problem geometry (semi-infinite plane) are presented here- Results for

the optimal placement of two surfaces are discussed first followed by

a cost comparison between optimal location of the splitting surfaces

and placement based on some of the more popular rules of thumb. Final-

ly, S n predictions of sample variance are compared to stochastic results

from a standard Monte Carlo production code, MCNP.

5.3.1 Overview of the Study. Due to the iterative nature of the

optimization scheme (to be discussed in Section 5.3.3), the scope of

the numerical multiple-surface study was restricted. In particular,

the transport properties of the problem were fixed, i.e., the slab

thickness D was restricted to D = 5.0 mean free paths and the scatter-

ing ratio was fixed at w g = £g/£T = 0.10. Moreover, only two splitting

surfaces were considered and splitting at each was in a ratio 2:1. The

purpose of the numerical optimization, then, was to determine the

optimal location of the two splitting surfaces vis a' vis the cost

function (cr_2T_).s p

The particle source in the transport model has been assumed to be

normally incident at z = 0 (as presented in Chapter III). However, the
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deterministic results of the adjoint ONETRAN calculations for the

moments of the transmission score and time per particle history also

include values for all of the discrete angles at z = 0, i.e., not just

at u = 1. Therefore, once the Sn solution is obtained for the plane

normal source, it is also possible to integrate the angular values at

z = 0 over any arbitrary source distribution to obtain the moments of

the score (and T ) given the particular angular source distribution

considered. This may be done without the expense of any additional

computational work (except, of course, for the integration over the

source distribution). The benefit here derives from the global nature

of the solution tn the adjoint S problem. The two-surface optimization

considered here is therefore presented in two parts—first, for the case

of a particle source normally incident at z = 0 and then for an iso-

tropic planar source in the forward direction also at z = 0.

5.3.2 Monte Carlo/Sn Comparisons. A Monte Carlo code called MCSN

(see Appendix J) was written in order to treat more efficiently the

multiple splitting surfaces in slab geometry. The Fortran code listing

is given in Appendix J. The logical flow of MCSN follows almost exactly

that of MCS1 (Section 4.4.2), major differences being confined to sub-

routine DSURF (geometry-related operations required for calculating the

distance to the next surface). Required input to MCSN is also the same

as for MCS1, except that the locations of the bounding surfaces for each

of the NCL geometry cells must be input (SURCEL array), along with the

relative importance of each of the cells (IMP array). It is assumed
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that the slab is divided into NCL planar cells by the NCL-1 splitting

surfaces.

As before, in order to use the Sn technique to predict time per

particle history (now assuming execution of the Monte Carlo problem

using MCSN), new computer timings are required for the processing of

a collision, splitting event, Russian roulette event, as well as front

and tally-surface escapes. The event timings were obtained (using the

MCSN coding) by the same procedure as described in Section 4.4.2. The

timings now, however, were subject to code compilation using the FTN

compiler and execution on the CDC-7600. Results are presented in

Table 6.

Finally, Monte Carlo transport calculations employing the code

MCSN can be used to stochastically verify the predicted values for a ^

and Tp which were calculated using appropriately modified versions of

ONETRAN, i.e., modified to allow for the multiple discontinuities

accompanying the multiple splitting surfaces. Some of the Monte Carlo/

S comparisons are presented in Tables 7 and 8. The transport problem

on which these comparisons are based involves splitting by 2:1 at each

of two splitting surfaces in a slab of thickness D = 5.0 mfp. The

scattering ratio (ws) is constant at ws = 0.10. Table 7 represents

calculations in which the particle source was normally incident at

z = 0. The Monte Carlo results in Table 7 reflect calculations in which

the expected slab transmission was computed to a relative error of about

1%. Agreement between stochastic and deterministic values is quite

good; sample variance and time per history are predicted to within a

couple of per cent.
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Time to Process...

Collision, T
c

Splitting (m=2), T
s

Russian Roulette (m=2)

Front-Surface Escape,

Tally-Surface Escape,

Source Particle

History Update

' TR

To

TT

10

19

13

11

10.

0.

3.

.88

.80

.08

18

75

24

32

Time

psec

+0.03 ysec

+ 0.04

+ 0.01

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

Time Units

1.00

1.82

1.20

1.03

0.99

0.02

0.30

Table 6. MCSN Event Timing Summaries.
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CASE
(z. in mfp)

z± = 2.00

z2 = 2.50

zx = 2.00

z2 = 3.00

z1 = 2.00

z2 = 3.50

z± = 2.00

z2 = 4.00

zx = 2.00

z2 = 4.50

c2

s

P

c

a2
s
T
P
f
c

a2

s
p
f
c
2
°s
T
P
f
C

a2

s

TP
fc

Monte Carlo

(MCSN)

2.027E-03

3.668E-04(sec)

7.437E-07(sec)

2.087E-03

3.337E-04

6.964E-07

2.259E-03

3.047E-04

6.885E-07

2.451E-03

2.795E-04

6.851E-07

2.866E-03

2.583E-04

7.403E-07

S
n

(ONETRAN)

1.989E-03

3.661E-04(sec)

7.282E-07(sec)

2.086E-03

3.331E-04

6.948E-07

2.243E-03

3.038E-04

6.814E-07

2.495E-03

2.785E-04

6.948E-07

2.900E-03

2.572E-04

7.459E-07

% Diff.

-1.91

-0.19

-2.13

-0.05

-0.18

-0.23

-0.71

-0.30

-1.04

+1.76

-0.36

+1.40

+1.17

-0.43

+0.75

Table 7. Monte Carlo/S Comparisons: Plane Normal Source.

[D=5.0 mfp; w =0.10; m..=m2=2 at surfaces z, and



CASE
(z. in mfp)

z± = 1.00

z2 = 1.50

z1 = 1.00

z2 = 2.00

z = 1.00

z2 = 2.50

z1 = 1.00

z2 = 3.00

z = 1.00

z2 = 3.50

z2 = 1.00

z2 = 4.50

s
T
P
f
C

2
a
s
T
P
f
C

a2

s

TP
f
c

p

c

a2

s

'CP
f
c

a2

s

Tp
f
c

Monte Carlo

(MCSN)

2.662E-04

3.690E-04 (sec)

9.822E-08 (sec)

2.611E-04

3.388E-04

8.845E-08

2.823E-04

3.104E-04

8.762E-08

2.859E-04

2.875E-04

8.220E-08

3.051E-04

2.660E-04

8.116E-08

3.937E-04

2.334E-04

9.189E-08

S
n

(ONETRAN)

2.644E-04

3.662E-04 (sec)

9.684E-08 (sec)

2.686E-04

3.363E-04

9.035E-08

2.759E-04

3.094E-04

8.535E-08

2.881E-04

2.857E-04

8.231E-08

3.093E-04

2.650E-04

8.195E-08

4.072E-04

2.323E-04

9.460E-08

% Diff.

-0.68

-0.76

-1.42

+2.79

-0.74

+2.10

-2.32

-0.32

-2.66

+0.76

-0.63

+0.13

+1.36

-0.38

+0.96

+3.31

-0.47

+2.86

Table 8. Monte Carlo/S Comparisons: Isotropic Source.

[D=5.0 mfp; w =0.10; m1=mo=2 at surfaces z.. and z_.]
S J_ Z X. z.
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The results displayed in Table 8 correspond to an isotropic source

at the z = 0 plane. The Monte Carlo calculations on which Table 8 was

based involve a relative error in the computed slab transmission of

about 3%.

5.3.3 Optimization of Splitting Surface Locations. As mentioned

previously, the iterative nature of the optimization scheme for deter-

mining the most cost-effective splitting parameters when employing

multiple splitting surfaces precludes the extensive numerical study

that was done for the single splitting surface. Thus, the optimization

problem considered here was greatly restricted. Splitting in a ratio

2:1 was considered to take place at two splitting surfaces located in a

slab 5.0 mean free paths in thickness. The scattering ratio was fixed

at L /Err, = 0.10. The goal was to find the optimal location of the two

splitting surfaces within the slab. The numerical study was done for

two different source conditions: first, a plane normal source

[\i (source) = 1] was considered at z = 0; then, an isotropic planar

source (also at z = 0) was investigated.

The iterative scheme for finding the optimal placement of splitting

surfaces consisted of the following steps:

1) The location of the first splitting surface was fixed (z = z J .

2) Using S n calculations to predict C
r
g2 and xp, a cost survey

was executed, keeping the location of the first splitting sur-

face, fixed while varying the location of the second [a ^x vs.
s p

"zU, where ¥„ is the normalized second surface location:
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2

3) Based on step (2) above, a z^ was found at which O T

was minimized.

4) The location of the first splitting surface (z.) was

shifted to a new position.

5) Steps (2) through (4) were repeated until a ¥„, . was

found [for a certain zi(rOp(-')]» which resulted in the
overall minimum associated cost, (o ^T ),,_„.

s p Mlh

5.3.3.a Plane Normal Source. The first source condition studied

involvrd particles impinging normally [JJ (source) = 1] on the front sur-

face of the slab (z = 0).

Figures 33, 34, and 35 illustrate three of the many steps involved

in the optimization procedure. In Fig. 33, with the first splitting

surface located nt z-, = 1.00 mfp, the cost function was minimized with

~z~ = 0.575 (Zj = 3.30 mfp). The cost function increased monotonically

with ¥o for z, = 4.00 mfp (see Fig. 35). However, the optimal splitting

conditions (Fig. 34) were achieved with z,/ * = 2.50 mfp and ^2(opt)=

0.475 [Z 2(OPL)
 = 3" 6 8 m f pJ' resulting in ( ° s

2 T p ) M I N
 = 6.735 E - 07 sec.

For reference, the non-splitting cost was 9.093 E-07 sec.

5.3.3.b Isotropic Planar Source. We define the angular source

distribution at z as

S(z,y,w)dy = probability of a source particle being
introduced at z in dp about \i (with
starting weight w ) .

Then, if we consider a forward-directed isotropic source at z = 0,
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S(O,y,w)dy =

(l)dy for 0 < y <: 1

0 otherwise ,

(5.3.3.1)

+1 1

so that / S(0,y,w)dy = / S(0.y,w)dy = 1

Now it is possible to formulate

S(O,y,w)tKO,V,w,s)ds dy = probability that a particle will be
introduced in dy about y at z = 0
(with starting weight w) and will
score s in ds in the course of its
subsequent history.

We then multiply the above probability expression by s r and integrate

over ds and dy:

1 1

Mr(O,w) =i dy S(0,y,w) A(0,y,w,s)s
r ds = /Mr(O,y,w)dy . (5.3.3.2)

0 0

Thus, M (0,w) represents the r-th moment of the Monte Carlo score, given

the particle starts out at z = 0 with weight w.

As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the deterministic S n solution for

the r-th moment of the Monte Carlo score includes values of Mj. at z = 0

for all of the discrete directions yffl. Thus, by simply performing an

integration of the angular solutions over y at z = 0, ^(0,1) may be

computed:

1 MM/2

M (0,1) = I Mr(0,y,l)dy ~ \_\
 Mr-m(0»1)t0m ' (5.3.3.3)
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where Mr.ffi(O,l) represents the solution for the r-th moment at z = 0

along the m-th discrete direction (v m), given a starting weight of

unity. The summation in Eq. (5.3.3.3) represents the numerical integra-

tion of the adjoint S n solution at z = 0 over all positive directions

(o)m are the quadrature weights associated with an S n calculation

employing a quadrature order of n = MM).

The same optimization scheme as used in Section 5.3.3a was employed

to determine the optimal location of the two splitting surfaces vhen

the source was considered to be isotropic at z = 0. The numerical

integration indicated in Eq. (5.3.3.3) constituted the only extra opera-

tion in the procedure.

A Zo-survey for Zi = 2.50 mfp is illustrated in Fig. 36. The

overall optimum splitting surfaca locations are found to occur at

zl(opt) = 2- 5 0 m fP a n d Z2(opt) = 3* 5 8 m fP <g2(opt) = °-433>- T h e

attendant minimum cost is (0S
 Tp)MTv, - 7.398 E-08 sec, compared to the

no-splitting cost of 1.154 E-07 sec for the isotropic angular source

distribution.

It is interesting to note that the optimum splitting surface loca-

tions when considering an isotropic (forward-directed) source do not

differ by more than 0.1 mean free path from the optimal surface locations

attending a plane normal source. This, of course, is not totally sur-

prising in light of the fact that the forward "directional preference"

of the plane normal source is lost after one collision in an isotropic-

ally scattering medium, i.e., roughly within one mean free path of the

source plane. Hence, for a slab thickness of five mean free paths, as

considered here, it is not surprising that the optimal locations of
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splitting surfaces are not affected much by the angular distribution of

the source particles (as long as the medium is isotropically scattering).

5.4 Comparison of Optimal va. Heuristic Placement of Surfaces.

The fact that the discontinuity conditions in the solution func-

tions for the second moment of the transmission score and time per

particle history generalize for any number of splitting surfaces in the

geometry facilitates the prediction of computing costs related to

multiple splitting surfaces. It is, therefore, possible to use the

appropriate discrete ordinates calculations to deterministically

compute the costs associated with multiple surfaces and compare these

to optimum single-surface results. In Section 5.3, such analysis was

employed to optimize the location of two surfaces. However, costs may

also be predicted for cases involving the use of rules of thumb for

prescribing splitting parameters.

It was of interest to determine the costs associated with two

different heuristics and to compare these with the computing costs

related to optimal splitting conditions. One of the heuristic prescrip-

tions involved 2:1 splitting at every mean free path; the other involved

2:1 splitting when the particle flux (not necessarily the track popula-

tion) diminishes by a factor of 2. The cost comparison was done for a

transport problem involving a slab thickness of five mean free paths and

a scattering ratio (ES/IT) of 0.10. The source was considered to be

normally incident at z = 0. Results are presented in Table 9.

Of the cases considered, the overall optimum splitting condition

involves splitting by 4:1 at one surface (z_ = 3.0 mfp). Optimum



CASE

No split t ing

Optimal; one surface
m=2 at 3.25 mfp

Optimal; one surface
m=4 at 3.00 mfp

Optimal; two surfaces
m=2 at 2.50, 3.68 mfp

Split by 2 at every
mean free path

Split by 2 when
flux falls by 2

COST(sec)

9.093 E-7

7.235 E-7

6.402 E-7

6.735 E-7

7.272 E-7

9.896 E-7

Table 9. Coraparison of Several Cases,

t D=5.0 mfp; Z /Z = 0.10 ]
S X
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splitting by 2:1 at two surfaces (z^ = 2.50; 7.~ ~ 3.68 mfp) is only

marginally worse. Rule-of-thumb splitting by 2:1 at every mean free

path is more expensive than the optimal cases, but still cost-effective

relative to the non-splitting case. Finally, splitting by 2:1 when the

particle flux decreases by a factor of 2 is not at all cost-effective

in this case.

Rule-of-thumb splitting by 2:1 at every mean free path was investi-

gated somewhat more extensively in an attempt to define better the

conditions under which such a splitting scheme would be cost-effective

relative to the non-splitting calculation. Several slab thicknesses

•were considered; for each, calculations were done assuming highlv-

absorbing as well as highly-scattering media. In all cases, the cost

associated with rule-of-thumb splitting was compared to the cost of a

non-splitting calculation. Results are summarized in Table 10. Recall

that "rule-of-thumb" splitting in Table 10 refers to splitting in a

ratio 2:1 at every mean free path (corresponding to the total cross

section £ T at the source energy).

The cost comparisons in Table 10 indicate that such rule-of-thumb

splitting is not effective for thin slabs (approximately less than four

mean free paths in thickness), but does provide a cost benefit relative

to the non-splitting calculation for moderately-thick and thick slabs

only when the transport medium is highly absorbing. In other words,

splitting 2:1 at every mean free path is cost-effective only when the

transport problem is such that it accommodates, in general, a high degree

of splitting, e.g., when considering thick, highly-absorbing slabs. For

example, for a slab with a thickness of ten mean free paths and a
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Case

D= 3.0 mfp

w = 0.10s

D= 3.0 mfp

w = 0.90
s

D= 5.0 mfp

w = 0.10s

D= 5.0 mfp

w = 0.70s

D= 10.0 mfp

w = 0.10
s

D= 10.0 mfp

w = 0.90

2
Cost,a '

s

Rule Of Thumb

4.234E-0G

1.436E-05

7.272E-07

2.035E-06

3.957E-09

1.274E-06

: (sec)
P

No Splitting

3.846E-06

8.665E-06

9.093E-07

1.635E-06

1.243E-08

3.408E-07

Table 10. Computing Costs Associated with
Rule-of-Thumb Splitting.

["Rule of Thumb" here refers to
2:1 splitting at every mean free
path.]
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scattering ratio of 0.10, it was found (see Fig. 26 in Chapter IV) that

even splitting by 20:1 at one surface provides a significant reduction

in cost relative to the non-splitting calculation. Correspondingly,

in Table 10 we see that rule-of-thumb splitting for the same problem

results in a significant (68%) cost benefit. On the other hand, rule-

of-thumb splitting results in a 274% cost penalty when the scattering

ratio for the same problem is increased to 0.90.

The results in Table 9 also allow for a comparison between the

cost associated with splitting to a higher degree (e.g., 4:1) at a

single splitting surface and the cost of splitting more moderately

(e.g., 2:1) at two surface-'. The cost values in Table 0 indicate that

splitting to a higher degree at one surface has a slight advantage. It

was of interest to compute such a cost comparison for another transport

problem in order to ascertain whether this condition is typical. A

slab thickness of ten mean free paths and a medium with a scattering

ratio of 0.10 were considered. The cost associated with optimal single-

surface splitting (m = 10 at zg = 6.70 mfp) was compared to the cost of

splitting more moderately at two surfaces. The two splitting surfaces

in the ten mean-free-path slab were located in the same relative loca-

tions as two optimally-located surfaces in a five mean-free-path slab

(see Section 5.3.3.a). In one case, the splitting ratio at each of the

two surfaces was considered to be m = 2; in the second case the ratio

was m = 5. The cost comparison is presented in Table 11.

From the results given in Table 11 (which reflect a transport

problem calling for a high degree of splitting), it seems that a cost

advantage may possibly be gained by splitting in a slightly more
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Case

Optimal one surface;

m=10 at 6.70 mfp.

Two surfaces;

m=2 at 5.0, 7.4 mfp.

Two surfaces;

m=5 at 5.0, 7.4 mfp.

Cost (sec)

4.359E-09

5.828E-09

3.627E-09

Table 11. Cost Comparison: One vs. Two Splitting
Surfaces. (D=10.0 mfp; wg= 0.10)



moderate ratio (m = 5) at two surfaces, rather than splitting more

severely at only one surface (m = 10). Although these few results can-

not support a general conclusion, nevertheless the condition stated

above seems intuitively plausible. Splitting more moderately at mul-

tiple surfaces allows more for keeping the particle track population

relatively constant throughout the problem geometry, thus facilitating

in the general case a more balanced sampling of all the geometric

regions. Splitting to a high degree at only one surface results in a

greater discontinuity in the particle track population, possibly

involving a greater amount of computer time being spent in tracking

particles that do not have a commensurate effect in lowering sample

variance. Nevertheless, as indicated in Table 9, for transport problems

which do not accommodate a very high degree of splitting, splitting in

a moderate ratio at a single surface may still be cost-advantageous

vis a" vis multiple-surface splitting.

Table 11 also implies that some optimal splitting ratio at the two

surfaces most likely exists, since splitting 2:1 at each of the surfaces

results in an even higher cost (due to undersplitting) than splitting

10:1 at the single surface. The discussion above should serve to indi-

cate that optimum splitting conditions are certainly quite problem-

dependent .

Needless to say, the few results presented here are in no way

intended to provide a definitive solution to the optimal number of

splitting surfaces in the geometry (or, for that matter, the optimal

degree of splitting at each surface). Such a complete and all-inclusive

optimization of splitting strategy is beyond the scope of this
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dissertation. On the other hand, these results demonstrate the useful-

ness of an analytical tool (such as the one presented in this disserta-

tion) for quantifying deterministically the computational cost associated

with the implementation of a popular and important variance reduction

device in the Monte Carlo calculation. This type of deterministic

analysis constitutes a positive step over arguments based on heuristics

or intuition.

5.5 Comparison to Results from Standard Production Monte Carlo Code
(MCNP)

Throughout this work, the predicted values of computational cost

have been constantly compared to actual Monte Carlo results obtained

from a special-purpose Monte Carlo code that was written to treat

specifically the transport problem which served as a model for this

analysis. However, it was also of interest to compare the predicted

values of sample variance to stochastic values computed using a standard

production Monte Carlo code, developed at the Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory.

The basic transport problem modeled was the same as before—namely,

a semi-infinite slab with a particle source impinging normally on the

front surface. Splitting, Russian roulette, and survival biasing were

considered. In order to perform the calculation with MCNP, a special

cross-section file in ACE format' (the neutron cross section format read

by MCNP) had to be constructed. This file contained the special cross

sections (constant over all energies) which characterized the transport

problem under consideration, i.e., ZT, ZA, and Eg with scattering iso-

tropic in the laboratory reference frame.
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Table 12 presents the values of expected slab transmission and

sample variance for a variety of transport-problem parameters and split-

ting conditions. Displayed values include those predicted based on the

theory of Monte Carlo errors, as well as stochastic values computed with

MCNP. The agreement is quite satisfactory. (The Monte Carlo values of

a in the table result from calculations of the slab transmission to as

relative error of 1% or better.)

In principle, given the appropriate computer timings for the

elementary events of a particle history, it would also be possible to

predict the time per particle history for the MCNP Monte Carlo calcula-

tion. However, considering the coding complexity of a multi-purpose

production code, it was determined that (for the purpose of this work)

such a determination of the actual event timings within MCNP would not

be an appropriate undertaking. An interesting fact may be stated, how-

ever, regarding the overall time required to process a particle history

when using MCNP relative to the time per history obtained when employing

the special-purpose code (MCSN) used for the stochastic calculations in

the major part of this work: the MCNP times were consistently about a

factor of ten greater. This brings out the advantage of using a small,

specially-written program for a study such as the one involved in this

particular work.
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CASE

D = 5 .00 mfp

w = 0 . 5 0

z g = 2 . 5 0 mfp

m = 2

D = 5 .00 mfp

w = 0 . 9 0

z = 1 . 5 0 mfp

m = 3

D = 3.00 mfp

w = 0.50

z g = 1.25 mfp

m = 4

D = ICO mfp

w = 0.90

z = 6 . 0 0 mfp

m = 3

D = 3.00 mfp

w = 0.90

z = 1 . 5 0 mfp

m = 3

D = 5.00 mfp

w = 0 . 1 0

(2.00 mfp
i J3.00 mfp

m.. = 2

D = 3.00 mfp

wg = 0.10

jl.00 mfp
i aZj2.00 rafp

m. = 2

D « 5.00 mfp

ws = 0.70

fl.OO mfp
l2.00mfp

I H 3 . 0 0 rafp
4.CO mfp

<x>

a2

<x>

a2

<x>

a2

<x>

a2

<x>

a2

<x>

a2

<x>

<x>

s

THEORY

1.294E-02

4.785E-03

7.667E-02

1.610E-02

7.853E-O2

2.136E-02

5.614E-03

6.446E-04

2.146E-01

7.099E-02

7.319E-03

2.086E-03

5.300E-02

1.831E-02

2.349E-02

2.319E-03

MCNP

1 . 2 9 5 E - 0 2

4.733E-03

7.644E-02

1.600E-02

7.831E-02

2.112E-02

5.667E-03

6.589E-04

2.154E-01

•7.120E-02

7.362E-03

2.082E-03

5.252E-02

1.824E-02

2.332E-02

2.301E-03

Z DIFF.

0.08%

1.09%

0.30%

0.62%

0.30%

1.10%

0.94%

2.22%

0.37%

0.30%

0.58%

0.19%

0.91%

0.38%

0.72Z

0.78?

Table 12. Predicted vs. Stochastic (MCNP) Values of Sample Variance.

[<x> denotes expected value of slab transmission probabi-

lity; splitting surfaces located at z or z.(multiple).]

s 1
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The main goal of this research effort, as defined in Chapter I,

was successfully met: a deterministic technique was employed in order

to predict the efficiency of geometric splitting/Russian roulette in a

Monte Carlo calculation. This constitutes a positive step in Monte

Carlo methodology, facilitating the effective implementation of a

particular variance reduction technique based on quantitative analysis

rai:her than on guesswork or intuition.

Four major conclusions may be drawn from this work, the last three

mainly as a result of the optimization study relating to the single

splitting surface:

(1) The theory of Monte Carlo errors may be employed in order to

accurately predict the cost associated with a specific set of

splitting parameters. The deterministic calculation of the

2
computational cost cf T allows for an a_ priori optimization

of a particular splitting scheme, as well as providing an

analytical tool with which to judge the relative merits of

various commonly-used heuristics related to splitting.

Several advantages attend the deterministic (in this case S )
n

calculations of the cost. First, the solutions to the govern-

ing 'equations, which were in this case adjoint formulations

of the Boltzmann transport equation, are global in nature

(that is, the solutions to the r-th moments of the Monte Carlo
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score and T are determined for points throughout the geometry

and for all discrete directions). Thus, the results of one

calculation may be easily integrated over any given source

2
distribution in order to determine a T corresponding to that

particular distribution. This was demonstrated in Chapter V

for the case of an isotropic planar source. Secondly, the S

calculations of the Monte Carlo computational cost were them-

selves efficient with regard to computing time. On the

average, it took approximately 30 seconds of computer time

(on the CDC-7600 machine) to generate deterministically a

2
typical a T vs. z survey (for example, one of the curves

in Fig. 23). On the other hand, to stochastically verify just

one of the points on such a curve using Monte Carlo would

require computing time on the order of minutes. (In fact,

some of the MCNP results in Table 12 reflect calculations

which took about 30 minutes of CDC-7600 time). Finally, the

deterministic calculations allow for the prediction of the

expected variance as opposed to a stochastic estimate of

variance calculated as part of the Monte Carlo calculation and

hence subject to statistical fluctuation, i.e., variance of

the variance.

(2) The threshold slab thickness for which any splitting (at one

surface) becomes cost-effective varies from about two to

more than seven mean free paths (based on ! „ ) , depending on

the degree of scattering in the medium.
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The practical implication of this point is obvious: splitting

must be used sparingly and with caution in transport calcula-

tions involving a high degree of scattering.

(3) When splitting at a single surface is cost-effective, it is

so over a wide range of splitting-surface locations.

(4) When splitting at a single surface is cost-effective (espe-

cially when the optimal splitting ratio is large), oversplit-

ting and undersplitting by as much as a factor of two will

not result in a significant cost penalty (for example, see

Fig. 26).

Due to the limited amount of computational support for these next

two points, they are stated as observations rather than conclusions. It

is possible that more extensive study ensuring their generality (or at

least defining conditions under which they hold) may fully substantiate

their validity at some future date:

(1) In transport problems which can accommodate a large degree of

splitting, e.g., problems allowing for a ^arge splitting ratio

at a single surface, a certain cost advantage may possibly be

gained by splitting in a slightly more moderate ratio at two

(or possibly more) surfaces rather than splitting more dras-

tically at the single surface. However, the extent of the

cos£ advantage will depend heavily on the splitting ratio

employed at each of the multiple surfaces.
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(2) Splitting by two at every mean free path (an exaaple of a

common rule-of-thumb splitting prescription) is cost effective,

although not necessarily optimum, vis a vis the non-splitting

calculation only when implemented in fairly thick slabs which

contain a strongly-absorbing medium. In other cases, this

splitting strategy may result in expensive oversplitting.

Before discussing recommendations for future work, one more point

should be reiterated regarding the transport model used in this study.

Although the semi-infinite slab shield represents a fairly uncomplicated

geometry, it nevertheless effectively models the condition under which

geometric splitting is apt to be extensively applied—namely, in radia-

tion transport problems involving deep penetration. In such Monte Carlo

calculations, it is quite advantageous to know how often, by how much,

and where to split along the straight-line, mean-free-path distance

separating the radiation source and tally of interest. In this light,

the numerical results presented in this study have practical signifi-

cance.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Although a complete treatment of the topics to be noted here was

outside the scope of this particular dissertation, a further investiga-

tion of these interesting problems will undoubtedly shed more light on

the cost-effectiveness of the technique of splitting in Monte Carlo

radiation-transport calculations.

As a result of the calculations done in this study, it was observed

that as long as splitting surfaces are not located too close to the
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2
source or tally, the computing cost (0 T ) may be more sensitive to the

s p

number of such surfaces (and the degree of splitting at each) than to

their relative location. Thus, an optimization study involving the

number of splitting surfaces and the splitting ratio at each would yield

some interesting results. In fact, a more sophisticated optimization

technique might be used to define the optimal combination of all the

splitting parameters: number and location of surfaces as well as the

importances in adjacent geometric regions. An all-inclusive study,

such as the one proposed here, would serve to substantiate more com-

pletely the observations made in the previous section. Of course, the

S technique for deterministically predicting computing cost would serve

very well as an efficient analytical tool for such a study.

In principle, the analysis of splitting costs based on the theory

of Monte Carlo errors may be extended in order to treat the more compli-

cated cases of two- or even some three-dimensional geometries. (Of

course, there is the possibility that the increased computational time

attending two- and three-dimensional S calculations may render such

deterministic analyses less advantageous.) In fact, as long as the

integral moment equations are capable of being converted to integro-

differential forms which are themselves adjoint formulations of the

Boltzmann transport equation, then the effects of geometric splitting/
2

Russian roulette on cr x may be assessed for any transport problem
s p

capable of being treated by standard S methods. Certainly transport

media characterized by non-isotropic scattering distributions may be

considered. Of course, the use of such S calculations in determinis-
2

tically predicting a T is inherently limited to the fairly simple
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geometries which are treated by discrete ordinates methods. Neverthe-

less, even a deterministic analysis based on a more simplified trans-

port model (such as the one considered in this dissertation) may yield

some valuable insights (or more enlightened rules of thumb), which

could be helpful in implementing splitting in more complicated Monte

Carlo problems.

Finally, the theory of Monte Carlo errors may also be employed to

study the technique of energy splitting or, for that matter, energy

splitting in conjunction with geometric splitting. In a simplistic

sense, the problem of slowing down is analogous in the energy domain

to deep penetration in the geometric domain. The ultimate goal of

splitting in either case is to ensure an appropriate degree of sampling

in otherwise undersampled, but nevertheless important, regions of the

problem's phase space. However, implementation of energy splitting is

even less amenable to intuitive prescription than is geometric splitting.

Significant benefits, then, can result from a deterministic analysis of

the computational cost associated with energy splitting in Monte Carlo

calculations.
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APPENDIX A

FORMAL MODIFICATION OF TRANSPORT KERNEL
DUE TO SPLITTING

Due to the conceptual simplicity of the geometry splitting tech-

nique, its formal characterization as an importance sampling device (in

the sense that analog probability densities are weighted by an importance

function to produce "fictitious" densities) is elusive. However, Kalos

et al. 0 have formally interpreted splitting as a modification of the

transport kernel. The argument proceeds with reference to Fig. A—1.

The transport problem to be considered is again particle transmis-

sion through a semi-infinite alab, with particles introduced at the left-

most surface. The slab is divided into laminar importance regions

(n, n+1, n+2 in Fig. A-l), and the importance function (I ) is taken to

be piecewise constant in these regions. The transport kernel C(s)ds is

defined to be the probability that the particle will undergo its next

collision after traversing a distance in ds about s:

C(s)ds = ET(s)expj- / ZT(s )ds'|ds . (A.I)

Consider a particle starting at the source plane and traveling a distance

s; in the course of this flight it intersects the first splitting plane

a distance s n from the source. By splitting a particle at this inter-

face into a number of sub-particles (m = I .,/I ) and by continuing to

track each of the resultant particles from the splitting surface into

the n + lTst region, the net effect is to increase the unweighted
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Figure A-l. Modification of Transport Kernel C(s) due to
Splitting.
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collision density in region n + 1 (i.e., per unit source particle).

This is reflected as an "apparent" change in the transport kernel.

Specifically, by splitting with a factor In+i/ln» the probability of

collision in region n + 1 has been effectively increased by the same

factor. Given that the particle proceeds from the splitting surface:

C(s - s )dsn (A. 2)

If the particle starts out from the source,

Cn+1(s) = exp

11

_ r
s-s,n

ds

IT(s) , (A.3)

or (for s n < s <

\ n /

Comparing Eq. (A.4) and (A.I), we find that

|C(s)ds , for sn < s < s n + 1

(A. 4)

(A. 5)

Thus, the process of splitting effectively results in the sampling of a

kernel that has been weighted by the importance function, corresponding

to the formal definition of importance sampling. Note the relative
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magnitudes of the biased transport kernels in the various importance

regions, compared to the unaltered (analog) kernel (Fig. A-l)- The

effect of splitting is to facilitate a deeper penetration of the shield

than would be possible if a strictly analog process werii considered.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL MOMENT EQUATIONS FOR THE
MONTE CARLO SLAB TRANSMISSION SCORE (SINGLE SPLITTING SURFACE)

The development of the integral equations governing the r-th

moment of the Monte Carlo score is presented here in some detail.

Specifically, the formulations for the first two moments of the slab

transmission score are derived in the first section of this Appendix.

The second section is devoted to the characterization of the solution

functions at the splitting surface, i.e., continuity in the first

moment solution and discontinuity in the second.

B.I The Integral Moment Equations (r = 1,2)

The moment equations must be written for three cases, depending on

the starting location of the particle relative to the splitting surface.

First, for the case of particles starting to the left of the

splitting surface (0 < z < z ) , Eq. (4.1.1.1) is multiplied by s r and
s

integrated over ds to yield the r-th moment of the score:

M
r

i - /'l'1(P.,s)s
r ds for 0 < z < z . (B.I.I)

In performing the integration indicated in Eq. (B.I.I) a change of

variables is employed which facilitates the treatment of terms in which

a linear combination of scores appears in the argument of the i> func-

tion. For example, the substitution s = s - s is made, and the Bi-

nomial Theorem is applied to express

r

^ ^ ^ ^ ( n k 1 " 1 1 3 * 1 1 ' (B.1.2a)
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The following integration is then carried out in the scattering term

[using Eq. (B.1.2a)]:

d s = /^1(Z"»s*)(s* + s')
r ds*

r

E/r\ .r-n / , / D ~ *N *n , *

(B.1.2b)

The above procedure is also applied m times in integrating the split-

ting term of Eq. (4.1.1.1). If the substitution s =s-(s'+s1+-"+s ,)
1 m-1

is made, then the integration over ds is first carried out, giving

( P ^ ' , s - ( s " + s . + * * * + s , ) ) s ds
"s

r

nl=°

Xr ^ /r \ ~ , r"nl

?. \ jy .L s

(B.I.3a)

By expressing

r-n
r-n, V ^ /r-n.

, , , r " n r n 2 n2
198 X ( S + S l + ' " + S-2> V l



the next integration is facilitated:

r-n.

« ' " ) ( s m + a ' + s + . . . + sm )
TH-2. 1 m-3

(B.I.3b)

The procedure is repeated m - 2 more times in similar fashion. After

performing these integrations, the explicit form of Eq. (B.I.I) is

written [using Eq. (4.1.1.1)]:

Mr>1(P) = J dP+ T(P,P+) far" C(P+,P') £ds' Ps(P',s') I dP"
0<z <z

E ( r > r ° S tK' i ( r ' ) s j +fd- Do(z'-+)

m

IP+ T(p,p+)sm(p+)y*ds' p S m ( r , s o y V '

4 \ n2/ n2'Zs ( I ) " "

I
r n j - ^ nm |

J •M ( P

n ,z —
m s

(B.I .4)

A similar multiplication of Eq. (4.1.1.2) by s and integration

over ds yields the r-th moment in the second case:
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M
r , 2 ® B /^ 2 (P , ds for z < z < D

s ~
(B.I.5)

200

More explicitly,

z <z+<D
s

- + T(p-'^+) / dl'a(I+»I'> / * d s ' Ps(Z.',s') /dP

^D(P
+,s)sr + /dP_+ T(P,P+)Rm(P

+) /ds' pR(P
+,s') /"dP"

(B.I.6)

Finally, for the case of particles starting at the splitting

surface [see Eq. (4.1.1.3)],

Mr,z (^> = A z ( '̂
s J s

ds for z = z , or (B.I.7)

J dP+ T(P,P+) /"dP' O(P+,P') /"ds' ps(P',s') /"dP"

0<z+<z

11 + / dP_+ T(£,P_+)/dP_'

-* z <z+<D
s

: a(P+,P';

/

+
dP D L.Z+) A « PE j 0(P+ , s )s r +/*dP+DT(P,pYds PE4D(P+,

(B.1.8)



The next step in this development is to collect all terms with

M in Eqs. (B.1.4), (B.I.6), and (B.I.8); all non-r-th moment terms

in each equation are included in a "source-like" term Q . In perform-

ing this separation, a special note should be made regarding the

sequence of summations in the splitting term of Eq. (B.1.4). There are

exactly m terms in this nested summation which consist only of

M (P"): one for nn = r and all other n.(i ^ 1) = 0, one for no = rr,zs — i l i

and all other n.(i ^ 2) = 0, etc.; hence, the term involving mM in
l r,zs

Eq. (B.I.11). T:se is also made of the fact that

MQ(P") = /<Mr",s)s° ds = 1 , (B.I.9)

since i> is a probability density function.

Also, in writing the next few equations, i.e., Eqs. (B.I.11),

(B.I.12), and (B.I.13), integrations over the score distribution

functions are evaluated where appropriate. Since these distributions

are also probability densities,

/p±(P',s')ds' - 1 , (B.1.10)

-'here the subscript i denotes a particular event. Thus, after collect-

ing all r-th moment terms, the equations are expressed as
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M (P) = I d P + T ( P , P + ) / d P ' c r ( P + , P " ) / d P " E ( P ' , P " ) M _ ( P 'r,l J ~ - - J - J - r,l -
0<z <z

s

/ d P + T(P,P+)Sm(P+)
s

(B.I.11)

M _(P) = / dP+ T(P,P+) / dP' a(P+,P') / d P " E(P',P")M _(P"r,2 - J---J---J- _ _ r,2-
z <z+<Ds

P+ T(iy)RjV+) Jd?" B ^ t C ^ l V ^ ^

(B.I.12)

and

Mr.2 ®
' s

/ dP+ T(P_,P_+) / dP' a(p+,p_") / d P " E(P_',P")?Ir 1(P_

0<z <z
s

/
dP+ T(P,P+) / d P ' a(P+ ,P ' ) / d P " E(P' ,P")M , ( P " )

z <z+<Ds

+ Q (P) . (B.I.13)
r > 2 s

The source terms Q appearing in the above equations are explicicly

written as follows (noting that the dummy integration variable s* is

replaced by s):



r j l (£) = I dP+ T(P_,P+) / d P ' a(P+,P') fds ps(P',s) Ad?'

0<z <z

E ( P- ,P")£0« n > 1 (r - ) S
r - ° + / d £

+ DO(P,
L 11*0 J

P+,s)s r

n-j^O

r -n .

x M (P")
n l ' z s ~

A-n\
I ) M ( P " ) * "
V n 9 / n9»Zo -

1 m-1

2 ' " 2 ' s n =0m

/r-n1-*"-n A r-n,-**«-n -imi

') = / dI+ T<P'1+) A l ' e(£f.P/) /"ds ps(P.',s) y dP"

z <z <Ds

r-1

3
n=0 • ] •

, s )

x (P+ , s )s r + y dP+ T(P,P+)Rn(P
+) /*ds pR(P+,s) /"dP^

(B.1.15)

and
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Qr,z (£> = / d -̂+ T(^»£+) / d '̂ aCZ.+'£') A s Ps(P',s) A z . "
0<z+<z

s

r-1

f dP+ T(P P+"
z <z <D
s

<I+.I'> fds Ps<Z'.s) /
 d£"" E(P',P")

/*dP+ D0(P,P
+) f ds pEj0(P

+,s)sr + y dP+ DT(P,P
+) Tds

(B.I.16)

The Kroenecker delta 6 is used in Eq. (B.I.14) to exclude all the
n, ,Y

M terms which already appear in Eq. (B.I.11)(6 = 1 if n. = r;
r n., r I

6 = 0 otherwise).
n±,r

From this point on, attention will be specifically directed only

to the first and second moments (r = 1 and 2), since only these are

required in expressing the sample variance, c.f. Eq. (1.2.3). The

source terms Q ., Q „, and Q will now be specifically written for
r,l r,z r>zs

r = 1 and r = 2. However, in order to do so, a few identities are

stated first.

Since non-analog survival biasing is assumed for the Monte Carlo

transport problem under consideration, a particle always exits a colli-

sion. This implies that

/EE(P',P")dP - 1 . (B.1.17)
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Also from the definitions stated at the beginning of Chapter IV, it is

evident that

and
/

Bc (P
+,P")dP" = 1 . (B.I.18)

am — — —

Booth (see Ref. 16, pp. 41-44) has shown that the summation appearing

in the last term of Eq. (B.I.14) may be simplified for r = 2 as follows:

y i2 v <p->..2 V V I ( 2 " V "'"" V I )H (P-)
n =0m

2- _ . ••_ m

x s m [ | 11-6 „ ] - s + 2sm M. (P.")

i= l

+ m(m- l ) [M 1 ( P . " ) ] 2 . (B.I.19)
1 > Z s

This facilitates the simplification of Q.

By employing the identities stated in Eqs. (B.I.17), (B.I.18),

and (B.I.19) [as well as Eq. (B.1.9)], the source terms Q may be

simplified for r = 1 and 2. Thus, fci particles with starting points

P such that 0 < z < z ,
— g

f + , +s f * + * f ' f +
Q, ,(P) * I d? T(P,P ) IdP a(? ,P ) I ds p_(P ,s)s + I dP1,1- / - - J - - - J S- J -

V I . P + ) / * d s P E , O ( - + > S ) S + /"d-+ T(P.Z+>s
m(Z+)/ds PSm(£+

(B.I.20)
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for r = 1, and

Q tl<D = J <»+ T(P,P+) /dF' a(P+,P') /ds PS(P',S)/dP'

0<z+<z
s

r v-M 2.1
|E(P',P") > I I M ,(P")s I- - Z-An/ n,l - f
L n=0 J

,s)s

•f <£,*-) far' BSm(i
+,r

x [s2 + 2sm M (P_") + m(m - 1){M (P_"")}2] (B.I.21)
1>zs i'2s

for r = 2. The foregoing two equations along with Eq. (B.I.11) may be

used to formulate the first two moments of the Monte Carlo score, given

the particle begins its flight to the left of the splitting surface.

Equation (B.I.15) may be simplified for r = 1 and 2 and used in

conjunction with Eq. (B.I.12) for particles with starting locations

such that z < z < D:
s ~

Qlj2(P) = t dP+ T(P,P+) /dP' a(P+,P')/ds ps(p',

z <z+<D
s

+ /dP+ DT(P,P
+) /"ds pEjD(P

+,s)s +J dP+ T(PfP
+)Rn(P

+)/"ds

* PR(P
+>s)s (B.I.22)

for r = 1, and
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Q2)2(P) = f dP+ T(P,P+) /dP' a(P+,P

2 <Z+<D
s

]£
!>D(P+,s)s2 + /dP + T(P,P+)Rm(P+)|ds PRC?_+,s) /dP/

BOm(5m;I+,P") > f ? | M̂  „ ( P " ) s 2 n (B.1.23)

n=O

for r = 2.

Finally, for particles starting (or continuing) their flight from

the splitting surface (z = z ), the following source terms are obtained
s

from Eq. (B.I.16) for r = 1 and r = 2, respectively:

Q l jZ (P) = I dP+ T(P,P+) / d P ' a(P_+,P') ^ds P S ( P ' , S ) S

0<z+<z s

+ y dP+ T(P,P_+)y d|_' a(P_+,P') /ds p s (P ' , s )s + /dP_+

z <z+<D
s

VZ>P+> A 8 PE,0(-+'S>S + 7 d - + V - ' ^ + ) / d s PE,D(-+' ' S ) S

(6.1.24)

and
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0<z+<Zg

y dP+ T(P,P+)/*dP' a(P+,PO A s p s (P ' , s ) /dP"

[E(P',1") ̂  Q Mn,l(jL")S | + / dP+ T<I£+>/V
n~ -» z <z <D

x a(P+,P') /ds ps(P',s) / d P " E(P ' , rO ^ P / 2 \ M ^^ ( p . O s 2-n

n=0

+ /dP+ D0(P,P+) /ds pE5()(P+
Js)s2 + /"dP_+ DT(P,P+) rds

x pEjD(P+,s)s2 . (B.1.25)

These equations are used in conjunction with Eq. (B.I.13).

The three sets of integral equations [Eqs. (B.I.11), (B.I.12),

and (7J.1.13), along with their respective source terms] may be further

simplified by substituting the particular probability densities and

kernels specific to the transport model assumed in this work. The

appropriate forms for these kernels in terms of z, ]i, and w coordinates

ere presented in the beginning of Chapter IV. Also, the Monte Carlo

tally in question is now formally specified to be the slab transmission

probability. Hence, the only event at which non-zero scoring takes

place is an escape past the back (tally) surface, z = D. When this

occurs, the particle weight w is scored with certainty. This is

expressed mathematically by writing the appropriate expressions for the

score distribution functions:
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PE)0CP,s) = pg(P,s) - PSm(£,s) = pR(P,s) = 6(s)

and

PE>D(P,s) = 6(s - w) . (B.I.25)

The score distribution functions denoted above and the specific

forms for E(P',P"), a(P+,P'), T(P,PO, S (P+), and Be (P
4\?") from

the definitions at the beginning of Chapter IV are substituted in

Eqs. (B.I.11), (B.I.20), and (B.I.21). The indicated integrations

over the delta functions are then performed to yield the following

equations expressing the first and second moments (r = 1 and 2) of the

transmission score, given the particle begins its flight with z, such

that 0 < z < z :
s

11 .(z,U,w) - / dz+ /"dp" — T(z •*• z+,y)E(z+,y -> y")

•i J Ivl
0<z <z

s

x M .(z+,y",w w) + H(y) T(z ̂  z ,y) «m«M (z ,y,w/m)
s

+ Qr 1(z,y,w) , (B.I.26a)

with Q ^z.y.w) = 0 and (B.I.26b)

Q2 ^̂ (z.y.w) = H(y)«m(m - 1) «T(z -> zg,y){M;L z (zs>y,w/m)}
2 . (B.I.26c)

s

Note that the restriction of starting locations to the left of the

splitting surface implies that T(z -»• z ,y) = 0 for starting directions
s

y < 0 (recall the definition of the transmission probability). For
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this reason (and also due to the Heaviside function on y), the second

term in Eq. (B.I.26a) drops out for y < 0, and Q2 -^z.y < 0,w) = 0.

Similar substitution in Eqs. (B.I.12),(B.I.22), and (B.I.23) and

their integration yields the following moment equations (and source

terms) for the case of particles starting at z, such that z_ < z < D:

/ dz+ f^'JL T(Z •* z+,y)E(z+,
J J |u|

(z,u,w) = / dz+ f^'JL T(Z •* z+,y)E(z+,y
J J |

z <z+<D

M ?(z
+,u",w w) + [1 - H(y)] • T(z •* zQ,y) • £

M (z ,y,w/E ) + () 9(z,y,w) , (B.I.27a)

where Q 2(z,y,w) = H(y) • T(z -»• D,y) «w (B.I.27b)

and Q2 2(z,y,w) = H(y) • T(z •> D,y) • w
2 . (B.I.27c)

In writing Eq. (B.I.27a), the property stated in Eq. (4.1.1.6) was

used to eliminate the term involving M (z ,y,0). Again, the restric-
r,zg s

tion of starting positions to the range z < z < D (as well as the

presence of the Heaviside function) implies that the second term of

Eq. (B.I.27a) drops out for V > 0 [note the definition of T(z -*• z ,y)].
s

For similar reasons, both Q- _ and Q_ „ = 0 for y < 0.

Finally, for particles starting (or resuming) their flight from

the splitting surface (z = z g), the same procedure of substitution and

integration applied to Eqs. (B.I.13), (B.I.24), and (B.I.25) yields
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r>V s
(z ,U,w) = f dz+/dy" -3L T(z -> z+,y)E(z+,y

u s
0<z+<z

f dz+/*dy" T(zs -> z+,y)

z <z+<D
s

(B.I.28a)

with Q-, (zo,y,w) = H(y) • T(zo •> D,y) -w
J-, ̂-g S S

and Qo (z ,y,w) = H(y) • T(z -*• D,y) • w2

^,z_ s s

(B.I.28b)

(B.I.28c)

Due to the definition of the transmission probability and the presence

of the Heaviside function, for starting directions y < 0, it is true

that Q-, _ = 0, Qo _ = 0 , and the second term in Eq. (B.I.28a)
J.,̂ S

 z»zs

vanishes. Similarly, the first term of the equation is eliminated for

y > 0.

Thus, the coupled integral equations [Eqs. (B.I.26), (B.I.27), and

(B.1.28)] express the first two moments of the Monte Carlo transmission

score over the entire range of starting positions z:

Mfz.y.w) = <

for 0 < z < zs ,

M,. 0(z,y,w) for z < z < D , and
I, £. S ~

f o r z = zs '
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B.2 Conditions at the Splitting Surface

It is essential in this development to investigate the behavior

of the solution functions, i.e., the first and second moments (M, and

M 2 ) , at the internal splitting surface. The equations for M , and

M £ a r e coupled through Mj. z . Formally, the three equations may be

reduced to two simply by substituting for M in both Eqs. (B.I.26)
r,zs

and (B.I.27). However, before actually working further with these

equations, it is important to be able to demo.istrate the property of

weight separability in the r-th moments. In other words, weight-

modifying (multiplying) factors may be brought outside the argument

list of the r-th moment. The mathematical statement is made very

generally here:

M^z.y.w'w) = w"r M^z,y,w) , (B.2.1)

where w' is any weight multiplier. The proof of this property for the

Monte Carlo problem being considered in this work appears in Appendix D.

Before proceeding with the derivations, it is helpful to define a

new transition kernel as

K(z,y -v z +,y") = — ± - » T ( J S + z+,y)E(z+,y •* u " ) . (B.2.2)

Also, the following conditions follow from the definition of the trans

mission prpbability (see beginning of Chapter IV):

T(z -»• zg,U) *T(z s •* z',u) = T(z -> z',y)

(B.2.3)

and T(z •* zR,y) • T(zg -»• D,y) - T(z •*• D,y)
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Now employing Eqs. (B.1.28), the appropriate expression for M
T,ZS

is substituted into Eqs. (B.I.26). By using the conditions stated in

Eqs. (B.2.1), (B.2.2), and (B.2.3), as well as combining the source

terms with the appropriate r-th moment equation, the formulations for

M-̂  1 and M2 ^ are written:

M^Cz.y.w) = ws / dz +/dy" K(z,y

0<z+<zs

ws / K(z,y

z <z+<D

+ H(y) «T(z ->• D,y) >w (B.2.4a)

and

2 /* +/" - ,
M2 ,(z,y,w) = w I dz / dy K(z,y

W s 2

m

H(y)

{M l5

0<zH

z <z+<D
s

• T ( z * D,

z (zs,y,w)
s

- / " -
I dy

y

y) •?- T(z •+ z ,s

(B.2.4b)

In performing the substitution, some terms in the expression for M

dropped out due to the restriction to positive directions (y > 0)

imposed by the transmission probability, i.e., T(z •*• z.,,y) in
s
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Eq. (B.I.26a). Recall that starting locations z are restricted in

Eq. (B.I.26a) to the range 0 < z < zs.

Similar use of Eqs. (B.1.28) in the substitution for M in
r'zs

Eq. (B.I.27) yields the following formulations for M-̂  2
 anc* M2 2

:

/

z <z+<D

K(z,y

+ w s I dz + jd]x" K(z,y -»• z+,y'")M1)1(z
+,y-",w)

0<z+<zos

+ H(y) «T(z •* D,y) • w (B.2.5a)

and

Mo (z.y.w) = w 2 / dz+/dy

Z S J J

) = w 2 / dz+/d

S J J
+
J

z <z+<D
s
dz+1 d

/
dz+1 d y " K(z,y

0<z+<zs

+ H(y) • T(z •> D,y) • w2 . (B.2.5b)

Given Eqs. (B.2.4) and (B.2.5), the behavior of the moment func-

tions as z (starting location) approaches the splitting surface z_ may

now be ascertained. The following definitions are made:

M ~(z ,y,w) = lim M ~(z,U,w)
•t S XT ̂  J.

(B.2.6)
z -v zs_

and Mr
+(zs,y,w) = lim Mr 2(z,y,w)

z * zs+ '



On taking the limit of Eqs. (B.2.4a) and (B.2.5a) as the starting

location is allowed tc approach the splitting surface from bilow and

above, respectively:

H±iz ,y,w) = wg / d z + /d y " K(zs,y

0<z+<z
s

ws / d 2 + / d

z <z+<Ds

+ H(p)T(zo -> D,y) • w (B.2.7)

and

l+(zs'y'w) = ws / d z + / dy" K(zs,y

z <z+<D

+ /d*s ; dZ+ /dp-

s

+ H(y) • T(z ->-D,y)«w . (B.2.8)
s

Referring now to Eqs. (B.2.7), (B.2.8), and (B.1.28a,b), it is evident

that

M ~(z ,y,w) = M.+(z ,y,w) = M (z.,y,w) . (B.2.9)
I s I s '̂zs s

The first moment solution is continuous across the splitting surface.

Moreover, inspection of Eqs. (B.2.4a) and (B.2.5a) reveals that the

integral equation governing the first moment is identical, no matter

where the particle is introduced (or where it begins its flight). It
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is thus possible to write one integral equation for the first moment

of the transmission score, applicable over the entire range of possible

starting locations, i.e., 0 < z < D:

ws / dz+|d

+

| d y " K(z,y

0<z+<D

+ H(M) «T(Z -* D,y) -W . (B.2.10)

We now consider the second moment. On taking the limit of

Eq. (B.2.4b) as the starting location is allowed to approach zs from belowr

M2-(zs,y,w) = w s
2 / dz+ /dy" K(zs,y •*• z

+,y")M21(z
+,y~,w)

W s 2

z

H(y)

0<z

/
;s<z+<D

• T(z ->•

+<*s

d z + / d y "

2
D,y) • —

K(zs,V

+ H(y) . m_l\ft^^^ (zs,y,w)}
2 .

(B.2.11)

On taking the limit of Eq. (B.2.5b) as z approaches zg from above:

M2
+(zs,y,w) - w g

2 f dz+fd\i" K(zs,y •+ z
+,p")M2)2(z

+,u",w)

zo<z
+<D

/ dz +/dy" K(zg,y * z+,u")M2)1(z
+,p",w)

+ H(y) • T(zs -> D,y) • w
2 . (B.2.12)
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Inspection of Eqs. (B.2.11), (B.2.12), and (B.1.28a,c) reveals that a

discontinuity exists in the second moment solution at the splitting

surface.

For y < 0,

5
2 s 2 ) Z (*gf»Jfw) , (B.2.13)

5

and for y > 0,

M2 (zs>y,w) = m •M2~(zs,ii,w) - (m - 1){M 1 J Z (zg,y,w)}
s

= M (z,y,w) . (B.2.14)
• i» zs s

Thus, the linear r-th moment (r = 1,2) integral equations for the

slab transmission score are formulated in Eqs. (B.I.26), (B.I.27), and

(B.I.28), depending on where the particle is considered to begin its

flight. It was shown that for r = 1 (first moment), these equations

collapse to one which holds for all starting locations in the slab.

For r = 2 (second moment), the discontinuity in the solution function

across the splitting surface is characterized by Eqs. (B.2.13) and

(B.2.14).
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL (FIRST MOMENT) EQUATION
FOR TIME PER PARTICLE HISTORY (SINGLE SPLITTING SURFACE)

The development of the integral equations governing the time per

particle history [T (z,y)] is continued here from Eqs. (4.2.1.9a,b),

(4.2.1.10a,b), and (4.2.1.7a,b). Following a statement of the equations

in terms of (z,y) coordinates, the discontinuity in the solution func-

tion at the splitting surface <••..- z ) is characterized.
s

C.I The First Moment Integral Equations for T

Unlike the case for the moments of the transmission score, when

considering expected time per particle history a score may be considered

to be made at each of the five possible events of the particle's history.

Specifically, the score at an event is the actual computer time required

to process the particular event. The score distribution functions for

this situation may be written as

E j 0 - 5(s - TQ)ds ,

p £ D(R',s)ds = 5(s - TT)ds ,

Ps(R',s)ds = 5(s - Tc)ds , (C.I.I)

PSm(R',s)ds = 6(s - s

and po(R',s)ds * 6(s - T-Jds

Here x_, x , T , x , and x_ represent the actual (measured) computer

times required to process a front-surface escape, tally-surface escape,
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collision event, splitting event, and Russian roulette event, resrac-

tively.

The score distribution functions as defined above as well as the

specific forms of the probability densities and kernels (see definitions

in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1) are substituted into Eqs. (4.2.1.9). The

appropriate integrations over the delta functions are carried out and

identity (4.1.1.12) is employed to yield the following equation for

T (z,y), given the particle's starting location is restricted to the

left of the splitting surface (0 £ z < z ):
5

T .^ / d z + / djj" K(z,y •* z+,]j")T 1 ( Z
+ , U " )

0<z+<z
s

H(y) • m • T(z -»• z ,y)T
s

f + ZT

0<z+<z
s

T(z ̂  z+,y) • T C + [1 - H(u)] • T(z

+ H(y)T(z -*• z ,u) • T . (C.I.2)
s s

In writing Eq. (C.I.2) the source terms have been recombined with the

main equation. Also note that the restriction of starting locations to

0 < z < z and the definition of the transmission probability imply
s

that the second and last terms of Eq. (C.I.2) vanish for directions

y < 0. The Heaviside functions in these terms are redundant, since the

restriction to positive y values is already implied by the transmission

probabilities. Nevertheless, the Heaviside factors are retained for
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purposes of clarity. Similarly, the fourth term on the right-hand side

of Eq. (C.I.2) vanishes for y > 0.

After proper substitutions are made in Eqs. (4.2.1.7) for the score

distributions and probability densities (as above), integrations over

the delta functions are performed to give the following formulation for

starting locations in the range z < z
s

/ dz+ /
J J

Z + , U " ) T

z <z+<D
s

z <z <D
s

ET +
7 T(z -»• z ,y) • T + H(y)T(z -*• D,y) • T
y

+ [1 - H(y)]T(z -> z y) • x . (C.I.3)
S K.

Again, due to the restrictions imposed by the transmission probabilities

(and also by the Heaviside functions) several terms in the above equa-

tion vanish for either y < 0 or y > 0.

Finally, Eqs. (4.2.1.<•!()) for starting position z = z are converted

s
to
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/ dz+ f dy" K(zg,y * z
+,y")Tp>1(z

+,y~)

0<z <z
s

/" dz+ f d y " K(zs,y -> z
+,y^)Tpj2(z

+,y'O + f dz+

z <z+<D 0<z+<z
s s

s c / d z +

4- C 4 T +
z ,y) • T + / dz^ ~ T(z , -• z ,y) • TC

z <z+<D
s

+ [1 - H(y)]T(zs ̂  0,y) • T Q + H(y)T(zs -> D,y) • T T . (C.I.4)

Together, the three coupled integral equations [Eqs. (C.I.2), (C.I.3),

and (C.I.4)] formulete the expected time per history over the entire

range of starting positions in the slab.

C.2 Discontinuity Condition at z = z .
s

In order to characterize the discontinuity in the solution at

z = z , tha siubstitution for T is made in both Eqs. (C.I.2) and
S P*Zg

(C.I.3).

Specifically, Eq. (C.I.4) is substituted into Eq. (C.I.2). Iden-

tities (4.1.1.12) and (B.2.3) are employed in order to express the
equation for T n (0 £ z < z ) as

P.I s
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/ dz+ fd]i" K(z,y - z+,y")T -(z+.y")

0<z+<z
s

+ H(y) m • f dz* fd]\" K(z,y * z+,y")Tpj2(z
+,y"

z <z+<D
s

/

+ ZT +
dz -pr T(z -> z ,

/

+ T +
dz -pr T(z -> z ,]i) • T C + H(y) • m • T(z -> D,

z <z+<D
s

dz+ ~- T(z -»• z ,y) • T + [1 - H(y)] • T(z -> 0;y) • T
m

0<z <z
s

+ H(]j)T(z •*• z ,JJ) • T . (C.2.1)
s s

It should be noted that the restriction to positive y imposed by the

Heaviside function in the second term (right-hand side) of Eq. (C.I.2)

required that only terms in Eq. (C.I.4) which do not vanish for y > 0 be

admitted in the substitution for x

Similarly, the identity

T(z + z ,y) • T(zo •* 0,y) = T(z •+ 0,y) (C.2.2)
s s

along with identities (4.1.1.12) and (B.2.3) are employed in substituting

Eq. (C.I.4) into Eq. (C.I.3). The resulting equation for T
P

(z < z £ D) is
s
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I dz+1 dy" K(z,y •* z+,y")Tpj2(z
+,u^) + [1 - H(y)]

z <z+<Ds

z+ f d y " K(z,y -»• z+,u")Tp)1(Z
+,x i • / dz / d y " K(z,y •*• z ,y")x_ , (z ,y") + [1 - H(y)]

0<z+<zs

+ ZT + 1
x ~ * / dz T-T T ( z •*" z ,U) * Tc + [1 - H(y) ] • ̂ • T(z -> 0,y) *T C

0<zT<zs

/* + ET +I dz T(z -»• z ,\

J. \v\
xc + H(y)T(z *D,y) • xT

z <z <Ds

- H(y)]T(z •* zg,y) • T R . (C.2.3)

Again, only terms in Eq. (C.1.4) which do not vanish for y < 0 are

included in the substitution, due to the restriction imposed by the

Heaviside function in the second term (right-hand side) of Eq- (C.I.3).

The limit of Eq. (C.2.1) is now taken as the starting location z is

allowed to approach z from below. With the definition
s

x (z ,y) = lim x ,(z,y) , (C.2.4a)
p s P i

Eq. (C.2.1) becomes
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T "(z ,p s
f dz+ / dy" K(z ,}J -> z+,y")T Az",)x")
J J P*-1-

0<z <z
s

H(y) • m • f dz+ y d]i" K(zg,y •> z
+,y")Tp^2(z

+,y")

z <z+<D
s

m • / dz"1" —L- T(z -*• z"1",̂ ) • T + H(y) • m • T(z
y + IPI S C

z <z ̂u
s

/ d z +

+
T(z •* z ,u) • T + [1 - H(y)] • I(z -*•

s c s

0<z+<z
s

x + H(U)T . (C.2-4b)
v/ 5

Also, by defining

T +(z ,IJ) = lim T ,(z,y) , (C.2.5a)
P z ^

the limit of Eq. (C.2.3) is taken as z is allowed to approach z from

above:



T (z ,y) = I dz
P s

z <z+<D
s

+ /"dy" K(zg,y -> z
+,y")Tp)2(z

+,

- H(y)] • £ • /* dz+ /"dp" K(zg,y

0<z <z

i. /" dz+m J-H(y)]-i. / dz^ -pi- T(zs * z ,p) • xc + [1 - m

0<z+<z
s

f +\ +
T(z -»• 0,y) • x_ + I dz -:—r T(z -*• z ,y)

z <z+<D
s

H(y)T(zs ^ D,y) • TT + [1 - H(M)]T R . (C.2.5b)

The discontinuity in the solution function at z = z is obtained

after inspection of Eqs. (C.2.4b) and (C.2.5b). Thus, for y < 0:

>v) + T R '

and for y > 0:

(z ,M) = m « T + ( z ,y) + T . (C.2.7)
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APPENDIX D

WEIGHT SEPARABILITY IN THE r-th MOMENTS OF THE
SLAB TRANSMISSION SCORE

In order to facilitate the eventual numerical solution of the

moment equations for the Monte Carlo slab transmission score, it is

important to demonstrate the property of weight separability in the

moments. In other words, we wish to show that

Mr(R, w'w) = w'
rMr(R,w) , (D.I)

where w' is a weight-multiplying factor (constant with respect to w).

First, the basic definition of the r-th moment of a Monte Carlo

score (over the total score accumulation probability) is restated from

Eq. (4.1.1.5) as

Mj.(R,w) = /iMR,w,s)srds • (D-2)

The Monte Carlo problem being considered in this work simulates a

true Markov process, i.e., the probability densities being sampled are

not in any way affected by the past history of the particle. In other

words, the particle weight (which may be regarded as a reflection of its

past history) has no effect upon the random walk of the particle—prob-

ability densities are sampled irrespective of weight. Also, we are

considering the case in which all event scores (tallies) are proportion-

al to the particle weight. Thus, the probability that a particle start-

ing out at R with weight w'w will eventually result in a total score s

in ds is equal to the probability that a particle starting at R, but

with weight w, will score s/w' in d(s/w'). Therefore,
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as

*(R.,w'w,s)ds = <KR,w,s/w')d(s/w') . (D.3)

We can write the appropriate form of definition (D.2) for Mr(R;w''w)

M^R.wV) = /4'(R,w''w,s)sr ds

= w'r / i|;(R,w'w,s) (s/w')r ds , (D.4)

since it' is constant with respect to w (and also with respect to s).

Substituting Eq. (D.3) into Eq. (D.4) and noting the definition of Mr:

or Mr(R,w'w) = w'
r Mr(R,w) . (D.5)
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APPENDIX E

THE ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL TRANSPORT OPERATOR

The purpose of this Appendix is to derive the identity stated as

Eq. (4.1.2.1), namely

R+ C(z •*• z',y) = 6(z - z') , (E.I)
z

where R represents the adjoint differential transport operator for the
z

one-speed transport problem in one-dimensional slab geometry,

Also, C(z -»• z',y) is the transport kernel, i.e., the probability that a

particle starting out at z with direction y will collide in dz' about z'

before undergoing any other events:

ET
C(z -*• z",ij)dz' = — = - • T(z -»• z',y)dz' . (E.3)

From the definition stated at the beginning of Chapter IV, the

transmission probability may also be written as follows:

T(z

exp-£_,!« „ al H(z" - z) for y > 0 ,

exp -ZTr „ 'I H(z - zO for y < 0 . (E.4)

The partial derivative of C(z •*• z*,y) with respect to z may be taken by

considering Eqs. (E.3) and (E.4).
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For y > 0,

T
— H(z - z) exp

•I! IT I —rp | , , 1 | - * — —r % —* - V*-1 • -»X

(Recall that the derivative of a Heaviside function is the Dirac delta

function.)

Therefore (y > 0),

R + C(z -»- z',y) = - ^ - -ĝ - C(z •*• z',y) -»- C(z -*• z",y)

~ z\] 6(z' - z) . (E.6)
z\]

However, at z^ = z the exponential factor in Eq. (E.6) is equal to one.

Thus, for y > 0

R+

z

.ar]

3z

R+

z

C(z -> s

Ly, for

C ( z ->• 2

ZT
+ -u 6

C(z + z

y

!XF

,U) = 5(

< 0

ET
l U ) - y

r A-
' l ^ T l

y) = ex

- H(z

- A

>[-h

z)

- 5

']'
I*\

= 6(z

>(z - z

- z \

- zO

6(z -

•

or

z ' ) for V < 0 .

(E

(E.

(E.

• 7)

8)

9)

2 2 9



Again (since the exponential term evaluates to unity when z" • z),

for u < Q

R+ C(z •+ z',y) = 6(z - z') = 6(z' - z) . (E.10)
z

Thus, from Eqs. (E.7) and (E.10), we see that for the general case (all

y * 0),

R+ C(z -> z',)j) = S(z - z") . (E.ll)

M +
By Eq. (E.3) and since -=— is constant with respect to R , it is

T Z

also evident that

+ |y|
R T(z •*• z',y) = ̂ =— 6(z - z') . (E.12)
z iT

Both identities (E.ll) and (E.12) are employed in converting the

integral moment equations to an integro-differential form (Sec. 4.1.2).

For reference, identity (E.ll) is derived by Amster and Djoiaehri

(c.f. Reference 14) for the generalized transport problem.
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APPENDIX F

FORTRAN Code Listing:

MCS1
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LASL Identification
No. LP-3015

1
2
3
4
t>
6
7
b
9

10
1 i
12
13
l'l
IS
16
1 7
16
19
20
£1
22

25
26
27

29
3d
31
32
33
34
3b
06
3/
30
39
40
41
42
43
44
4ti
46
47
48
49
f.O
51
b2
53

Ht.MOGFrvCOUS SLAB SHIK lD , 1 SPLITTING SURFACE
SPLITTING, KUS.'ilAN RilULEi 11C, SURVIVAL BIASING
TALLY =LEAKAGF CUraJEiU PAS I Z-T

c
c

t>

fo

7

8
C
C

10

2 0

AM MCS1<INPUT,TAPF5=1NPUT,TAPE6=TAPE59>
COIuiON-'SCOKC'' TRAN1 , TKAN>
coi-iMON/croM' suxr (3)
COMMON/BANK/ NBI#'.,VLT( 100,4)
C0fi,10N/NUTRN/ Z./'.MU.W
DIMENSION TITl.E"(12), 1MP(2)
CALL CHANGt: (4H*Mi;S)

KINPUT AND IN1T1 <U.IZATION***»*

READ(5.5) TITLE

HEnD I 5, 6) NI-IA.i, WS, S1ST
FOi>i1AT( 1 12.2E12.4)
RE.'Di 5,7)SUUF
FClKi1AT(3E12. 4)
KE"AD(5,8) IMP
FORMAT(216)

TRAN1-TRAN2=0.0
NUIiK-0
DO 10 J=1.100
DO 10 J1=1,4
VI.T1 J, Jl )=0. 0
CALL TIMEI?(TIMO)

OE A: NEW SOURCE PARTICLE*****

2 = 0.O
XMU=1.00
W=1.00
SUIiT=O. 00

C
C*«**«NO|iE B: RANOOM WALK*****
C
C DISTANCE TO COLLISION

DC-(-1./SIGT)*ALOG(RANn)
C DISTANCE TO SURFACE INTEKS1CTI0N

CALL DSURF I OS., NXS)
C COLLISION CR SURiACE INTERSECTION

IF(OC .LT. Di>) i3O TO 30
f: SURFACE INTERSECTION

2=SUUF(NXS)
C»*!**NODE 1: NATUK'E OF SURFACE*«»««
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5 4
5^5
5<~
57
50
5S>
6 0
61
6 2
6 3
64
6 5
0 6
6 7
6 6
6 9
7 0
71
7 2
7 3
74
7 5

C

C

C

c

IF(NXS .EO. 3) GO TO 50
IF'N>S .EO. 1 ) GO TO 60

: SPLI TT|N<? SURFACE
IFCXMO .LT. 0 . 0 ) GO TO 22
XII=FLOAT(IMP<2))
XI0=FLOATCIMP(1))
GO TO 23

?2 XI1=FLOATfIMP(1»)
X In = PI OAT< 1KP< 2) )

23 XK = A1 I /X10
IF(XK .LT. 1.0) GO TO 25

INITFATC SPLIT
WMOD-- 1 . /XK
W=W*WMOD
XK=XK+1.OE-06
K=IF1X(XK>
K1=K-1
I F ( K 1 .EQ. 0> GO TO 21

BANK n - ' - M PARTICLES
CALL FJAMI'.l TCK1 )

CONTINUE TRACKING
GO TO 21

76 C
77 C RUr^FAN ROIII.ETTE
70 25 XK IL = RNFI.( 0)
79 I F ' X K I L .LE. XK) GC TO 28
80 c PARTir iP IS KILLED
81 HO TO 60
8T C PAR1'Cl P SURVIVES
en r n i v i o n - i / X K

85 r. CnNTINUr TRACKING
ee r?o TO 21
B7 C

.'•i r-o 7-7+xnD' DC
on v(=>-''«-;s
91 R'\"n = r?NFL(O)
92 DIRN-? rRAl'D-1 .0
9? XMU-CIRN
9.1 C COMTIMUF TRACKING
9-* GO TO 21
96 C
97 r * " * * *TALLY UPDATE"" ' * *
90 7>n S"BT-.?.UPT + W
99 C--•-*TRACK TERM!NAT1ON»««*»

100 eo ir<NENK .eo . o> <?o TO 70
101 C RrCTTMirVF NEXT TRAC|< FROM BAMK
102 Cil.l
103 GO TO
i o i c rr-nrr<-,c; HI
105 70 r i l l mnf TFcnrn)

[F(M . m . Nf\v T r.O TO FO
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107 OO TO 20
108 C CALCULATION COMPLETE
109 &Ci CALL TIMERCTIMF)
110 XN-FLOAT(NMAX)
111 TIME=(TIMF-TIMO)/XN
112 CALL FDIT(NMAX,TIME,TITLE,WS,S1GT)
113 CALL OUIT(1)
11 4 END

.1 SUBROUTINE DSURF(DS,NXS)
2 COMMON/NUTRN/Z,XMU.W
3 COMnON/GEOM/SURF(3)
A C CHECK FOR PARTICLE ON A SURFACE
5 IF C Z .EQ. SURF(1)) GO TO 16
6 IFCZ .EQ. SURF<2)) GO TO 1
7 C
6 C PARTICLE IN CELL -INTERIOR
9 GO TO 10
10 C
11 1 IF(XMU .LT. 0.0) GO TO 15
12 GO TO 17
13 C
14 10 IF(SURFd) .LT. 2 .AND. Z .LT. SURF(2)> GO TO 12
15 C IN CELL 2
16 . IFCXMU .LT. 0.0) GO TO 16
17 GO TO 17
IB C IN CELL 1
19 12 1FCXMU .LT. O.O) GO TO 15
20 GO TO 16
21 C
22 C NEXT-SURFACE ASSIGNMENTS
23 15 NXS=t
24 GO TO 20
25 16 NXS=2
26 GO TO 20
27 17 NXS=3
28 C CALCULATE DISTANCE TO NEAREST SURFACE
29 20 DC=<SURF(NKS)-Z)/XMU
30 RETURN
31 END



1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14 5
15 8
16
17 10
18
19

SUBROUTINE BANKR
CONI1ON/NUTRN/Z, XMU, W
COMMON.'BANK/NBNK.VLTC 100,4)
Z=VLT<NBNK,1)
XMU = VLTf NBNK.,2)
W=VLT(NBNK,3)
XOLD-VLTlNP.NK ,4) + 1 .OE-OS
KC=ieiX(?<OLD)
NKC-KC-1
IFfNKC .FO. 0) RO TO 5
Xh'rrV'-FI.OAT(NKC)
VLTtNPMK, 4)-y.l-\CU
RO TO 10
DO 8 IC=1.4
VLT(NBNK, 10=0.0
NBMK=NBNK-1
COMT1NUE
RETURN
END

1 SUBROUTINE BANKIT(KI)
2 COMHON/NUTRN/ Z.XMU.W
3 COMMON/BANK/ NBMK,VLT(100,4)
4 NBNK=N8NK+1
5 VLT(NBNK,1)=Z
6 VLT(NBNK,2)=XMU
7 VLT(NBNK,3)=W
B VLT W N K , 1)=FL0AT(K1 )
9 RETURN
10 END

1 SUBROUTINE TIMER(T)
2 DIMENSION I2<2>
3 CALL GnB(2404B,1,200B,12)
4 T=0.O0O001«12(1)
5 RETURN
6 END
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1 SUBROUTINE UPDATE(SUBT)
2 COMMON'SCORE/TRAN1,TRAN2
3 TRAN1=TRAN1+SUBT
4 TRAN
5 RETURN
6 END

T SUBROUTINE ED)T(NMAX.TIME,TI7LE,WS,S1GT)
2 COMMON/SCORE/TRANl,TRAN2
3 COMMON/GEOM/SURFC3)
4 DIMENSION TITLE(12)
5 XN-FLOAT(NMAX)
6 X=TRAN1/XN
7 X2=TRAN2/XN
8 VAR=X2-X**2
9 REL=SORT(VAR/XN)/X
10 WRITEC6.5)
11 5 F0RMAT(5</>,5C5X, "EDIT"))
12 WRITE(6,10) TITLE
13 10 FORMAT(1 O X , 1 2 A 6 )
14 W R 1 T E < 6 , 1 5 ) SURF
15 15 F O R M A T ! 2 < / ) , 1X,"SURFACES A T : " , 3 ( 3 * , E l 2 . 4 1 )
16 WRITE(6,20)SIGT,WS
17 20 FORMAT!IX,"TOTAL X-SECN:",E12.4/IX,"WS:",E12.4>
18 WRrTE(6,25)NMAX,REL
19 25 F0RMAT(3(/),1X,"HO.SOURCE PARTICLES=",11O/
20 +1X,"REL.ERROR ATTAINED=",E12.4)
21 WRITE(6,30)X,X2
22 30 FORMATdX, "FIRST MOMENT (TRANSMISSION > = ",
23 +E12.4/1X,"SECOND MOMENT=",El 2.4)
24 WR1TE(6,35)VAR
25 35 FORMATfIX,"SAMPLE VARIANCE=",E12.4J
26 WR1TE(6,4O)TIME
27 40 FORMAT(IX,"TIME PER HISTORY=",E12.4," SEC")
28 RETURN
29 END
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APPENDIX G

FORTRAN Code Listing:

COSTFT
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1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
IB
19
20
21
22
23

25
2fi
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
?5
31
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4^
47
46
49
50
51
52
53

C
C
C

C
C

10
c
c

20
100

c
c
1 1O
1 10

120

c
r. -: •* *
c
12?

C

125

C

C

c
132

C

PROGRAM TO FIT ANALYTICAL FUNCTION TO
SN-CALCULATED VAI UES OF COST FUNCTION

PROGRAM COSTFT(INCOST,OUTPUT,TAPE2=I NCOST,TAPE6-OUTPUT)
D1MFN^. I ON X ( 1 00) , Y ( 1 00) , Y M T (1 00)
DIMENSION JDM1(1) ,M<10)
HI MANSION A( 10) ,SJGMAA< 10) , R M 0 ) ,COEFt 1 0 , 4 )

RF.AD I NTEGER I NPUT
RrADf? ,10 ) NP-TS.NXTRA
rriRHAT(2l 12)

REAO COST VALUES AND SURFACE LOCATIONS
DO 100 IC=1 .MF'TS
PEAn(^ ,20) Y ( I C ) , X ( I C )
FfjRt1/T«2E12. 3)
COHTIMUE

ZF.RO-OUT ARRAYS
151 115 J=1 , 100
YFIT(J)-0.0
PO 120 J = 1 , 10
A(J>=0.O
SIOfiAAt J)=0.0
P(J)=O.0
jnrn (i )=o
MO0E=0
in.G-IFLG+1
GO TO (122,132,142,922),IFLG

r f ? r EXPOtlEMTIAL F IT

MM ) = 0
CALL REGRESSION POUT IMF
CALL REGIES(X,Y,JPM1 , NPTS, NTE^MS , M, MOflF , YFI T ,

1 AO, A.SIGMAfi, Slf iMAA.RjRli lJL, Oti] ""-OR , I
COEX<1,1)=A0
00 125 ICT=1,NTEPMS
NT=ICT+1
COEF(NT,1)=A( ICT)
ZMIN=(ALOG<A(2) >-ALCiGCA( 1 ) ) ) / 2 .
OUTPUT RESULTS
GO TO 145

s**-***** SECOND ORDF.R POLYNOMIAL FIT*»

NTERMS=2
M(1)=l

F0UT1NE
U . REGRET ( H , Y , vIDMI , NPTS, NTFRMS , M, Mnr>F, YFI T .
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r,* TAD, A,siGMAo.siftMA1\,P,rni«i , nn^n-.rTrm
?>••• rr,nr< 1 , 2 ) - A O
b<-. pn 131 ICTrl^HTFPM?
57 NT=1CT«1
5.T 1?5 r n r r t ' N T , ?>=A< ICT>
5S 7 M i N - - A ( 1 ) / f 2 . * A ( 2 ) )
60 C. OUTPUT PPRIM TP
61 C<-t TO 1/15
62 C
6C< C» . * * * « « * « - * * T I I I R n O R D E R P O L Y N O M I A L F I T < • ? ' • }

6 - * C
65 1/12 NTrRI1S = 3
66 M(1)=1
67 M(2)=2
68 M(3)=3
69 C REGRrSSJCIN ROUTINE
70 CALL REGRES(X,Y,JDMJ,NPTS,NTERM?,M,MODC.
71 1AO, A, SIGMAO. SI RMAA, P, Rd" Jl., CH1 -^OR, r TTST)
72 COEF(1,3)=AO
73 DO 143 ICT=1,NTCRMS
74 NT=ICT+1
75 143 C~>r:r<NT,3)=A( 1CT)
76 D1SC=SORTC4.*AC?)**?-12.»A<3)*A(1))
77 ZMlN=(-2.*Af?)+D1SC)/(6.»A(^>)
78 GO TO 145
79 C
80 C»*******N-TH ORDER FIT*******
81 C
82 922 NTERMS=NXTRA
83 00 9S5 JJ=1,NTERMS
84 935 M(JJ)=JJ
85 C RrfiRCSSION ROUTINE
86 CALL REGRirSfX.Y, JnMl , NPTS, MTEKMS , M . n n o r . Y r i T ,
87 1 AO, A,.o |RMA0, SIOM'VA, R, PMiil. , f"MI-^or; ; rTF^T ?
88 CO^F f1 ,4 )=A0
89 DO 93<1 I CT= 1 , NTERMS
90 NT=ICT+1
91 930 COHFCNT,4)=A<ICT)
92 7MIN=0.00
93 C OUTPUT RESULTS
94 C
9^ 145 WRITE(6, 15O)
91 ir>0 FOnMATt 1H1 4 10X, "HULT in .F I.1NIT.AP prft^-'-.'-.irii-i R ^ ^ I J I . T S "
97 WR|TE(6 ,152)
98 1?2 FORMATf ? ( / ) , 5X , "TERM" , 1 OX , T-PFFt 1CIENT ' 5TP. TYTV. ) " )
99 WRITE'6,154) AO.SIGMAO

100 154 FORMAT ( 7X, "1 " ' , 14X, irfT 10. n , ?X. 1H( , E i n . ^ , 1H) )
101 DO 160 I C= 1 , NTPRM-?
10? 1C2=1C+1
103 l " 0 W R I T F ' « , l f i 2 ) ICr?, At 1C> .^TPfiAAf IC)
104 1«"? FORMAT ( KV , \z, \ AY . 1PF.1O. a , ?X, 1H( ,F1O. 3 , 1H) )
105 WftlTC'O,1C5»
10(5 16"5 FORMATf 3 ( / ) , 5 X , "INPUT r r . p f 1 , 5X, "F ! TTCH COr.T"l
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107 DO 170 IC=1,NPTS
108 170 WRITE(6, 172) Y(IC),YFITI 1C)
109 172 FOPfVkT(5X,1PE10.3,5V,E10.3)
110 W M TE(6, 173> ZM1N
111 173 FORM."T( 15X, "ZHIN-",F6. 2)
112 WRITE<6,!74)
113 174 FORHATfS(/) , IX, IOC 1 H>O , "STATISTICAL DATA" , 1 n(1!|r ) )
114 WRlTC(6,176) CH1SOR
115 176 FORM-iT( 1 HO, "VAP1 AMCE OF DATA POI t-'TS= " , 1 PF1 0 . 3 )
116 WRl TF< 6, 1 78) FTF-ST
117 178 FORMA.T( IX, "F-VAI.UF-", 1PF10.3)
118 WRl TF. < 6, 180) RMIJL
119 180 FORM/iTf IX, "MULT. LI Mr AP CORPrL . Cr.FFF . = " , 1 PF 1 O. 3 )
120 WRlTE'6,182)
121 182 FORMAT (2( / ) . 3X , "LI NFAr? COPPFIAT1ON r.CO"FI 01 TUT*?" >
122 WR1TE(6,184)
123 184 F0RMAT(5X, "TFRM", 10.X, "COEFriClFMT")
124 DO 190 JC=1.N1ERMS
125 JC2=JC+1
126 190 WRITE(6,192) JC2,RCJC)
127 192 rORMAT(6>(, 12, 12X, 1PE10.3)
128 I F d F L f i .EQ. 4) GO TO 200
129 GO TO 110
130 C
131 C FINAL EDIT
132.C
133 200 WR1TF.<6,205>
134 ?05 FORMATf1H1,15X,"FINAL FDIT")
135 WRl TF.<fi, 210) NXTPA
136 210 Fn^MATfSX,"Z",10X,"E/JP-.SX,"ORniR 2",OX,"OPDrR 3" , f iX ,
137 1 "ORtirtR11 , 13)

139 Z=0.00
140 DFLZ=O.10
141 215 IF(Z .GT. ZLAST) GO TO 300
142 c i -cor:F( 1 , i >-«crTF<?, i u i r y n ? ) +cr*n-t n, 1 > * F K P ( -2 )

145 C4 = C0F.F( 1 ,4 )
146 DO 217 IPR=1,NXTRA
147 I2=1PR+1
148 C<1 = C-'I + COEF( I 2 , 4) »Z«* 1 PR
149 217 CONTINUE
150 WR1TE(6,22O) Z,C1,C2 ,C3,C4
151 ??0 FORMAT (2X,FG. ? . 5.X , 11E1 O. 3 , TX , El O . ? , P\ . r.. 0. 3, 3':., CI O . 3 )
152 Z = Z + PITLZ
153 GO TO 2 1 5
154 3OO CALL FXIT
155 EHD
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2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
1-4
1 5
1 6
17
16
1 9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2b
£y
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
3.'
3d
3U
40
41
42
A'i
44
43
46
47

A-J
t.O
SI

!r.^
53

C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C:

c
c

c
c

SUBROUTINE REGRES

PURPOSE
MAKE A MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION FIT TO DATA WITH
A SPECIFIED FUNCTION WHICH IS LINEAR IN COEFFICIENTS

USAGE
CALL REGRESI X,Y , SIGMAY,NPTS,NTERMS,M,MODE,YFIT,

AO,A,SIGMAO,S1GMAA,R.RMUL,CHISQR,FTEST)

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
X -ARRAY tiF DATA POINTS FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
Y -ARKAY OF DATA POINTS FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE
SIGMAY -ARRAY OF STI5. DEV. FOR Y DATA POINTS
NPTS -MO. OF PAIRS OF DATA POINTS
NTERMS -NO. OF COEFFICIENTS (CONSTANT NOT INCL.)
M -ARRAY OF INCLUSION'REJECTION CRITERIA FOR FCTN
MODE -DETERMINES MLIIIOU OF WEIGHTING LST.SCiURS. FIT

+ 1 (I NSTRUMEUTADWEIGHTC I ) = 1 ./S1GMAY( 1 )**2
Of NO WEIGHTING) We!GHT(I) = 1.
-1(STATISTICAL)W£IGHT(I)=1./Y(I)

YF1T -ARRAY OF CAI CULATED VALUES OF Y
AO -CONSTANT IEKM
A -ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS
SIGMAO -STANDARD OfVIATlON OF AO
SIUMAA -ARRAY CJF STD DEV. FOR COEFFICIENTS
R -ARRAY OF LINEAR CORRELATION COEFF.
RMl/L -MULTIPLE LINEAR CORRELATION COEFF.
CHISQR -RL'DUCEt) CHI bOUARE FOR FIT
FTtST -VALUE OF F FOR TEST OF FIT

SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
FCINIX, I , .J,M>

EVALUATES THE FUNCTION FOR THE J-TH TERM AND
I-TH DATA POINT USING ARRAr » TO
SPECIFY TERMS IN FUNCTION

MAT 1NV( ARRAY, NTEIiMS, DET )
1NVEK rs A SVMiiL'THJC TWO-DIMENSIONAL MATRIX
OF DEGREE: NTERMS AND COMPUTES DETERMINANT

COMMENTS
DIMENSION STATEMENT VALID FOR NPTS UP TO 100
AND NTERMS UP TO 10

SUI.-r<OUTl Nli RlfGI<r.S(X, Y . S I GMAY , NPTS , NTERMS. M, MODE, YF1 T,
1AO,A,SIbMAO,a 1GHAA,R.RMUL,CHISQ«,FTEST)
DOH.M Lr pKirci^IOrl ARKAY, SUN, YMEAN, SIGMA, CHI SQ, XMEAN, SI GMAX
DlhtNSION X(1),Y(1),SIGMAY(1),M(1),YFIT(1),A(1),SIGMAA(1),

1 K ( I )
DIMENSION WEIGHT! 100) ,XMIEANC 10) ,S1GMAX( 10) J ARRAY ( 10, 10)

INITIALIZE SLIMS AND ARRAYS



54 C
55 11 SUM=0.0
56 YMEAN=0.0
57 SIGMA=0.0
58 CHISQ=0.0
59 RMUL=0.0
60 DO 17 1=1,NPTS
61 17 YFIT(I)=0.0
62 21 DO 20 J=1,NTERMS
63 XMEANtJ)=0.0
64 SIGMAXCJ)=0.0
65 R(J)=0.0
66 A(J)=0.0
67 SJGMAAtJ)*0.0
68 DO 28 K=1,NTERMS
69 28 ARRAY(J,K)=0.0
70 C
71 C ACCUMULATE WEIGHTED SUMS
72 C
73 30 DO 50 1=1,NPTS
74 31 IF(MODE) 32,37,39
75 32 IFtY(I)) 35,37,33
76 33 WElGHTtI>=1./YCI>
77 GO TO 41
78 35 WEIGHT?1)=1./(-YtI))
79 GO TO 41
80 37 WEIGHT(|)=1.
81 GO TO 41
82 39 WEIGHT! I ) = 1 ./S1GMAYU >»»2
83 41 SUM-SUM+WEIGHTfI)
64 YMEAN=YMEAN+WEIGHTU)*Y(I>
85 DO 44 J=1.NTERMS
86 44 XMEANtJ)=XMEAN(J)+WEIGHT(I)*FCTN(X,I,J,M)
87 50 CONTINUE
88 51 YMEAN=YMEAN/SUM
89 DO 53 J=1,NTERMS
90 53 XMEANtJ)=XMEANtJ)/SUM
91 FNPTS=NPTS
92 WMERN=SUM/FNPTS
93 DO 57 1=1,NPTS
94 57 WEIGHTCI)=WEIGHTri)/WMEAN
95 C
96 C ACCUMULATE MATRICES R AND ARRAY
97 C
98 61 DO 67 1=1,NPTS
99 S1GMA=SIGMA+WEIGHT(1)«(Y(I)-YMEAN)*»2
100 DO 67 J=l,NTERMS
101 SIGMAXCJ)=SIGMAX(JJ*WEIGHT(I)«(FCTNfX,I,J,M)-XMEANtJ))*«2
102 RtJ)=R(J)+WEIGHT(I)«<FCTN(X,I,J,M)-XMEAN(J))«CY(I)-YMEAN)
103 DO 67 K=1,J
104 67 ARRAY<J,K>=ARRAY<J,K)+WE1GHT(I)«(FCTNtX,I,J,M)-XMEAN(J))«
105 1(FCTN(X,I^.M
106 71 FREE1=NPTS-1
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SIGMA=DSQRT(SIGWA/FREE1)
DO 78 J«1.NTERMS
SIGMAX(J)=DSQRT(SIGMAX(JJ/FREE1)
R < J)= R C J)/(FREE1« SIGMAX(J)» SIGMA)
DO 78 K=l,J
ARRAYCJ,K)=ARRAY(J,K)/(FREE1*SIGMAXCJ>*SIGMAX(K))
ARRAYCK,J)=ARRAY(J,K)

INVERT SYMMETRIC MATRIX

CALL MATlNV(ARRAY,NTERMS,OET)
IF(DET)101,91,101
A0=0.0
S!GMAO=O.0
RMUL=0.0
CHISOR=O.O
FTEST=0.0
GO TO 130

CALCULATE COEFF1CIENTS,FlT,AND CHI SQUARE

AO=YMEAN
DO 108 J=l.NTERMS
DO 104 K=l,NTERMS
A(J)=A(J)+R{K)«ARRAY(J,K)
A(J)=A(J)«SIGMA/SIGMAX(J)
AO=AO-A(J)*XnEAN(J)
DO 108 1=1,NPTS
YFIT(I)=YF1T(1)+A<J)«FCTN£X,I,J,M>
DO 113 1=1,NPTS
YF1T(I)=YF1T(J)+A0
CHISQ=CH1SQ+WEIGHTC 1 )«(Y(I)-YFlT(l))«»2
FREEN=NPTS-NTERMS-1
CHISQR=CHISQ«WMEAN/FREEN

CALCULATE UNCERTAINTIES

IFCMODE) 122,124,122
VARNCE=1./WMEAN
GO TO 131
VARNCE=CHISOR
DO 133 J=1.NTERMS
SIGMAA(J)=ARRAY(J,J)*VARNCE/(FREE1*SIGMAXCJ3««2)
SIGMAA(J)=SORT(SIGMAA(J))
RMUL=RMUL+AtJ)»R(J)*S1GMAX(J)/SIGMA
FREEJ=NTERMS
FTEST=(RMUL/FREEJ)/<(1.-RMUL)/FREEN)
RMUL=SORT(RMUL)
SIGMAO=VARNCE/FNPTS •
DO 1 45 J = 1 , NTERMS
DO 145 K=1,NTERMS
SIGMAO=SIQMAO+VARNCE«XMEANCJ)«XMEAN(K)*ARRAY(J,K)/

159 1(FREEl«StGMAX(J)*SIGMAX(K))

107
108
109
1 10
1 1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17

1 16
1 19
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
t35
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

72

74

78
C
C
C
81

91

C
C
C
101
102

104
105
106
107
108
1 1 1

1 13

115
C
C
c
121
122

124
131
132

133

135
136
141

145



160 14K S1RMAO=SORT(S1GMAO)
161 150 RrU'RN
162

1
2
3
A
b
6
7
a
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
t'.'l
2-1
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
36
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
bO
51
52
53

C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

10
11
c
c
c
21

23
24

30
C

c
c
31
32

41

43

E>0
51

t>3

6O
C
C
C

SUUOUTI ME MATINV

PUI. POSE
INVITRT A S .': 111T iTi t C 11.* T i l l * AND CALCULATE C>: I [ ;>. U W,\NT

CALL MATI NV( A.<i:AV, NUI D. r;, | j t7 )

DESCRIPTION OF P/.^AI-I.:rrRS
ArikAY - 1 N I - J T I I A T K I X Wil l CM I •> R E K L A C E I J fcY ! NV£l(:>i
WONDER -Dt;i.-i..'i£i£: or an mm ai>o.:f! Or DEI£ITIINANT}
DET -nnt:k'iiNAi-ir OF ngr-ur MATRIX

COUMENTS
DIMENSION STATEMENT VALID FOR NORDER UP TO 1O

SIH ROUTINE WTim' tAf f i i r tV , l « i . JI f.'.DET)
Or'UHI f F'Ri;r:l->lCM AI?:.\V . i f luX, SAViI
D 11 it-NS I ON AliiVA/ ( I 0 . 1 0 ) . I K ( I u ) , JK ( 1 0 )
ni: I = i .
DO 1 00 K= 1 , NGRDEF:

FIND LAR'i£}T ELHtiuNT ARKA. 'd . J ) IN RES.T OF MATRIX

AH/'-K-O. O
lid 30 I =K, Nf'i<-:ieR
OfJ 3Ci JiK , N nVO£i<
IFlDAL-.M AM.'.':) OAl Sf Ai:U-Y( I , J) ) ) 2 4 , 2 4 , 3 0
AMAv-Aki<AY< I , J)
1K«K ) - 1
Jlv(K>=J
COi.TlHUE

INVEKCHAMBE ROW-5 ANO Ki'il UciNS TO PUT AMAX IN Af:RAV<K.K)

IF(AMAX)41,32,4 I
lJh7f=0.0
GO TO 140
I=1K(K)
I F l 1 - K ) 2 1 , 5 1 , 4 3
Ila 5l) J = 1 ,M.:inOER
S/WIT-AKI»-A V ( K , J )
AKIiAYCK, J )-Al?::;AYf I , J)
AKKAY ( I , J ) = -SAVE
J=JK(K)
1 F ( J - K ) 2 1 , 6 1 , 5 3
DO 60 I = 1 . NOftDER
!iAVE = ARRA Y ( I , K 1
Alii;AY( I ,K)-ARSAY( I , J )

ARKAY( I , J I - -SAVE

ACCUMULATE ELEMCUTU OF INVERSE MATRIX

DO 70 I=1,NORDER
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5 4
5 5
0 6
5 7
5 3
5 9
6 0
61
6 '
6 3
6 4
6 5
6 6
6 7
6 8
6 9
7 0
71
7 2
7 3
7 4
7 5
7 6
7 7
7 8
7 9
8 0
81
8 2
83
84
8*5
6 6
8 7
8 8

6 3
70
71

74
75
^ 0
•31

•S3
9 0

100
C
C
C

101

105

1 10
1 1 1

1 13

120
1 00
1 10

I F f I - K ) 6 3 ,
<\RRAYt t ,K)
OrVI r 1 NUE
no oo 1=1,
no no J = i ,
IF< 1 -K)7-J,
IFf J-K)75,

70.63
= -APRAY CI

NCRPER
MOPPER
PO, 74
" 0 , 75

•TWM ! . J>"APPAY( I ,
r,r.;iriMUE
no io J = t ,
IF<J-K)n$.
AP7AY (K,J )
CC'NTI MUE
Anf?A v<K,K)
OFT~DET«AM

DO 130 l_=1
K=NnRDER-L
J=1K(K )
I F ( .J-K) 1 1 1
OO 110 1=1
SAVE=ARRAY
ARHAYf 1 , K )
ARRAY(1 ,J )
I = JKHO
IF( I -K)130
no i?o J = I
5Avi:=/\nr?AY
,«pr^v(K , J )
Arr"AY( I , J )•
rir- IT I r'UE
TFTUPN

rr>, '.'3
•ArrAY'K,

=1./AMAX
AX

.K> /.T1»X

J)+ARPAYf! .K)*AP:i

.1 > /^MAX

Tnr;F riF.nFRlMG OF MATRIX

,MOPDER
+ ]

, 1 1 1 , 1 0 5
,MopneR
( I , K )
=-AHRAYfI
= SAVE

, ir?O, 113
,MnrnER
( f , J )
- - A P P A Y l I
= !TAVE

, J '

1 FUNCTION FCTNCX,t,J,JTERMS)
2 DIMENSION X(1},JTERMS<»)
3 |Ft.R = JTERMS< 1 )
4 IFIIFLG EO. O) GO TO 5O
5 C
6 C EVALUATE POLYNOMIALS
7 C
8 JFXP=JTEPMS<J)
9 FCTN=XCI)*^JEXP
10 HETURN
1 1 C
12 C EVALUATE EXPONENTIALS
13 C
14 50 PO TO (S5,6O),J
15 53 FCTN=EXP(X(I))
16 RETURN
17 60 FCTN-EXP<-X(l))
18 RETURN
19 fTNO



APPENDIX H

MULTIPLE SURFACE DERIVATIONS
(MOMENTS OF SLAB TRANSMISSION SCORE)

Given the formulations for the total score accumulation probability

for the six cases presented in Chapter V [see Eqs. (5.1.1) through

(5.1.6)], the r-th moment equations for the transmission score may be

derived by following exactly the same procedure as was demonstrated in

Chapter IV (and Appendix B) for tKe case of one splitting surface. Al-

though all the details are not repeated here, because of certain nota-

tional differences as well as the more varied combination of terms in the

six cases referred to above, selected aspects of the derivation are pre-

sented. The reader should be able to supply the intermediate details

needed to reconstruct the entire derivation with reference to Chapter IV

and Appendix B.

First, the r-th moment equations may be formulated by multiplying

the score accumulation probabilities [Eqs. (5.1.1) through (5.1.6) by s

and integrating over ds, i.e.,

M .(P) = /\.(P,s)sr ds . (H.0.1)

• J

By applying the Binomial Theorem [see Eq. (B.I.2a)] all cases in which a

linear combination of scores appears in the argument of the IJJ function

may be simplified and replaced by an appropriate summation over n moments

(n » 0,l,2,»»«,r). For example,
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/vi(£,s - s")s
r ds = / *.(P, ds*

(H.0.2)

where s* = s - s". Also, the Binomial Theorem is applied m. times in

treating the splitting term in the equations: first in integrating over

ds, then in integrating over ds _-, etc., and finally in integrating
i

over ds- (see Appendix B).

Collecting all terms in M . leaves all the equations in a form

similar to that of Eqs. (B.I.11-13), where all non-r-th moment terms are

included in a source term Q .. Substitution is then made for the score
r ,x

distribution functions. For the case of multiple splitting surfaces,

these distributions are given as follows:

Ps(P,s) - pg (P,s) = 6(s)

p (P,s) = p (P,s) = S(s) for i = 1,2,-".N
S mi " Ri ~

and p, ̂ (P,sO = 5(s - w) . (H.0-3)

In other words, only a back-surface escape results in a non-zero score.

Finally, after substituting for the appropriate probability densities and

kernels (see definitions at the beginning of Chapters IV and V) and per-

forming the indicated integrations, Eqs. (H.0.4)-(H.0.9) result for the

r-th moment of the transmission score (for the six cases of particle

starting coordinate z). Use is also made of identity (B.2.2) in writing
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these equations with the transition kernel K(z,y "*" z ,v") • Also, the

r-th moments for the different cases are represented by

M .(z,y,w) for z in region i (i = 1,2,•••,N + 1)
r 1

and M (z.,y,w) for z = z (i = 1,2,«**,N) ,
r,z^ x x

In region 1, for 0 < z < z..:

/ dz+ / d y " K(z,p -*• z+,y")Mr jCz'^.y^.w

0<z+<z

+ H(y)T(z •> z ,y) • m • M
x x r,

+ Q , (z,y,w) , (H.0.4a)
r, x

where

.y.w) = 0 , (H.0.4b)

Q2 ^^(z.y^) = H(y) T(z . (H.0.4c)

On surface 1, for z = .:

M
r,z

J dz+

0<z+<z,

/ dz+ Tdy"*

H(y)T(z1 -> z2,y) '102 • Mr .y.w) , (H.0.5a)
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where

Q (z ,y,w) = 0 , (H.0.5b)
X,Z- X

2 z (z15y,w) = H(y) *
z 2 y 2

(H.0.5c)

In region 1, for z._- < z < z . :

I dz I dyM .(z.v.w) = / dz' / d y " K(z,y -»• z + , y" )M ( z + , y " , w w)
ri / i r,i s

+ H(y)T(z -> z ,y) • in • M (z.,y,w/m ) + [1 - H(p) ]
-i- X IT} 2. • 1 X

x T(z + z . i . y ) • Cm «M _ (z ,n,w/£ ) + Q .(z.y.w) ,
i-1 i-1 i-1

(H.0.6a)

where

Q .(z,y,w) = 0 (H.0.6b)
•••» • • -

Q . (z ,y ,w) = H(y) • m (m - 1) • T(z •* z. ,y){M (z ,y,w/m.) } 2 . (H.0 .6c)
j£ 9 X X X X X y Z a X X

On surface i , for z = z.:



/ dz+ / dy" K(z ,v
J J xr , z . i J J x r » 1

/ " dz+ / " d y " K(z±,y - z + , p " )

- H(v)]T(z.

+ H(y)T(z. - z.+ 1 , ] i) • m±+1 • M^

where

On surface N, for z = z'.

250

(H.0.7a)

Q. (z.,y,w) = 0 , (H.0.7W
±, Zj XJ

Q 2 , z . ( 2 i > 1 J ' w ) = H ( y ) ' m i+ l ( m i+ l ~ 1 } ' T ( z i

, z . i + v i + 1 (H.0.7c)



J d z + / d y " K(zN,y - z
+,y")MrjN(z

+,y",wsw)

ZN-1<Z+<ZN

z..<z+<D
N

dz +/" dy" K(zN,

" H(y)]T(zN

Q (z ,y,w) , (H.0.8a)

where

Q (z ,y,w) = H(y)T(z -> D,p) • w , (H.0.8b)

Q? z (zN,y,w) = H(y)T(zN -> D,y) • w
2 . (H.0.8c)

Finally in region N + 1, for z < z < D:

MrjW+1(z,y,w) = / dz / dy" K(z,y

zN<z
+<D

+ fl - H(y)]T(z -»• zXT,y) • 5_ *M_ _ (zXT,y,w/C_ ) + Q_ .T,,(z,y,w) ,

(H.0.9a)

where

Qx N+I(z,y,w) = H(y)T(z •*• D,p) • w , (H.0.9b)
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Q 2 N+I(z,y,w) = H(y)T(z -> D,u) • w
2 . (H.C.9c)

From this point onward, the first and second moments will be treated

separately. The continuity/discontinuity conditions will be derived at

the general (i-th) splitting surface. Finally, the equations will be

presented in integro-differential form.

H. 1 The First Moment (r ••= 1)

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the first moment

of the transmission score is continuous across the general (i-th) split-

ting surface (as in the special case of a single splitting surface).

Also, after all the proper substitutions are made, it is found that the

coupled first moment equations reduce to a single formulation which

holds over the entire slab.

First we consider Eqs. (H.0.6a,b) and Eqs. (H.0.7a,b) for r = 1.

Recalling the property that constant weight multipliers are separable in

the moments (see Appendix D ) , it is possible to substitute Eqs. (H.0.7a,b)

into Eq. (H.0.6a). Thus, for r = 1 and z in region i:

M 2 i(z,y,w) = w s • / dz + / d y " K(z,y •* z+,y")M1 i(z
+,u",w)

zi-l<z+<z:L

f * + c ~
/ J

+ ws

H(y)T(z •* zi+1,y)M1 z (2i+1,y,w) + [1 - H(u)]T(z ->• z±_^V)

M (z. ,,y,w) . (H.1,1)
' ̂ 1—1 3-~-1-



In writing Eq. (H.I.I), the transmission probability T(z -»• z.,y) has been

absorbed either in the transition kernel K(z.,y "*" z »V") or the trans-

mission probability T(z. -*• z. ,,li), as per Eq. (B.2.3).

We can write an equation for the first moment in region i + 1

(z. < z < z.,.) by analogy to Eq. (H.0.6a,b). Thus, for r = 1 and weight

multipliers separated:

lji+I(z,y>w) = wg • / dz+ / d K(z,y

Z.<Z <Z.,-
X 1+1

+ [1 - H(y)]T(z -> z.,y)M1 (z y,w) . (H.I.2)

The proper forms of Eqs. (H.0.7a,b) may be substituted into Eq. (H.I.2)

to give

H(y)T(z i + 1 l Z

f dz +y d y " K(z,y ̂  z+,ii'>)M1>i+1(z
+,y",w

/ - •

x K(z,y -»• z + , u " )M 1 i ( z + , y " , w ) + [1 - H(y)]T(z

M (z . . p
X ' Z i - l i ~ 1

.w) . (H.I.3)
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Again, the transmission probability T(z -*• z.,]i) has been absorbed by the

transition kernel K(z ,y •> z .li") and by the transmission probability

T(z.. -> zi_1,y).

As in Chapter IV (Appendix B), the limits of the first moment

solution in regions i and i + 1 are defined

(z^y.v) = lira M .(z.y.w) (H.I.4a)
z - > z '

and M1
+(z.,y,w) H lim tt ,+1(z,u,w) . (H.I.4b)

z-z '

Then, if the limit of Eq. (H.I.I) is taken as the starting location z is

allowed to approach the splitting surface z, from below, and if the limit

of Eq. (H.I.3) is taken as z approaches z. from above, we find that

M1~(zi,U,w) = M1
+(zi,y,w) = M1 z (zjL,p,w) . (H.I.5)

By Eq. (H.I.5), the first moment of the transmission score is continuous

across any splitting surface z.. This, of course, is a generalization

of the condition that was found in Chapter IV for only a single splitting

surface in the geometry. Equation (HU1.5) was derived specifically for

a surface at z. which has other splitting surfaces on either side, i.e.,

at z. 1 and z. .. The same relationship may be derived for the case of

surfaces 1 (at z..) and N (at z ), both of which have a neighboring

splitting surface on one side, but an escape surface on the other. In

these cases, the derivation proceeds by starting with Eqs. (H.0.4,5) or

Eqs. (H.0.8,9), rather than as done above with Eqs.. (H.O.6,7).
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If one were to start with the first moment formulation written for

any of the N + 1 regions in the slab geometry [for example, Eq. (H.0.6)

for region i], and appropriately substitute (recursively) for all the

M^ terms which couple to the equation, the result would be an identical

formulation of the first moment for all the starting regions M, .

(j = 1,2,"«,N + 1), i.e.,

..

N+l

/ + / K(z,y/ d z + / dy~

+
z. _
x-1

+ T(z -»- D,y) • w for z._- < z < z. . (H.I.6)

Equation (H.I.6) holds for all regions j = 1,2,"*,N+1 (with the added

definitions: zfi = 0 and z - = D). Thus, when the equations are written

in this manner, we see that the same equation governs the first moment

solution, irrespective of the region in which the particle is assumed to

be introduced. Formally, then, we define the first moment solution

M-(z,y,w), such that (for i = 1,2,««',N + 1):

Vz,y,w) = MT .(z,y,w) for z. 1 < z < z. . (H.I.7)
J., X 1—1 X

Thus, Eq. (H.I.6) may be reduced to one simplified formulation over the

entire slab (0 £ z £ D):

M, (z,y,w) = w • i dz # dli K(z,ll -*• z ,U )M, (z ,U ,w)1 S J+ J 1

0<z <D

+ T(z •*• D,y) • w . (H. I .8)
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The conversion of the integral equation (H.I.8) to integro-differ-

ential form has already been demonstrated [see Eqs. (4.1,2.5) through

(4.1.2.15)] with the result:

-y j£ F1(z,y,w) + ETF1(z,y,w) = / dy" Zg • E(z,y1(z,y,w) = / d

+ H(y)6(z - D) *jr-' w , (H.I.9)

where F^z.y.w) - 1/IT •

Thus, as before, the effects of splitting, Russian roulette, and

biasing are totally absent from the first moment equation.

H.2 The Second Moment (r = 2)

In this section, the discontinuity at the general (i-th) splitting

surface is characterized. It is demonstrated that the discontinuity

condition is identical to the condition found for the case of a single

splitting surface (Chapter IV).

We now consider the second moment of the transmission score. As in

Section H.I, the proper forms (r = 2) of Eqs. (H.0.7a,c) are substituted

into Eq. (H.0.6a,c) after the property of weight separability is applied

to both sets of equations. [The substitution is made for

H(ii)M- (z.,y,w).] The following equation results:
z., z . l
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= w2

2. , <Z <
X-l

J dz+ /dy" K(z,]

{'J J
z.<z <z...
1 1+1

T(z •> z , ^
x + 1

x T(z -y z._L1,y){M (z._,_n ,y,w) } + [1 - H(y) ]
1>zi+l

x T(z -> z. n ,y)Mo (z. . ,y,w) + H(y) •( — —
i-l 2,Zi_1 i-l \ ma

T(z -> z,,y) • {M, (z,,y,w)}

An equation for z in region i + 1 may be written (r = 2) by analogy to

Eq. (H.O.6a,c) and by applying the property of weight separability:

/
+

z .<z <z...
1 1+1

K(z,y

(z 15y,w) + [1 - H(y)]T(z * z y)

|T(z

{M (Z..,,y,w)}2 . (H.2.2)
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Substitution of Eq. (H.0.7a,c) for [1 - H(y)]M (z.,y,w) in

Eq. (H.2.2) yields

M2>1+1(z,li,w) = w^ • J d z + / d y " K(z,y •* z+,y")M2jl+1(2
+,p",w

•:.,,,y,w) + m.w / dz+ H(y)/-i-}T(z + z... ,y)M. „ (z

/ d y " K(z,y •*• z+,u")M2>i(z
+,ii",w) + [1 - H(y)

x T(z z y)M <z y,w) +
x 1 ^^i.x x l « ± + 1

x T(z ̂  zi+1,y){M1>z (zi+1,u,w)}
2 . (H.2.3)

As in the case for the first moment, the following limits may be defined:

M2 (z.,y,w) = lim M_ .(z,y,w) (H.2.4a)

i-

M9 (z ,y,w) = lim M9 n(z,y,w) . (H.2.4b)

Then, upon taking the limit of Eq. (H.2.1) as z approaches z. from below

and the limit of Eq. (H.2.3) as z approaches z. from above, the discon-

tinuity condition becomes apparent:

for y < Oi

M~(z.,y,w) = — M _ (z.,y,w) , (H.2.5a)
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and for y > 0:

% (Zl,y,w)}
2.(H.2.5b)

The discontinuity characterized in Eqs. (H.2.5) is a generalization of

the condition occurring in the case of a single splitting surface [see

Eqs. (4.1.1.13,14)]. Although Eqs. (H.2.5) strictly apply only for the

i-th splitting surface which has other splitting surfaces on either side,

the same discontinuity can be derived at z.. and z . In these latter

cases, however, the derivation would proceed by starting with

Eqs. (H.0.4,5) or (H.0.8,9), rather than with Eqs. (H.0.6,7).

The integral second moment equation in each region can be converted

to an integro-differential form which is more amenable to standard

solution techniques. The conversion follows along the same lines as pre-

sented in Chapter IV (Section 4.1.2).

For particles beginning their next flight in region 1, Eqs. (H.0.4a,c)

may be rewritten after first breaking up the transition kernel [see

Eq. (B.2.2)]:

dz+ /"dy" j~ T(z -> z+,y)E(z+,y - y")

0<z+<z1

1(z,y,w) , (H.2.6)

where
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S 2 3^(2,u,w) = H(y)T(z

x T(z •> zly^){VLliZ ( z l 5 y ,w)} 2 . (H.2.7)

Again, in writing Eqs. (H.2.6) and (H.2.7) the weight-multipliers are

separated from the moments. The conversion of Eq. (H.2.6) to integro-

differential form follows the same procedure as applied to Eq. (4.1.2.18)

in converting the latter equation to Eq. (4.1.2.23). Applying the same

steps to Eq. (H.2.6), the following equation is derived:

M - ^ P 2 ) 1 (z ,u ,w) + ZT F 2 ) 1 (z ,y ,w) = / d y " Z* • E(z,y •+ y " )

T

1 J (H.2.8)

where

and E s* = w s
2 E T .

For particles beginning their next flight in an interior region (i),

Eqs. (H.0.6a,c) may be rewritten for r = 2 as
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M, ,(z,y,w) = wl . I dz+ / dy" -!• T(z •+ z+,y)E(z+,y + y "
' J J j VI |

(H.2-9)

where

S2)i(z,y,w) = H(y)T(z -> z±,y) * (^1 * M 2 > z. ̂ i ' ^ ' ^ + C1

x T(z - z^x.y) -mi-l •M2,Zi_1(zi_lili,w) + H(y)( \^ J

x T(z •* zi,y){MljZ_(zi,y,w)}
2 . (H.2.10)

Again, the same procedure is followed in converting Eq. (H.2.9) as was

followed for M2 j in Eq. (4.1.2.18), except that M2 ^ replaces M2 ^ in

the equations and all integrations over dz are now restricted to the

range of starting locations z. , < z < z.. The term S2 . also replaces

So , in the conversion. The resulting integro-differential equation isz, i

written:

/ " E* • E(z:y

H(y)6(z - z±) -JL. i . M <z.,y,w)
1 ET |mi 'Z± X

l.z^i'1-1'^}2 - z±_{) • ^

X M2,z
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where F2>i(z,y,w) = 1/ZT • M2>i(z,v,w)

Finally, for particles beginning their next flight in region N + 1,

Eqs. (H.0.9a,c) are rewritten here for r = 2:

M2 d z

where

T(z + z+,u)E(z ,

(z,y,w) = [1 - H(y)]T(z •+ zN,y) •mN*M2,z ( z N ' u ' w )

+ H(y)T(z -*• D,y) -w2 .

(H.2.12)

(H.2.13)

Following the same conversion steps as before, the integro-diffe-ential

form of the above equation [Eq. (H.2.12)] becomes

T" F-, M<
z'U,w) + E F M(z>U,

oz z,N T 2,N

- H(u)]6(z - zN)

+ H(n)6(z - D) ••£-• w2 ,

" E*
s 2,N

(H.2.14)

where
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Inspection of Eqs. (H.2.8), (H.2.11), and (H.2.14) indicates that

the homogeneous forms of these equations are all equivalent. In fact

(as in Chapter IV for a two-region problem), one integro-differential

equation may be written over the entire slab for all starting locations

not on the splitting surfaces, i.e., z 4 z^ (i = 1,2,***,N):

-V j^ F2(z,y,w) + ZTF2(z,y,w) = j d p " E* • E(z,y,y,w) = I d p " £*•

+ H(p)6(z - D) -JJ--W2 , (H.2.15)

where F2(z,y,w) = 1/IT M2(z,u,w)

and Z* E

Moreover, the internal boundary sources at each splitting surface,

represented by the delta-funccion sources in Eqs. (H.2.8, 11, 14) are

accounted for by imposing the appropriate discontinuity on the second

moment solution at z = z. (i = 1,2,*",N). This discontinuity was

characterized in Eqs. (H.2.5a,b) for both positive and negative direc-

tions.
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APPENDIX I

MULTIPLE SURFACE DERIVATIONS
(TIME PER PARTICLE HISTORY)

As stated in Section 5.2, the development of the equations govern-

ing the time per particle history [T ( Z , U ) ] for the case of multiple

surfaces follows along the same lines as the derivation presented in

Section 4.2 (for the single splitting surface). Of course, the formu-

lations are now complicated by the fact that with N surfaces and N + 1

regions, the equations from case to case exhibit a different sec of

terms due to the particular set of next events characterizing a given

formulation.

Starting with the six cases represented by Eqs. (5.2.7) through

(5.2.12), the next step in the development would be to substitute the

appropriate probability kernels (see definitions at the beginning of

Section 5.2) and the score distribution functions [Eq. (5.2.1)]. After

performing most of the indicated integrations, the procedure yields a

set of equations written explicitly with respect to (z,y) coordinates.

As an example, the substitution and integration procedure, when applied

to Eq. (5.2.7a,b), yields the following equation for particles starting

their next flight in region i (z^_-^ < z < 2 i ) :

(see next page)



~ K(z,u

+ [1 - HCy)]-/;^-] T(z ^ ^

u. - T(z •+ Z.,U)T (z.,y) + / dz
x i'p/ p,z1 x'

x -—r T(z -> z ,y) • T + [1 - H(]j)] • T(z •+ z.^.y) • T ._.

+ H(y)T(z + Z;j,,p) • Tg i . (I.I)

Similarly, the substitution and integration procedure applied to

Eq. (5.2.10a,b) yields the following equation for particles resuming

their flight from surface i (z = z.):

(see next page)
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f dz+ f d ~ K zJ+ ^ J ̂  K Z±

/ dz / dy" K(z. ,y

+ [1 - H(y)] ' l - ^ - T(z. -• z. 1,y)x (z. .,y) + H(y)

f + £T +
x T(z. -*• z+,y) • T + / dz' — — T(z. -*• z',y) • T

X C / I , j X C

- H(y)] • T(z± ̂  Z^.IJ) • ̂ ^ ^ + H(y)T(z± -> z±+1,p)

Also, by analogy to Eq. (I.I), the following equation may be written

for particles beginning their next flight in region i + 1, for

z. < z < z±+1:
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Tp,i+l(z'y) = I

- H(y)] • | ; H " T(z •* 2,,y)T^ „ (z,,y) + H(y) -m

T(Z

z i < z

x T(z * z+,y) • T + [1 - H(y)]T(z -> z ,y) • T + H(y)
C X IV j X

x T(z -> z.+1,y) • x . (1.3)

The derivation of the discontinuity condition at each splitting

surface proceeds in the same manner as already shown for the second

moment of the transmission score (see Appendix H). To characterize the

condition at the i-th surface, the expression for T from Eq. (1.2)

is substituted into the third term of Eq. (I.I). Recall that only

terms in Eq. (1.2) which do not vanish for y > 0 contribute in the sub-

stitution. Thus, Eq. (I.I) becomes:
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/ dz + f dy"K(z,y •+ z+,ii")Tpji(z
+,M" £1 - H(y)]

K(z,y •> z+,y"')Tp)i+1(z
+,y"') + H(y) • (m± mi+1)T(z -*• z

dz + -:—r T(z -> z"*",y) • T

y c

H(u) • m± • T(z /" dz+

x T(z ^ z+,y) • x c + [1 - Hfti)]T(z •*• z±_ltji) • ̂ ^ ^ + H(y)

x T(z •* z±,y) - x S ) i . (1.4)

Note that H(y) has been dropped from the third and fifth terms of

Eq. (1.4) because the restriction to positive y is implicit in the

definition of the transition kernel K(z,y -> z +,y") in the third term

and implicit in the definition of the transmission probability

T(z -> z+,y) in the fifth term. Recall that z . ^ < z < z ± in Eq. (1.4).

Similar substitution of Eq. (J.2) into the second term of Eq. (1.3)

yields [with only terms of Eq. (1.2) that do not vanish for y < 0

contributing]:
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I dz+ I dy" K(z,j

+fdv" K(z,y

T(2

z. ,<z <z.
1-1 1

x T(z

+ [1 - H(y)]T(z -»• z±,y) • T R t + H(y)T(z •*

(1.5)

Once again, we define the following limits:

T_ (z^.y) = lim T .(z,y)
P X z^z. P>;L

3.*™

(1.6)

r (z ,y) = lim T .+1(z,y)
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Then, taking the limit of Eq. (1.4) as z approaches z. from below and

the limit of Eq. (1.5) as z approaches z. from above, we find that

for T-i > 0;

Tp-(z.,y) = m. • Tp
+(Zl,p) + T S ). . (I.7a)

Also, for ]i < 0:

Strictly speaking, the condition stated in Eqs. (1.7) applies to a

splitting surface with other splitting surfaces on either side- How-

ever, the same condition may be derived at z- and z,.. The discontinuity

at surface i presented in Eqs. (I.7a,b) holds for all splitting surfaces

in the geometry (i = l,2,ft*,N). Moreover, the discontinuity is a

generalization of the single-surface condition derived in Appendix C

{see Eqs. (C.2.6) and (C.2.7)].

The conversion of the formulations for x (z,y) to an integro-

differential form proceeds as in Section 4.2,2. In this case, however,

there are equations for N + 1 (rather than two) regions. As an example

of the conversion procedure, Eq. (.1.1) may be rewritten as follows

[using identities (B.2.2) and (4.1.2.3)]:

dz+ C(z "" z+>V)fdv" E(z+,y •> y "

J dz+

+

C(z
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where

sp>i(z,y) = [1 - H(y)]

H(y) •mi'T(.z -> Zi.^Tp^.Czi.y) + [1 - H(y)]T(z

x T ^ ^ + H(y)T(z -v z±,y) • T g > i . (1.9)

Now, by defining

G+(z+,y) = I dy" P(z+,]i -»• p")T p i(z
+,y^) + Tc , (1.10)

Eq. (1.8) may be written as

Tc

/ dz+ C(z •* z+,y)G+(z+,y) + Sn .(z,y) . (1.11)

By following the same steps as in Section 4.2.2 [see Eqs. (4.2.2.2)

through (4.2.2.9)j, Eq. (I.11) may be converted to the appropriate

integro-differential form:

"TFT>i(z,y) = / dy" E(z,y

- H(y)]6(z -

+ H(y)6(z - z.) X |m. • Tp)Z.(2i,y) + T S J.} , (1.12)

where FT>i(z,y) = 1/ET • Tp)i(z,y)
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In the same manner, but starting with the integral equation govern-

ing T -L(Z,\I) for particles beginning their next flight at z in region 1,

an integro-differential equation may be derived for T ,(z,y). Before

the conversion, however, the substitution and integration procedure

(discussed at the beginning of this Appendix) should be applied to

Eqs. (5.2.8a,b). This will facilitate writing the integral equation for

Tp i(z,]i) in a form similar to that of Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9). From there,

the conversion to an integro-differential equation yields for 0 £ z < z^

[c.f. Eq. (4.2.2.9)]:

-y ± Tjl(z,y) + ZTFT)1(z,y) = / dy" ZT • E(z,y - y")FT>1(z,u")

+ x + [1 - H(y)]6(z - 0) M • x + H(y)6(z - z,) -&•
c ZT u J- Ly

where FT 1(z,y) = l/E^T 1(z,y)

Similarly, starting with Eqs. (5.2.12a,b), the following equation

may be obtained for starting locations z in the range zN < z < D:
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-p 2-

M

+ H(y)6(z - D) -H- • T . (1.14)
Lirn X.

Inspection of Eqs. (1.12),(1.13), and (1.14) reveals that the

homogeneous form of all equations (regardless of region) is equivalent.

In fact, as in Section 4.2, a single equation may be written for FT(z,l0

[= l/£y • Tn(z,y)] at all z not on a splitting surface. Thus, for z 4

(i = 1,2,•••fN),

Z • E(z,y •*• u")F (z,\

+ x + [1 - H(y)]6(z - 0) M • Tn + H(y)6(z - D) -H- • T .

(1.15)

At each splitting surface, z = z., the discontinuities characterized by

Eqs. (1.7) are imposed on the solution of Eq. (1.15).
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APPENDIX J

FORTRAN Code Listing:

MCSN



LASL Identification
No. LP-3016

1 -C lhJMuOi;j;FOUS SLAB oHM I.I), riHI-TIP'.E ->!;L ! TT1WG SUKIV/i
2 C SPL1 TT lH t , F:i-:> .1 î-J ix.il l lr) VI . oU.tt/l i/AL BI AS. Il-JCj !

3 i: •JALLV-I EAKAulf Cil,i,;&,ll IU..T 2 - 1
4 C
5 C
6 Pfa.GRAM NCSfK I Ni'UT, TTV , 1 Al'i:5= I iJPUT, TAPL' t = TTV )
7 CiiliiMi5W'"{»COI'.'E' Tlti'.N I , i«.>M.?:

a COI,HON/GLOI"I'' sum r/> ,SHI'<I:CL(6,2)
9 C t t h l i O N / p . / U I ! ' . / I ' l i J i l l , V I T i I 0 I ) , 5 )

10 -COriMON/NLiTRW/Z, -JiilM', i'i'.L
11 DltitNSIOiN 1 I T L t f I .it , I f i l ( o )

13 :VC»***» INPUT AND I N I T I A L I
14 C
15 R?:ADl5,5) -TITLE

17 l ; i> f l (5 ,^ :MMA<.U: . SlfiT,NCL ,,
18 6 KCM.HAT( i 12. 2.T12 ,?J, 1,12)
1 9 , H£AI.I i S1/7IU Su.-.'C;:i t I , J i ,-J = 1 , 2) , 1 = 1 , NCL)
20 7 EOI-I-1AT.(2EI2. 4)
21 RK/ ,L" I (5 ,«>( IMP< M , I - ! , Nr:L)
£r:.7 S FOI.IiAT(6l !2J
2 3 v. . • '
£ 4 C • . '•'" ••' •'

25 N-O
26 -'TKAN1=TRANi: = p .O

26 DO 10 J = l , 1 0 0
2i} DO 10 J 1 = 1 ,5
30 1O VI.T(.I, J l i'-d.O ' '
31 : NSI'.f -NCl".+ !

33 .{ill 12 ISZ.M'JKF .. '
34 12 StU ,"( I )- SUF;(:."1.( i -1 , 2 )
35 CAIL T i l i t k l TiMO)
36 C
37 C»«*»KNeiIJ£ A: NEW Si3Ui«^E PART 10LE**»«*
36 C
39 20 N=N+1
40 Z=O.0
41 XMU=1.00
42 W=1 .00 •:••
4 3 I Cl. = 1
44 SUbT=C.00
45 C
46 C*****NOri£ B: RAMpOM WALK***'**
47 C
48 C DISTANCE TO COLLISION
49 21 RAMD=RANF(O.O)
50 DC=f -1 ./SlGT)*ALOG(R.\Hr>)
51 C DISTANCE TO SUKFACE IN TliUSrC IJON
52 CALL DSURF(D3.NXii)
53 C COLLISION OR SURFACE INTERSECTION



&4 1F(DC .LT. D.V> GO TO 30
£>̂  C SURFACE INTERSECTION

t,-/ C-«»»-N«. ' t - f »: NATUI.E OF SUKFACE » • » • *
J.l, IF ( N A S . f O H.V.W) GO TO t.0
S-J IF (CIAS . EO. 1) 6 0 TO 6 0
r>0 t :-.PI. ITT INfa SURFACE
61 C DlU I -OTlOh CHECK
*>.'. I F (KMU . 6 7 . H O J G O TO 2 2
t>J I. UPDATI: CtfLL FLAG
6'I ICOIDMCL
fct* ICNt.W=ICL-1
bo GO TO 23
67 22 I C O L . D = I C L

69 23 1CL=ICNLW
70 XK=(FLOAT!IMPfICNEW)))/<FLOAT(IMP(1COLD)))
71 I FtXK . I T . 1 . 0 ) GO TO 25
72 C INI TJATE: SPL! T
73 WMOC>=1 . /XK

7b XK =XK+1 .OE-06
76 K=IF1X(XK)
/ t K I = K ~1
76 1F(K1 .EO. O) GO TO 21
7<* C UANK ( K . - l ) PAKTICLEb
6 0 CAl L BANK. I T ( K 1 )
61 C OoNTINi.lt: TRACKING
ei" GO TO 21
83 C
64 C RUSSIAN fcOl/I.ETTE

66 IF (XML . L.E. XK i GO TO 26
87 C PAiniClC IS KILLfcl)
tib UO TO bu
»<i C F'AKili ' . l f: SUKVI VE«
90 L't> Wl-iufi- 1 . /XK

<>;- t OO!-M I NHL' TKACI I N ( i
9'J GO TO 2 1
t»'l C
c,t, c« » v»«NC>riE 2'- CiM.1.1 SI 0N» * » * *

av w-w«ws
MM I.AIJfi-RA.IIF ( 0. U)
Mii 01 Ktl- H. .RAND 1 O

ItiO Hl-Hi- 1>I KM
Hi l C CIIM I I Ml/r TI-'ACKING
UiX GO To 21
Hi 3 C.
K/-1 C»«*»»TA1I .Y U P D A T E * * * * *

10b C«*•*»•«TRACK T E R M I N A T I O N * * * * *
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1O7 60 IFfNPNK . EQ. 01 88 TO 7O
10<? C RETRITVr NCXT TRACK FROfi BANK
10t CAl I BAHKR

10 GO TO 21
11 C TROCFSS HISTORY SCORE
12 70 CALL UPDATE tS'JBT)
13 IFfN .FO. NMAX) ©O TO SO
1 4 nr, TO P.0
15 C CALCMI AT I Oil COMPLETE
16 80 TAIL TIMER<TIMF)
17 xritFLO/.T(Ht!AX)
18 TIMf"-(TIMr-TIMO)/XN
19 CALL EDIT<NriAX,TIMr,TJTl.E.tW,S|r-:T,N'".nF»

120 CALL CXIT
121 LMD

1 SUBROUTINE DSURF(DS,NXS)
2 COMr-'ON/NUTRN/Z,Xf1U,W, ICI.
3 COMMON/GEOM/SURF< 7 ) , P-0nCEL(6, 2)
A C FSTArLIT.H CURRENT CELL
5 NSL=ICL
6 N?R=ICL+1
7 C CHECK TOR PIREOTION
6 IF'fXflU .PT. 0 . 0 ) GO TO 10
9 NX?=NSL
10 GO TO 20
11 10 NXS-NSR
12 C CALCULATE DISTANCE TO NEAREST SURFACE
13 20 OS-(SURF(NXS)-Z)/XMU
1A RETURN
15 END

1 SUBROUTINE BANK IT(K1)
2 COHMON/NUTRN/Z, >!MU, W, 1 CL
3 r̂.iTloN/IJANK/NBNKjVLTI 1"10,!5)
A i o f nnr I A T < i x , S H * * * • * « , •• r w w . O V / F R F I _r«w - . r -n- »•»•*•>
5 Uri-irrMBNK*!
6 IF(MPMK -GT. 1OO>
7 VLT(NBNK,1)=Z
8 VLT(NPNK,2)=XMU
9 VLT f NP.MK , 3 > =W

10 VLT<M?NK,4)=FLOATfK1

12 RETURN
13 ENO
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1
12
13
1 A
15
16
17
18
19
2 0

5
6

10

SlIBlraUTIM.. BANKR
COIil iti.HVM'J ;(tti >"£, XHU, W , 1 Cl-
COMI'.IJ.'-J/I ••,!«: / f j i :r* , v i .T( i o o
2-VLT(M[;.NI., 1 )
J.'l H/ = V( 1 (111 SMS', 2")
W = VLT(l-jr>JI., 3 )
ICL = VI. T(NI>NH , & )
XOLD-VLTllKlPi!'., 4 ) + 1 . OE-06
KC=1FIX(XOLD)
NKC=KC-J
1F(NKC . E 0 . 0) CO TO 5
XNEW=FLOAT(NKC<
VI.T( HliNIl, 4 ) = .̂N£W
GO TO 10
DO 1} IC=1 . 5
VLTlNONK, 10 = 0.0
NI;NI: = NBHK-I
CuNT 1 NUE
RtTURN
EHO

1 5IIPPOIITINE T/MER(T)
8 DIMENSION 12(2)
3 J=200B
1 CAIL SYCALLC240^B,J,12,1)
5 T = 0 O0OO01*l2M )
6
7 END

1 Sl.»nROUTINE UPr>ATF(Slf?-T)
2 OOMTION/SCORE/TRANI , T^AN
3 TRAN1=TRAN1*SUBT
A TRAM?=TRAN2+Sl.ie.T*«2
5 RETUPN
6 END
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1 SUBROUTINE EDI T( NMAX. TIMF., Tl TLE, VS , <H«3T, NPRF )
2 C"'MMON/SCORE/TRfl.H1 , TPi.ri2
3 r,rrfinON/OFOH/SURF(7) , P«mrF.L<6, 2 )
4 DIlirrJSION TITLEC12)
5 XN-FI.OAT(NMAX)
6 X = TR/>N1/XN
7 X2=TRAN?/XN
8 VAR-X2-X*»2
9 RFL^SOG'Tf VAP./XN)/X

10 WRITCI6.5)
11 5 FOPHATtSf / ) .TiCiX. "F.D! T" ) )
12 WRITF.rr., 10) TITLK
13 10 rOHHATMOK, 12A6)
14 WRITE'6, 15} (Sl'RFf t ) , 1-1 ,MCRF)
15 15 FCV*HAT(2</> , I X , "PUriFACrS AT: " V C 3 O X , 1PF1 ? . * > / • >)
16 W R I T i r r B , 2 0 < S I R T , W S
17 20 FORMAT( IX, "TOTAL X-SF.CN: " , 1PE12. 4'IX, "WR: " ,E12. 4)
18 WRITE(5,?5)NHAX.REL
19 25 FORMAT (3(/) , IX, "MO -! SOIjrOF PARTI C-I.FS = " , I in/
20 IX,"PEL.FRROR ATTAIM^D-",1PE12.4)
21 WRlTF.fR, 30}X,X2
22 30 FOr.MATf IX, "FIRST H0MrNT( TRANSM1 S?l OM1 = " ,
23 +1PE12.4/1X, "SECOND M'>Mr.NT= " , 1 PE1 2 . 4)
24 WRITEf6.35)VAR
25 35 FORMAT(IX,"SAMPLE VARIANCF=",1PF12.4)
26 WRITE'6,40)TIHE
27 40 FORHATtIX,"TIME PER HI STORY=",1PE12.A," SEC")
28 CO'iT=VAR«TlMIT
29 WRITC(6,42) COST
30 42 FORMAT( IX , "COST=", 1PE1?..4, " SEC" , 3C / 1 >
31 RETURN
32 END

it U.S. QOVBVMENT nWTMQ OfflCE' 1M0-777-0X/1M
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